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JULY SALE
We are London's largest stockist of all

110--i) Roland sell it! Our displays and demonstrations are
Roland products - if Roland make it then we

designed to show the interfacing capabilities
of the newest Roland products. Roland are

committed to the concept of adding and expanding to their current production items thus
expanding the capability of electronic musical instruments rather than hastening obsolescence.
Blinded by flashing lights and too many. buttons? Come to the London Rock Shop and we will show
you how the creative musician controls the machine rather than the other way round! Since we
stock the complete range of Roland gear you can come and check everything out - the one -stop
Roland shop.
Here is just a selection from the enormous range:

KEYBOARDS
Jupiter 8: Polysynth + MC -4 interface.
Jupiter 41 Polysynth (8 memories).
Juno 6: Polysynth: New - now in stock!
SH-2: Mono 2 VCO synth + sub-osc.
SH-09: Mono 1 VCO synth + sub-osc.
MC -4 A/B: Microcomposer (4 ch. sequencer).
CSQ 100/600: Programmable memory sequencers.
VP -330: Vocoder plus choir and strings.
RS -09: Organ + string ensemble.
SA -09: Organ + percussive sounds.
100M; Modular synthesizer system.
VK-09: Drawbar combo organ.
Piano Plus 60/70: Touch -sensitive EL pianos.
Piano Plus 11: Piano with rhythm and auto -bass.
HP 30 EL piano with built-in speaker.

GUITAR AND BASS
SYNTHESIZERS

GR 300: Guitar synthesizer (blue box) + G-202 (Nat,
Blue, Wine), 303 (fitted neck), 505 (Met. Red, Met.
Blue, Sunburst), 808 (thru' neck). GR-33B: Bass
synthesizer + 833 (fitted neck), B89 (thru' neck).

z1T.Floland , 0 0 0 0 0 Or-vrnatix
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RHYTHM UNITS etc.
TR-808: Rhythm Composer.
CR-8000: Compurhythm (programmable).
CR-5000: Compurhythm (arrangeable).
CR-78: Original compurhythm: few left at £249 inc.
write switch.
TR-606: Mini Rhythm Composer: £199.
TB- 303: Bass Line Synthesizer, Triggers from TR-606
Drumatix £215
+ stands, cases, footpedals, footswitches, sweat-
shirts, stickers... if it says 'Roland' on it we've got itl

COMBO AMPS
Bolt 100 - New!
Bolt 30/60 - Valve
Cube 20/40/60/100
Cube 60 Bass
Cube 40K/60K
Spirit 10/30/50
Spirit 3013/50B Bass
Jazz Chorus 50/120
Boss MA 1/5/15

Boss Effect Units:
We stock the complete range at
competitive prices inc. the latest
units:
OC-2: Octave Divider.
VB-2: Vibrato.
CS -2: New Sustainer.
J-44: Jack/Phono/Mini-Jack con-
necting box.

P.A. etc.
16 -channel Stereo Mixer.
P.A. 150/250 Mixer/Amps.
Power Amps SPA 120/240.
RE -201 Space Echo.
RE -301/501/555 Chorus Echo Units.
Roland Rack
Dimension D
SDE-2000 Digital Delay.
SBF-325 Stereo Flanger
+ much, much more.

INC01113.`SYNTIIESIZEll DINAMS'
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Yes, it's sale time again folks! Every July Rocky
goes mad with his Casio calculator and knocks
pounds off all our prices. We think he's made
because we sell the best gear at the best prices all
year round anyhow. However, as you can see,
there are new goodies coming onto the market all
the time so Rocky must keep up with the
technology.

*Interest -Free Credit: On selected items during
our July sale we are offering 0% interest on 6
month personal finance agreements.
*10% off R.R.P. on all goods and accessories
during the first two weeks of July (until Sunday,'
18th July).
*Up to 50% off well-known makes for cash
buyers: this includes some of the very newest
stock items.
*Clearly our July sale means bargain time so
come on down y'all and see us; we part -exchange
instruments, accept Barclaycard, Access and
arrange personal finance through Forward Trust
(a division of Midland Bank) for up to 3 years.
*Our trading hours are designed to suit you; we're
open seven days a week: Monday -Saturday 10.00
a.m. until 6.00 p.m., Sundays 11.00 a.m. until
5.30 p.m. Please ring our Direct Sales line 01-267
7851 to check availability of products that interest
you before travelling any great distance. Alter-
natively, our Mail order service is fast and
efficient. Please enclose 25p in postage stamps to
cover any colour catalogue requests.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
GUITARS: WE choose 'em, you pick 'eml We have
over 100 guitars, both electric and electric -acoustic, always on
display for you to try. We only stock the pick of the crop so it
sometimes pays to shop around; however, we specialise in
Roland Guitar Synthesizers (all colours and all models on
display subject to availability) and Washburn/Ovation Electric
Acoustics. The Ovation 'Cutaway' models will be arriving in
July and the limited edition 'collector' model in August.
Washburn's new EC -43 nylon -strung EL/Acoustic is due any
day along with their EA -42 Woodstock Studio Model (trans-
ducer and magnetic pickups). We carry selected goodies from
the following:

Fender (USA) Gibson
Fender (Japan) Aria
Fender Bullitt Ibanez
Washburn Kramer
Ovation Yamaha
Jaydee Pangbourne
Chandler Tokai
Vox Westbury

Plus Secondhand

Sound
- *YAWN
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Two new Mm: -Keyboards from Yamaha: HS -500 Features piano, organ,
violin, harpsichord and clarinet sounds, 4 -note polyphonic, battery or mains
powered, auto power -off, output for headphones, Hi-Fi or amp system plus...
5 Amazing Musical Games, each with 3 levels of difficulty: Match it, pairs, copy
cat, chord chase and musical tennis! Yamaha have produced a truly educational
electronic musical instrument in the handysound HS -500 for only
£59.95.
Also available: Handysound HS -200, identical to above but without musical
games' £39.95.
Direct Mail Order: Ring 01-267 7851 with your Access/Barclaycard for instant,
post-free despatch or send cheque/postal order for (59.95 (HS -500), £39.95
(HS -200) to above address (allow 14 days for delivery). Limited stocks available
for July/August, so please order early. Offer subject to availability.

EFFECTS etc.
Boss
MXR
DoD

Yamaha
Fostex
Ibanez

Whirlwind
Ernie Ball

Dean Markley

GHS
Martin

Rotosound
Superwound
Jim Dunlop

Plus all the
bits and pieces

that matter!

AMPS, COMBOS
Marshall S/H

Fender New + S/H
Roland
OHM

Gallien Krueger
Burman S/H

Car lsbro
Pig nose
HH S/H

Plus the amazing 'Sessionette'
75w 1x12" ONLY £199

Fostex
Simply the best value on the market! Everybody stood back in
amazement when Fostex announced that they had made an
eight track 1/4" reel-to-reel recorder: Sales have proved just
how successful this formula has been. The 250 4 -track
cassette demos to new realms - why not come to the London
Rock Shop for a demonstration? We will show you how to set
up an inexpensive home demo studio. We stock the complete
range of Fostex equipment:
A-8: 8 -track reel-to-reel
A-4: 4 -track reel-to-reel
A-2: Half-track reel-to-reel
250: 4 -track cassette multitracker
350: 8 into 4 into 2 mixer
3060: Meter bridge for above
3040: Add-on 'Dolby C' unit
3050: Digital delay (270ms)
3030: 2 x 10 -band graphic equaliser
6301: New lOw monitors

PattimeffSeries

0 YAMAHA =5(r_-,-1%

CS -01 Micro -Monophonic Synthesizer: Battery or
mains powered, built-in speaker, pitch and mod.
depth wheels, white noise, variable pulse width, full
ADSR, Glissando, neck -strap buttons plus optional
VCA/VCF breath controller. Amazing versatility and
sound quality £189

OTHER Rodreamis COMPONENTS

MMIO Portable Mum

-4 Channel (Mic/Line) Plus
2 Aux. Inputs, Panpot. Built-in ambience effect,
Program Output X2 Multi In/Out, stereo,
Plus Line Out X2 very practical

f75 f79

5010 Nom:Mho. NnoMer

We're Open 7 days a week ... for sound advice at a better price!
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CONTRIBUTIONS.. .

There are many ways in
which electro- musicians
can contribute to the edi-

torial pages of E&MM. I believe it
is important that the magazine
should encourage musicians
and technicians at different
levels to contribute.

From this month we extend
a warm welcome to Patrick
Moraz, one of the world's
leading keyboard players, who
joins us in an advisory capacity,
along with Dave Bristow, Alan
Townsend, Tony Bacon and Dave
Crombie, who have supported us
in many ways from the start.
Don't expect consultants to write
for us every month - although
they often do! - their role is a
sort of musical 'think-tank' for us
to solve your problems and make
sure we bring the latest develop-
ments to your attention.

If you feel that you can
review something in our field
with the standard of practical
and technical content expected
in E&MM, then you've nothing to
lose by putting an article together
and submitting it. Don't forget,
too, that specific areas in the
magazine might encourage you
to have a go - 'Home Electro-
Musician', 'Cassette Reviews',
and 'Circuit Maker' in particular
offer participation from most
readers if you put your mind to it.

There's always been strong
support from the music business
for E&MM, and although many
companies have found it impos-
sible to advertise their products
during the recession, they never-
theless are enthusiastic in its
aims and future growth. So to any
companies who have a new
product for the electro-musician
and would like some help with
the editorial, let's continue to
hear from you.

Finally, it can take several
months for E&MM to reach some
countries. Don't despair, we are
still excited by far-off contribu-
tions telling us about the music
in your area - such as our latest
communication with the only
electronic music institute in
Poland.

JA,1
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SPECIAL OFFER
Each month, Electronics & Music Maker
gives a special offer to its readers that
represents a substantial saving on normal
retail prices.
This month, following our Electro-Music Engineer
series about mains safety, we are able to make this
exclusive offer:

THE MARTINDALE
RING MAIN TESTER
An indensable asset to
every musician on the
road and an invaluable
aid and tool in a home
studio environment, the
MARTINDALE RING
MAIN TESTER is the
simplest, safest and
most efficient method
of checking wiring in
ring main circuits.
To operate, plug the RING MAIN TESTER into a live
13A flat -pin socket and the combination of three
carefully selected neons will indicate whether or not
the socket is connected correctly. The Ring Main
Tester is suitable for 200-250 volts.

Two outer panels lit
Socket correctly wired

All three panels lit
Faulty Earth connection

Two left-hand panels lit
Live/Neutral connections
reversed

Right-hand panel lit
Faulty Neutral connection

No panels lit
Faulty Live connection/
supply

Recommended retail price £6.10.

E&MM special offer price £4.50
including VAT, postage and packing

Please complete order form below. Offer open to readers in the UK, Republic of Eire
and Europe only. (European customers please add 60p for postage.)

Closing date: 31st July 1982 - subject to availability.
Overseas payments including Republic of Eire should be covered by a bankers draft

in pounds sterling. Please allow 28 days for delivery.r Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Special Offers),
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me:
Quantity Item Item Price Total

£

Martindale
Ring Main Tester £4.50

I enclose a cheque/P.O. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

All prices shown include VAT, postage and packing
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Send to: Reader's Letters, Electronics & Music Maker
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Casiotone
Dear Sir,
For what they are worth, albeit be-
latedly, may I offer my congratula-
tions on the informative write-up on
the Casiotone 701 which was in your
January issue?
Its "automatics" would certainly not
make it MY instrument, but I did
wonder whether you had noticed a
peculiarity with the Casiotones. In
one of the local showrooms I was idly
trying some chords on a CT -202 and I
discovered that in general the octaves
were not true, in that if two octavely
related notes were played there was a
beat which at certain points on the
keyboard was downright unpleasant.
The rate rose with the pitch of the
note, but not progressively, it being
almost non-existent on some. I drew
the salesman's attention to it, and
after some humming -and -hawing
which I scientifically demolished, he
said that "they all did that" and
indeed it seemed that all the Casio -
tones did.
In the November issue you included a
review of their MT -30, and in its
excellent content you referred to the
CT -201 and M-10 being virtually
replaced by the CT -202 and MT -30,
all using a 64 -pin VLSI "chip". You
went on to say that the later instru-
ments used a D775G instead of a
0773G. Will this imply that the 775
will replace a 773, and if not, will an
M-10 or CT -201 owner whose instru-
ment fails due to an expired 773 find
his pride -and -joy turned into just a
few bobs' -worth of spares? I have
always questioned the wisdom of
buying large items which rely on rare

specialist parts which a manufac-
turer can cease to produce without
warning - not that I accuse Casio of
this!
Can you offer any comments?
J. W. Robson Newcastle upon Tyne

Many keyboards are deliberately "de -
tuned" simply because perfectly
pitched notes sound peculiar to the
human ear.
A certain warmth of sound is gen-
erated by this method and certainly
would not be a distraction in normal
playing. As you may know, some
pianists have a preference for a
particular piano tuner for just this
reason.
Concerning the advisability of buying
an item which uses specialist parts, I
suspect the average reader of E&MM
would find life rather dull without
some of the new and exciting de-
velopments which rely on up-to-the-
minute technology. However, avail-
ability of spare parts is an important
point and the size and reputation of
the company concerned should be
taken into account. I am very proud
that Casio makes great efforts to
ensure spare parts are available for
years to come. In fact, we are
currently repairing products which
are over six years old.
Indirectly, the components men-
tioned are not interchangeable and
should be used with the intended
instrument.
I hope that I have answered the
relevant questions as fully as possible
and thank you for your interest.
Keep up the good work at E&MM!

Dave Caulfield
Sales Manager - Casiotone

Speaker cabs - again!
Dear Sir,
I am very interested in building some
PA speakers for my group, some with
about 12" speakers and tweeters in a
giant cabinet. Please could you find
me an address of a place that could
send me some instructions.

Shaun Day Sheffield
We will be looking in detail at PA
speakers later in the 'Sound on Stage'
series. But, in the meanwhile, for
cone drivers, Electrovoice can supply
plans for their TL606D (2 x 15") and
TL808 (4 x 12") cabinets. The Celes-
tion 'cabinet handbook' is also strong-
ly recommended; although it will cost
you £1, it contains more relevant
information than books costing ten
times the price.
Tweeters, being horn loaded as a
general rule, don't require cabinets as
such, and in many cases, the bass/
midrange cabinet will provide a con-
venient mounting surface.
Electrovoice, Maple Works, Old
Shoreham Road, Hove Brighton BN3
7EY.

Celestion, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8JP.

Dear Sir,
I write to congratulate you on your
magazine, which is the first electron-
ics magazine I have tried. As a com-
plete beginner in the world of elec-
tronics, I find the approach very
helpful and informative.
A particular feature which appeals to
me are the low cost projects which
you offer each month. As a musician,

I of course, have a biased interest in
the musical projects and have con-
structed the E&MM Syntom which for
its price and simplicity (yes, even I

found it simple!) is first class.
N. R. Hammond Brighton

Synclock
Dear Sir,
I really enjoyed your demonstration
at the International Music Show,
Wembley. I have been playing an
electric organ for 14 years now. I've
had six organs in that time, I now have
an ELKA 303. I have had fitted to this
an 'Electro-Harmonix Vocoder' which
I enjoy using very much, I also have a
Syntom which I trigger from my top C
pedal, so that I can keep my handson
the keyboard or turn knobs for effects.
I have a friend who has your magazine
and he made this up for me, I think
this is a super little box of tricks.
I was interested in that little silver box
you used to alter the timing and beats.
You have opened up yet another world
of music to me, the sounds and
effects you got were superb. I have
been thinking of getting a synth for
some time now, its hard to decide with
such a lot on the market and only a
couple of shops in the area to hear
them.
I shall in future order your magazine.
Thank you again for a real superb
afternoon. It's not only the young that
are interested in this type of music,
I'm a young 51 year old and loved
every minute of your music and your
enthusiasm.

E. King
Canvey Island, Essex

The little silver box mentioned is the
Synclock and is one of our top selling
projects.
Full constructional details of the
Synclock can be found in the Decem-
ber 1981 issue of E&MM.

We have recently been inundated
with technical queries and hope to
publish a special section for these in
due course.
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A keyboard
that reads music.

CasioNlagid

It may not look like music, but once the
bar codes you see here are programmed into
the new Casiotone CT701, it certainly sounds
like it.

For the novice
The CT701 offers you a choice of four

different ways to play. There's a one key play
function, you can follow the tune, you can
play over the top of the melody, or play by
yourself with automatic accompaniment.
You can learn timing and chords too.

You can even programme the 701 your-
self to any tune you like, although Casio have
an exciting series of Bar Code Music Books
with everything from Bach to The Beatles.

For the accomplished
If you're already an expert, the CT701

offers a wide range of features. 5 octave key-
board, 8 note polyphonic, 20 preset sounds,

II

16 rhythms plus 'Fill in; arpeggio, sustain,
variable vibrato and sound effects. Plus
Casio's chord system for single finger or fully
fingered chord accompaniment.

In fact all the features you might expect
from an expensive keyboard. The 701, how-
ever, is outstanding value at £555 (R.R.P.).

The Casiotone CT701. One more reason
why Casio are the fastest growing keyboard
manufacturer in the world.

Ask about the Casiotone range and
Casio's full range of music books at your local
music retailer

CASIO°
Casio Electronics Company Limited, Unit 6,1000 North Circular Road, London NW2 7JD.
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wow

Why has french singer Ronny

V4arren
Cann and Hans Zimmer's

electronic

band? Our interview
with this new cabaret

trio

discusses
the events

and the instruments

that have
led to this special

collaboration.

How did you come together for this trio
venture?
Warren: Well it's very simple - it's my interest
outside Ultravox, and Hans and I assisted
Ronny at the Old Vic concert in London.
recently, putting the backing by using Ro-
land Microcomposers and such things to do
the concert in a much more unusual way
than just having a whole coach load of
musicians on stage.
Hans: I met Ronny during a BBC session and
was later asked to play synthesiser for her.
Ronny: The sounds that Hans was pro-
ducing was very different from the back-
ings to my first recordings. I hated the
concept of having a whole group of people
playing behind my back - I didn't want the
aggravation and I am very scared of rela-
tionships between human beings. It's harder
to put up with say five different personali-
ties than three microcomposers and
a couple of players!
Warren: When you're essentially a solo
performer, the prospect of dealing with a
group can be daunting.
Ronny: We have built up a very strong
communication between us that is hard to
put into words. Personally, it is what I have
been working for during the two and a half
years spent doing vocals.
How did you get into the singing?
Ronny: I was in Paris dancing and modelling,
but getting fed up with the whole thing and
decided just to stop everything and go into
something else - I wanted to explore my
voice and link this with the use of electronic
music. Apart from Jean -Michel Jarre in
France, I could hear this music coming from
England. I wasn't attracted to the current
French disco sounds and later signed over
here with Polydor as a solo artist.

I met Rusty Egan in Paris and he intro-
duced me to Midge Ure (Ultravox) and they
co -produced my first single here: 'If You
Want Me To Stay' - a remake of the Sly and
the Family Stone's number. Then I was
looking for someone to write some music for
me and I met Vangelis and did my second
single with him. I didn't have to show him my
6

Warren Cann and Hans Zimmer.

lyrics - he doesn't work that way - he really
works on a human level. And we talked a lot
before going into the studio to see what
would come of it. Obviously, the first few
things we did, the record company jumped
on and released.
You give the impression that you have been
doing cabaret for quite some time.
Ronny: No, I have never done that, just a few
times, but I know the atmosphere of caba-
ret through my dancing. When I stopped
everything, I started to have some singing
lessons. It was necessary for me to do that
because I needed the security of knowing
the techniques for correct breathing - that
was all. I didn't need anyone to teach me how
to express myself or what key to find. When
you are a dancer you breath in a different
way from a singer so I had lessons for a few
months, two or three times a week.

I then tried to discover my own style
through the music I could find in France. My
first real performance was at the Old Vic
Theatre in April. It was actually the first time
that I sang live in front of a crowd, apart from
studios or for demos.
Why don't you want a band backing you on
stage?
Ronny: I don't think I want the punch out of
five people behind me to fill up the stage.
Warren: When you are in Ronny's position, as
a solo artist having a strong concept of what
you want in your performance, the differing
personalities of the other people involved
may result in one or two of the musicians not
pushing in the right direction and so may
hold back achieving what Ronny wanted.
Because there are only two of us involved
(and we are not short on 'voices' we can
supply from the electronics), the concept
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remains much truer to what it should be.
Ronny: The songs I have been singing have
included 'Blue Cabaret', 'Gemini', 'To Have
And Have Not', 'All The Way' and 'If You Want
Me To Stay'. All that happened very quickly
- we had a week and I had to break off to do
two TV shows and radio interviews in Paris at
the same time.
Hans: The song 'All The Way' was written by
Vangelis and I never even played it until we
were on stage! I had just talked to Vangelis
about it and he couldn't remember pre-
cisely how the song went, so I decided to go
on stage and pick up on the mood and just
play anything that was suitable - literally an
improvisation on the spot. It was a real
experience to do that.
Ronny: We finished the Old Vic concert with
'It's a Sin' and 'Rebel Rebel'. My own songs
are 'Blue Cabaret', 'All the Way' and 'To have
and have not'. 'Gemini', 'It'sa Sin', and 'Rebel
Rebel' were the newest songs. Now Warren,
Hans and Zaine Griff are writing my music
for me.
Hans, I'd like to know more about your
background to this.
Hans: I'm German, aged 23, but went to
school over here and afterwards met Chris
Franke (Tangerine Dream). Chris basically
put this 'little dog' in me and I would spend
long hours jamming with him. Later, he sold
me his huge Moog synthesiser. You could
say that this was better than the one he has
E&MM JULY 1982

Hans with the
'Switched -on -Bach' Moog.

now! Chris wanted to do a tour with less gear,
but the tour never came about because he
couldn't find anything to replace it!

The Moog
That Moog - the one I now use on stage

- is the original instrument built by Robert
Moog himself and it was used by Wendy
Carlos for the 'Switched on Bach' LPs. I

suppose it should eventually end up in a
museum, because it was really the first
modern patch synthesiser.
Is it all still functioning?
Hans: It works beautifully, it never goes
wrong. I have had it heavily modified so itcan
run off a computer and now patch leads
don't have to be used any more.

I met Warren through Zaine when I was
working on the Buggies first album. It took
nine months to do the album and three
months to do a single - it was major surgery
all the way! I learnt to read music after I

bought the Roland MC8 Microcomposer,
because it then became essential for me.
I've been doing a lot of sessions in this
country, although before that I had a band in
Italy early on doing electronic pop. I've also
been producing a lot of TV jingles. Most of
our work is done with Richard Harvey (ex -
Griffin band) who has built a studio in
London with a huge control room including a
24 -track recorder and ttlat's where we keep
all our keyboards.
Have you had any training?
Hans: Oh yes - I have had two weeks of



Ronny's Electro-Music Cabaret
piano lessons! Seriously, coming from Ger-
many has helped me - I went to my first
opera when I was three and I attended
classical concerts twice a week until I was
thirteen. Once in England, I became sub-
merged in the Beatles era. I've learnt music
by ear and have picked up most of my
technical knowledge through the sessions
and gigs.
Warren, does this new liaison mean that you
are moving away from Ultra vox?
Warren: Nothing could be further from the
truth. Everyone is getting along fabulously. It
is just that we are 'workaholics' and outside
of Ultravox I like to do things. It's also a lot to
do with, the more you learn, the more you
realise how little you really do know. I find it
very beneficial for Ultravox too, because I am
in a position where I can learn things from
working with different people and the
methods they use in their music.
Hans: For instance, I was working with
another French artist yet still finding time to
write jingles. Doing something completely
different has always given me new ideas.
That is a holiday in itself.
Warren: And pays the phone bill! I would like
to stress that everything is alright within
Ultravox - we all have our own projects and
things that we do independently. At the
moment, we are writing songs for our next
album. I have also been doing an album
called 'Spies', with Hans. It's a sort of
adventure story in music. The album uses a
tremendous amount of multitracking. We
are lucky to be able to put this together and
then get our management to sell it as a
'complete package' - but it does mean we
have to fund it initially.
Hans: Our 'band' includes the engineer,
Steve Rahms, who operates  microcom-
posers and manipulates the tapes. He often
comes up with some incredible effects and
so it's really a co -production for Warren and
myself, with 'sonic hooks' from Steve. We
also have a singer from the Buggies, Linda
Jardim. With this album now virtually com-
plete, Warren and I were excited about
collaborating with Ronny.
Do you feel that the Ronny trio replaces the
traditional bass, drum, keyboards/guitar
line-up?
Hans: I am always in arguments with musi-
cians about that. First, don't think we are
replacing anybody. There is always con-
troversy about synths replacing people - not
just drums but the I:airtight and so on. I

think, if it replaces a musician (I mean your
really awful boring session drummer), then
all the better. You should be able to get
something out of a machine that is better
than an average musician. The important
thing about music is that it's about indivi-
duals. So if I want Keith Jarrett to play piano
for me because I like his style, then I am not
going to do it on a synthesiser.

There is another advantage I find with our
situation working with a lot of machines. My
technical ability on say a piano, would not
match my controlling a machine to play
faster what I can hear in my head, without
having to wait eight years while I practised
my scales. But it doesn't make putting the
music together any easier.

Vocals and
Performing
Ronny, have you changed your style of
singing to combine with the electronics?
Ronny: Not at all. Hans and Warren like my
style of singing and the sound of my voice
and I think that what I am trying to put across
means that I am not just singing for the sake
of singing. I think that they also realise that I
was very much into a visual presentation. I
8

Roland System 100M (top), Korg 3300 Poly plus Roland Microcomposers.

MOP

Hans' keyboard set-up.
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The best of both worlds

PPG combines the best of
both analog and digital technology
allowing you to change the sound quickly and
effectively whether on stage or in the studio.

The Wave 2.2 has 64 waveforms in each of
its 32 wavetables making a total of approximately
2000 complex waveforms. Each voice has a
24db/oct filter and so completely new sound
variations are possible as well as the conventional
analog and purely digital sounds.

Every sound you make on the Wave 2.2 can
easily be altered or updated. Over 100 sounds can
be stored in non-volatile memory and the Wave
2.2 makes its own memory check when
switched on.

The Wave 2.2's advanced digital recording
system allows eight tracks to be recorded, either

in real time or step by step. These tracks can then
be edited and the sounds altered during playback.
The recording system also has a polyphonic
arpeggiator.

The Wave 2.2 can also be expanded into a
full waveterm system allowing real sound
sampling digital wave synthesis and so real time
composition.

The PPG is the only synthesizer that offers
the combination of the best in analog and
digital sound.

Syco Systems Ltd.,
20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Tel 01-723 3824/44
for an appointment.

Digital wave Synthesis plus analog filtering polysequencer expandable to the full waveterm system.
Prices start from only f2,995.
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Ronny's Clertrn A . Cabaret

like to think of a song as a little movie in itself.
It's very hard to put across in three or four
minutes what you want to express. Often
people never hear the lyrics clearly or get the
atmosphere behind it - they just hear
something to dance to and move to. I would
like to go further than that.
Warren: Because people are basically lazy
they go for the immediate attraction of the
music. I am more for the music endeavours
of the country embracing it's own identity.
German music never really got anywhere as
modern pop music until people started
saying let's be ourselves, let's not ape the
Americans and the English. The French too
seem to be totally discounting the value or
merit from anywhere else - they seem to
have gone too far the other way.
Ronny: That's why I came over here - people
say I'm French, but I say I'm European. In
Germany you can see electronic music on
TV, but in France it's still very much rock and
roll, hard rock, and they are against the
computer/synthesiser music. I did inter-
views recently in Paris and they don't seem
to understand my concept, but we should
have our place with this new music as an
alternative.
Warren: I also have to say that it's the
emotional content that is more important
rather than the type of sounds used.
How do you feel about performing with micro
buttons instead of solely playing keyboards
or drums?
Hans: The way Warren and I do it is to have a
certain amount programmed and then it all
runs happily at the press of a button. This
gives us time to play on top of it. I can't put
expression into playing many keyboards at
once - I would panic - but this way I can put
most expression into just one or two instru-
ments while the others are controlled by the
micros. It's also much easier for me to
compose my own songs rather than have to
explain to someone else exactly what I want.
Of course, the fact that we are using micro -
composers gives us great scope for invent-
ing and creating new sounds from the
material available. But it all started off with
my acquiring a VCS3 without a manual and
having to learn to explore this for myself.
Warren: Coming back to performance, we
have a totally utterly new phenomena with-
out any kind of precedent in the history of
making music - a technology which enables
us to perform out of real time, and it has
never happened before. Whether it was a
conductor of a symphony orchestra, an
arranger, a lyricist or composer, each pro-
duced music that was all cut and dried - it
was live and there was no grey area in
between. Something new has happened with
technology that has enabled the artist or
composer to present his music slightly out of
real time.

What I am getting at is that we can do
things that would be impossible in the
normal real time situation. We can pro-
gramme a lot of things exactly the way we
want them to surround us, but the actual
process of programming is hard work and we
amalgamate that with a live performance
that completes the musical picture. The
public will have to become acclimatized to
the idea that there are new criteria for
judging a performance.
Hans: Something that is quite interesting is
that the normal symphony orchestra might
spend an awful lot of time rehearsing for a
performance that would always ultimately
sound more exciting at the event and with all
these machines, we can still go on stage
having programmed them before hand and
find that our performance too becomes
muLn more exciting on stage.
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Warren's electronic drums.

Ronny, do you see the voice as yet another
instrument?
Ronny: Certainly, and at this stage I would
like to use my voice naturally rather than
explore machines for its treatment, such as
the vocoder and so on. I am not against it at
all but I am still discovering new sounds with
my voice every day.
Hans: Warren and I are very lucky to work
with Ronny because it's not just the tone of
her voice - it is very rare that you get a
performer that has enough strength as a
person and as a character to be able to
compete with all that.

Another interesting point I have found in
recent years is that although one can use
incredibly expensive synthesisers, what is
more important is the variety of sounds you
use, which makesa cheap instrument just as
viable musically.
Can you see the new electronic music
instruments taking their place alongside

traditional instruments of classical music
and would you want to achieve the same
sensitivity and emotion in your music?
Hans: The question is slightly wrong be-
cause you should not put our music against
Mozart and other classical composers. I

think it is absolutely valuable to express the
emotion of what is going on now, for the
future of the rock business.
Ronny: People always make comparisons
and you don't need to.
Hans: When you make a record it becomes
the history of .that time. Whilst an enter-
tainer might always live for the moments on
stage, an artist might think 'Oh this is really
fabulous and people will love me for cen-
turies' - but at the time of course he doesn't
know. Take Salieri and Mozart- who remem-
bers that Salieri was still a great artist of the
time? We can't judge ourselves now - I prefer
to call myself an entertainer, then an artist.
Ronny: So long as you are not expected to

Ronny's first UK performance at the Old Vic, London.
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give an explanation to justify your music.
Hans: Then you are getting into fashion.
Fashion is the greatest enemy of art.
Don't you find that sequencers and micro -
composers often lead you to setting up re-
peated patterns of notes that sound the
same all the way through. Do you have any
problems with that?
Warren: Well, synth development is going
through another phase now that analogue
machines have been fully worked out. Now
they're looking at the human engineering
side of it - how to come up with ways to
narrow the gap between the idea in the
player's mind and the length of time it takes
to achieve the required results.

It is a fascinating paradox that the most
established instruments like the piano and
violin can require the most technique. Every-
one talks about the capabilities of the
synthesiser to do everything, but generally
the concept for each instrument is still very
narrow - and of course you can pull the plug
out of the wall and you have had it!

You have to approach the synth in a
certain way and that's not the same way as a
classically trained violinist. A peasant can
pick up a fiddle and if he is intuitively musi-
cal he will gradually work out how to play it,
even though his technique may be totally
wrong - he can still create music. With the

synthesiser the latitude is much narrower
and if you don't do a certain thing, then the
sounds will just not happen by stumbling
across them.
Hans: Basically, what I think happens is that
you have to make an instrument part of you.
Vangelis, for example, has many keyboards
but what he really plays is the Yamaha CS80.
I could set up an identical patch on a CS80
and it would sound a load of rubbish - it is the
way he plays it.
How do you put your music together?
Ronny: Once we get to the studio it may take
six or seven hours before something will
happen that can be used.
Hans: The longest time is spent under-
standing exactly what Ronny wants rather
than simply programming microcomposers.
We talk about it and it might suddenly
happen by talking about something else that
an image will make it all clearer.
Warren, how do you get down to providing
the right drum rhythms for your Linn
computer?
Warren: I do whatever is right at the time,
which may be some prepared rhythm al-
ready programmed or something I do on the
acoustic drum. Occasionally I notate the
ideas and once we finalise the rhythms I

always store these on the Linn drum tape
interface.
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Hans: All our writing is done straight on to a
24 -track machine which is a great advan-
tage for us. It means that whatever we
manage to capture during our rehearsing is
available for the final take - that certain
something does not have to try and be
recreated in another studio with your
chances of recapturing it being virtually non-
existent.
Hans: I now actually write things out and
have basically got myself to the stage where
with the microcomposer I can now hear eight
parts in my head which I can write down
away from a piano, on a tube train or
wherever I am. I haven't got perfect pitch but
I can hear a complete arrangement and that
is really useful. I never store any settings for
the Prophet and the banks are always full of
rubbish. That means we are doing some-
thing fresh when we put down a new track on
the recorder. On stage I use the Prophet 5
most of the time because it is so easy to
operate (it's the Prophet 5 prototype actually
that has been modified so there is nothing
'real' on it any more). The old Prophets have
a different sound to the new ones. I have also
a Yamaha CP70 electric piano which really is
the workhorse for me. There's plenty of
Roland System 100M and System 700
equipment, and of course there is the big
Moog.

The Moog is basically an 8 voice instru-
ment with 16 oscillators. It has a sequencer
bank with three layers of 16 events. These
are set in semitones and octaves, which is
great for on-stage use - and for inspiration
too - because you can have them running
and by experimenting with the settings get
something really good. There are also the
four microcom posers - two MC8's and two
MC4's. We are going to get rid of the MC8's
now and stay with the MC4's. I think we are
one of the first people to use microcom-
posers freely on stage. Occasionally a
sequence may crash and then I'd pick it up
on the electric piano or another instrument.
It's amazing that often the audience don't
realise that anything has happened!
Warren: It can be worrying using the elec-
tronic equipment too. Perhaps the worse you
can do when you play an electric guitar is
simply to play a wrong note, but if you don't
get your synth settings exactly right you can
end up with something that is horrendously
different - so different that it just destroys
the atmosphere you have worked so hard to
create.
Don't you find that program loading and
setting for the piece following becomes
something you think about whilst per-
forming?
Warren: No, we try to get the bulk of that sort

of work out of the way and the programmes
are set so that maybe only four are required
without much loading to be done. Our
engineer would do any extra loading for us if
necessary during a performance.
Hans: I also use the Korg 3300 Polyphonic
Synthesiser and enjoy the microtone tuning
on it, the Big Moog is being made com-
pletely computer programmable. It wasn't
always that way and what I am having written
at the moment is some software that enables
me to go from one preset to another in-
stead of it going immediately to the following
preset. I want to be able to start a song in one
mood and end up in another. We have a guy
called Roy Gwinn and he is our engineer- he
is totally crazy because he takes on my tasks
and phones back at four in the morning to
say he's cracked it and he can do it! But it
saves a lot of time having someone who can
translate exactly the ideas that you want.

Wiring up is another problem as well - at
the moment we use 65 multiway cables!
Everything basically leads into the Moog.
Warren: But the major connection is be-
tween my Linn drums and the microcom-
posers. Both these instruments will run
perfectly happily together using the same
digital code. You can write in timebase 48 or
24, which is equivalent to the Linn sync
codes. Timebase 24 counts the clicks on the
Linn as crochets and 48 sets quavers.
Warren, have you changed your gear since
our last meeting (featured in the April 1981
issue?)
Warren: I have really the same instruments
as before except for a few new additions -
there are the two Linn drums which are
linked together using the chain facilities so
that I can easily go from one to the other. At
the Old Vic concert, apart from my basic set-
up, I used a Simmons SDS5 with 5 touch
pads, including cymbals that were flanged.
Hans: We also use in our performance
another musician, Brian Gul land, who plays
bassoon, oboe, and other instruments. He
specialises in antique instruments from the
Renaissance period, although he does play
synthesisers. It's great to mix the very
ancient with the very modern!
Hans: What we've tried to do in our recent
performance is to perform exactly what goes
on to our recordings. Our first concert with
Ronny was done completely off the cuff and
prepared within the space of a few days.
Warren and I were so scared! After a while
the excitement carried us through the whole
thing.
Ronny: But even during those days of
rehearsing, I was verygrateful for their 100%
belief in me even though they had never
heard me singing live on stage before. I

wouldn't have done it otherwise, I was really
very very nervous. But it was exciting to
actually go and do something we wanted to
do without asking anybody if it was alright
and I'm sure a lot of people find this quite
hard to do.
Hans: I also got married the day before we
started rehearsing!
Ronny: We are just dying to do another
performance, but at present we are working
on my album which will have Warren, Hans
and Zaine on it.
Hans: That's the same people used on the,
Zaine Griff album and also our album!
Ronny: But there's a different atmosphere on
each! I'm hoping to do more concerts but
nothing is planned yet and I shall be staying
in this country for a while. I'm really very
happy to have met Hans and Warren - it's
really what I have been searching for and
gives me the opportunity to realise my ideas
by relating and talking to each other, rather
than just going into a studio and making a
record. E&MM
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SYNTHESISER REVIEW

Roland Juno 6

In designing polyphonic synthesisers an
important balance must be struck be-
tween price and specification, with par-

ticular reference to the number of simul-
taneous notes available. The Teisco SX400
and Yamaha CS50 boast a large number of
performance features including keyboard
touch -sensitivity but are limited tofour notes
at a time; the Jupiter 8 or Polymoog offer
more notes but at a much greater price. Two
recent polysynths, the Korg Polysix and the
.Roland Juno 6, have attempted to establish a
new standard, a six -note synth with a single
oscillator assigned to each note, and it is
refreshing to see that the trade-off of specifi-
cation against price has for once worked
well.

The major differences between these two
synths is the Juno's lack of programm-
ability, which enables it to be sold for some
£500 cheaper than the Korg at about £700.
Rather than producing a scaled -down ver-
sion of their Jupiter 8, Roland have chosen to
expand their popular SH09 monosynth into a
polyphonic version, and the finished pro-
duct boasts a five -octave keyboard and
highly stable digital versions of the SHO9's
oscillators - no tuning problems here! Ope-
ration is extremely simple, the six DCOs
(digitally controlled oscillators), VCFs and
VCAs being controlled by common sliders,
and a built-in chorus and arpeggiator pro-
vide a selection of unusual effects.

The oscillators offer triangle, square and
pulse width modulation options, together
with sub -octaves which thicken up the
sound considerably. A high pass filter makes
creation of thin reedy textures possible,
while the single ADSR envelope shaper
assigned to the VCAs and/or VCFs gives the
usual range of sound shapes and effects.
Particularly impressive is a slow attack and
sharper decay used on notes picked from all
over the keyboard, since each note has its
own VCF and VCA. A horizontal sprung lever
on the left of the keyboard can be used to
12

control the oscillators and/or filters to any
desired amount, giving a maximum possible
pitch bend of around a fifth, and nearby
there is a white button which introduces
modulation for as long as it is held down, as
an alternative to the delay modulation, also
available. The chorus on the extreme right
provides two fixed chorus modes already
familiar from the RS09 strings and SHO9
hybrid keyboard. This section certainly does
a lot to improve the texture, particularly of
string sounds, and the combined effect of
chorus, sub -octave pulse width modulation
and vibrato is quite stunning!

The remaining major feature is the ar-
peggiator which plays in series up, down or
up and down the keyboard any notes which
are held down, at any speed. The arpeg-
giator can be latched so that it plays with
"hands-off", and can be driven from an
external clock such as a rhythm box, the
arpeggio changing as soon as a new set of
notes is touched. The top and bottom notes
are always played twice in "up/down" mode,
yet it is still possible tocreate a wide range of
sequencer -like patterns.

Circuit Features
The heart of this synthesiser is an 80498 -

bit microprocessor, running at 1MHz. It has
a 2K ROM area which has been programmed
by Roland's software engineers. The device
accesses keyboard data representing the
keys pressed (up to six at once) via input Port
1 and this is outputted as multiplexed 8 -bit
data for conversion to a key control voltage
(through a ladder resistor network) and gate
pulse (through a 4099 8 -bit addressable
latch). Four 4051 8 -channel analogue de-
multiplexer/multiplexers are controlled by
Port 2 of the 8049 and synchronise the DCOs
with pulsewave and sawtooth waveforms,
and also the VCF. Both VCF and VCA have
ADSR control from a dedicated device,
I R3R01. All this circuitry is on one large CPU
board located in the instrument base (see
photos). Next to it is the power supply (+5,
+15, -15V). The performance controls have
their electronics directly underneath. The
neat layout is completed by two main control
front panel boards which send control in-
formation to the CPU board. White noise is

Internal layout.
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TAPE CONTEST
The competition for all synthesizer players everywhere
1982 sees the commencement of the 6th
Synthesizer Tape Contest. This is open
to everyone, from amateur to professio-
nal of all nationalities. Anyone may enter.

Application
Application forms are available from
Roland (UK) Ltd, 983 Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex. Send your entry
tape with the completed application
form back to Roland (UK) Ltd at the
above address. Deadline: 31 August
1982.

Judges
Japan: lsao Tomita, Norihiko Wada,
Shigenori Kamiya, Makoto Moroi.
Overseas: Dr Robert A Moog, Oscar
Peterson, Ralph Dyck.

Entry Classifications
Class A: Professional Synthesists, Re-
cording Artists (Musicians, Recording
Engineers, etc).
Class B: Prize Winners of past contests.
Those who have substantial experience
in synthesizers and multi -recording.
Class C: Beginners with little experience
in synthesizers and multi -recording.

Final Screening
The final screening will take place on 2
December 1982 in Tokyo.

For further information and applica-
tion forms please write to Roland (UK)
Ltd, 983 Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex, TW8 9DN or telephone
01-568 4578.

Promoted and Sponsored by

Iko 'Roland
Supported by: TEAC Corporation, Ritto Co., Ritto Player Corporation,
Ritto Music Co., Boss Co., Hitachi Maxwell Ltd, Sumitomo 3M Ltd,
TDK Electronics Co., PIPERS, BASF Japan Ltd, BSR (Japan) Ltd.
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Roland Juno 6

Close-up of CPU board showing
8049 microprocessor (far right).

generated by an amplified selected tran-
sistor (2SC945) while Arpeggio (modes,
range) and Key Transpose are operated by
setting the initial data lines into Port 1. A rear
jack panel gives screwdriver adjustment
Tuning (±50 cents), pedal Hold of keys
played (a make/break pedal such as Roland
DP -2), external VCF cut-off control (using a
Roland FV-200 pedal), stereo phone socket
(8-200 ohms) and mono or stereo (the latter
really essential for best results), switched for
-30dB, -15dB and OdB.

There is also an external socket for
control of Arpeggio rate which is a useful
feature (one step per pulse over +2.5V). Any
problems in finding a suitable control trig-
ger can be overcome with this month's
trigger project - the E&MM Synclock in
particular gives rhythmic variety and, if
selected to give a three pulse sequence
length (running at a fast rate from a separate
slow oscillator) will play three note chords.
The Arpeggio mode can be up, up and down
or down over a range of 1, 2 or 3 octaves, with
internal clock rate variable from 1.5Hz to
50Hz.

A standard keyboard of 61 keys covering 5
octaves can be switched up one or two
octaves. DCO pulse width modulation is
effective from 50 to 97 per cent and LFO
modulation of the oscillators is a maximum
300 cents. Filters in the Juno, as with most

Controller section.

Roland equipment, are very smooth in ope-
ration, with versatile control of the low pass
VCF as it goes into oscillation with Re-
sonance increased. The Cut-off frequencyof
the LPF covers 4Hz-40kHz and envelope
modulation covers the normal 10 octaves
(whilst LFO modulation covers 6 octaves).

The keyboard control voltage follower
will open the LPF from 0-100 per cent for
precise tonal shaping over the whole key-
board range.

A 'gate' keying option on the VCA adds a
quick change of organ style touch to the

1771Iffilliffr CI r i.7,7: 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 17,

Rear connections.
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standard ADSR controls. The latter can be
set for Attack (1mS - 3S), Decay (2mS -
10S), Sustain (0-100 per cent) and Release
(2mS - 10S). The extremely short time
settings give the Juno great clarity for
percussive effects and, in conjunction with
filter control, can produce dramatic har-
monic changes. The maximum settings are
acceptable, although special effects need
longer times but are necessarily limited to
feasible control pot spread.

LFO rate is from 3 cycles every second to
20Hz and delay is adjustable from 0 to 21/2
seconds.

The control section to the left of the
keyboard offers volume and octave trans-
pose setting plus slider adjustment of DCO
and VCF bend sensitivity via a left/right
spring -loaded lever. The DCO control is
limited to ± fifth interval. Octave jumps here
are always preferable as maximum para-
meters but not easily achieved. A novel
addition (reminiscent of the early EMS
synthesisers) is an LFO trigger button that
provides manual control rather than con-
tinuous vibrato etc.

The Key Transpose is an interesting
feature for musicians who want to play in a
variety of keys but find the task difficult! By
pressing any note on the keyboard (except C,
which brings you back home again), a touch
of the Key Transpose button will put the
keyboard white note scale in your new key
selected. Of course, you will have to turn the
volume down while you do the setting on
stage! The top octaves have limited trans-
position and its main use may be for playing
from scores with orchestral transposing
instruments. Nevertheless, the circuitry is
all there and this control is provided via a
single contact switch to two Port 1 input
lines.

The Chorus effect is fast becoming a per-
manent feature on polyphonic synthesisers
and Roland were probably the first to put it
there. Three speed control of the ensemble
rate is possible by switching in or out two
push buttons, giving slow rates of 0.4Hz and
0.6Hz plus (together) a faster 8Hz tremolo
chorus effect. The chorus is based around
two identical circuits incorporating two ICs
(MN3009 and MN3101).

The instrument is superbly finished, with
veneered wood end pieces and logically laid
out black metal control panels in a very slim
case measuring 1060(W)x113(H)x378(D)
mm and weighing 1 lkg.

The first impression of the Juno 6 is that it
simply doesn't have many knobs on it, but it
soon becomes clear that this keyboard can
produce all the standard polysynth sounds
and more, including strings, organ and a
very respectable lead synth. The overall
sound is crisp, clear and powerful, with a
very smooth filter, and the price is reason-
able. What more could anybody ask?

E&MM
Mark Jenkins
Mike Beecher

The Roland Juno 6 retails at £699 inc. VAT and
is distributed in the UK by Roland (UK) Ltd, Great
West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brent -
ford, Middx. TW8 9DN. Tel: 01-568 4578.
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MOVEMENT AUDIO VISUAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SALES AND COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALAT IONS
61 Taunton Rd Bridgwater , Somerset TA6 3LP. Tel 0278 -424560 ( 24 hrs

NEW AND USED ITEMS IN STOCK
RECORDERS
TEAC 32/28 2T
TEAC 35/2B 2T
TEAC 3440 4T
TEAC 80/8 8T
TEAC 85/16 16T
REVOX B77 2T
REVOX PR99 2T
ASC 3 -speed 21
TEAC RC70 Remote for 3440
TEAC RC170 Remote for 80/8
TEAC AG85 Remote & auto locator for

85/16
MIXING DESKS
TEAC Model 1 mix down unit
TEAC Model 2A with meter bridge
TEAC Model 3 8 into 4
TEAC Model 5 8 into 4
TEAC Model 15 24 into 8/16
ALICE 12 into 4/8
ALICE 16 into 4/8
ALICE 22 into 16/16
MM 12 into 2
SPEAKERS
AURATONE
JBL 4311 Control monitors
JBL 4315 Compact monitors
JBL 4331 Studio monitors
JBL 4333 Studio monitors
JBL 4343 Studio monitors
JBL 4350 Studio monitors
JBL Electronic crossover
TANNOY Super Red SRM 12X
LOCKWOOD MAJORS HPD
WHARFDALE Lazer 80
WHARFDALE E90's
AMPLIFIERS
QUAD 405
CROWN D75
CROWN D150A

For Discounted &

CROWN DC300A

EQUALISERS
TEAC GE20 Stereo 10 band graphic
MXR Stereo 15 band graphic
MXR 31 band graphic
AUDIO DESIGN S03 Scamp sweep
AUDIO DESIGN S07 Scamp octave
KLARK TEKNIK DN22

MICROPHONES
ELECTROVOICE RE20
ELECTROVOICE 671
ELECTROVOICE DS35
ELECTROVOICE 635A
ELECTROVOICE D050
CALREC C Series

EFFECTS
STATIK Stereo Reverb
ROLAND 201 Space Echo
ROLAND 501 Space Echo
AUDIO DESIGN S23 Scamp pan

module
AUDIO DESIGN S24 Scamp ADT

flanger
EMT 140 Stereo echo plate
AUDICON Stereo echo plate
EVENTIDE Instant flanger
EVENTIDE Digital delay
KLARK TEKNIK DN36 Time delay
CLAP TRAP

COMPRESSORS/
LIMITERS/GATES
AUDIO DESIGN F300 Scamp

expander gate
AUDIO DESIGN S100 Scamp dual gate
AUDIO DESIGN SO1 Scamp

compressor/limiter
AUDIO DESIGN SO2 Scamp

mic preamp
AUDIO DESIGN S05 Scamp Dynamic

filter HI

AUDIO DESIGN S06 Scamp Dynamic
filter LOW

AUDIO DESIGN S14 Scamp LED
4 column display

NOISE REDUCTION
TEAC DX2A DBX for 32/28
TEAC RX9 DBX for 3440
TEAC DX8 DBX for 80/8
BEL noise reduction (various)
DOLBY 361

CASSETTE DECKS
TEAC A770 Computer control 3 head
TEAC C3X 2 speed 3 head
TEAC M133 3 channel A/V
TEAC M144 Portastudio 4T

ACCESSORIES
TEAC PB64 patchbag
TEAC E3 De/Mag
TEAC NAB centres
TEAC E2A Bulk eraser
AUDIO DESIGN D1 box
Microphone boxes 2/6/12 way
Acoustic screens
2"/1"/1/2"/14"/Ampex

tape in stock

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MCS Percussion computer
MCS Digital Drum Kit
SIMMONS Drum Synth (4 drums)
ARP Sequencer
YAMAHA CS80 Polysynth
YAMAHA CP80 Piano
LESLEY 145 cabinet
ROLAND JP4
ROLAND JP8
ROLAND String/vocoder
KORG Monosynth
Set of Congas
SHEARGOLD fretless bass
FENDER Champ

Package Prices Tel: (0278) 424560 (24 -hour service)
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Rod Argent

"I tend to be more of a player than some-
one who likes to get involved in technology.
It's wonderful what you can do, but they're
only tools. I'm always impatient to start
playing rather than getting hung up on
technical things. I'm finding writing for the
theatre interesting ('Masquerade'), and I'll
be doing a solo album soon."

Keyboards
Fender Rhodes Suitcases 73; Prophet -5

Rev 3.1; Roland RS -202 string machine. "I
find the Prophet the best basic, high -quality,
polyphonic synth in terms of what you can
get from it, and for transportation it's very
light. I find it less coloured OBX, and
it's really the Prophet or the OBX. I more or
less tossed a coin: I like the OBX's meatier
sound, but the Prophet I find truer. I didn't
like the factory presets much, but it's
marvellous once you start committing your
own sounds to the memory. The Rhodes is a
standard. Sometimes I use a Yamaha
electric grand live, I tend to use my shop's
facilities for bits and pieces.

"A few years ago, at the onset of the
Prophet, synths reached a sort of plateau
where it was good for the working musician.
Now there are other things going on, like the
computers, I mean to get into that more
heavily. So synth technology is progressing
fast, it's just a question of coming to terms
with it all."

Sequencers
Has used on sessions - no favourites.

Playing Live
"I try to use as little as possible - last

time a couple of Roland Cubes for personal
monitoring, all fed into the desk."

FX
Boss Chorus, mainly on Rhodes.

Drum machines
Roland CR-78. Has used Linn/Simmons:

combination on 'Masquerade' demos, and
on an (unfinished) track with Colin Blun-
stone.

Favourite studio/engineer
Morgan/Martin Webster. A "marvellous

engineer" who worked on Argent/Thomp-
son/Hiseman's 'Ghosts' LP.

Home recording
Ampex 1100 8 -track on lin ("a big old

one"); RSD desk; EMT echo plate "lodged in
the basement".

Andrew Clark

"People tend to use me when they're
trying to make unusual, 'organic' uses of
synths combined with commercial proposi-
tions - Toyah, for example. I seem to get
asked for manic Chinese violins - I like
stretching. I think a lot of pop musicians take
themselves too seriously, which is one
reason I don't dothat sort of thing any more."

Keyboards
Minimoog; Yamaha CS80; PPG Wave

360A computer. "The Mini is from about
1967 and works wonderfully, great for funny
noises. I've still got the CS80, which has gone
out of fashion a bit lately, it's a horribly
expressive thing. The Wave - which is the
first one, without the analogue filter on the
end, all digital - I bought from singer/song-
writer Phierry Matsioszek. It was a prototype,
number 44 in fact. It's a most startling
machine: the design is awful, but it sounds
fantastic, it gives me sounds I'd never even
imagined.

"Most synths rely too much on smooth-
ness. Beauty comes from imperfections, the
ugly bits and wobbly parts, not absolute
perfection. There's no tension in synths, no
string vibrating in the air. Makers should take
a risk and design something that has that in
mind - my Wave does, with its 64 -segment
wave. As you move along, they've messed up
the sound source so that it's still electronic,
but in a way that you can't get from other
synths."

Sequencers
Uses a "beaten -up old analogue sequen-

cer" occasionally, feeding the Minimoog.

FX
"An expensive hobby for the studio

player, but, I suppose, necessary for on-
stage."

Drum machines
"Luckily enough, someone paid for me to

use a Linn on two whole albums, and on stuff
for TV. It's not a drummer, but a very good
drum machine."

Favourite studio/engineer
"There are some places I look forward to

going to: Good Earth, for example, all you
want to do is play. I used to like Abbey Road
and Hayden Bendall, and Steve Allen is good
for my TV things."

Home recording
Fostex A8 8 -track "very good value". Gelf

12/4/8 mixer, plus graphic eq and echo.

Michael MacNeil Simple Minds

"I'm a musician, not particularly a key-
board player; I don't think anyone thinks of
me as 'a good keyboard player'. I'm more
someone who creates music. We're not a
synthesiser band. Keyboards give us unique
sounds, and then I base what I play around
that - so if I get a horn sound, I try to play
what a horn would play."

Keyboards
Roland JP4; Oberheim OBXa; Korg 770

"The Korg's second oscillator gets you some
really wierd sounds. It sounds cheap unless
you play it through good equipment - it's
good in the studio. I'm pleased with theJP4's
stereo ensemble facility, but there's not
enough memories. I'm going to try to get
Roland to split the eight memories into four
groups, giving 32: you soon run out on stage
with just eight. The arpeggio's good, using
trick timings with echo. The OBXa I got very
recently - it really sticks out when you
record it, piercing without needing volume
The first one I got kept wiping memories, a
real worrier because all I kept getting was
white noise and peoplethought I was doing it
deliberately!

"There are that many new things coming
out it's difficult to know what to get,
something'll almost come out next week with
more things and greater reliability. I like the
idea of the Fairlight, but there must be some
way without paying £32,000."

Sequencers
"The Oberheim polyphonic could be

interesting, but I haven't used sequencers
so far."

Playing Live
"I just got the Roland PA150 amp/mixer,

and I feed it into my two Yamaha bins."

FX
Roland 501 chorus/echo. "Nothing else

- straight or echo, which I use a lot."

Drum machines
"We use a cheap Electro-Harmonix quite

a lot - it's got a whole mood of its own. We've
got Doctor Rhythms and a new Roland, the
8000. Programmable are best- presets get
boring."

Favourite studio/engineer
Rockfield /Hugh Jones, Steve Hillage.

Home recording
"We use a Portastudio, often with a

couple of mics in rehearsal and then over
dubbed later."
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Keyboards
OBERHEIM

The Oberheim OB-Xa programmable polyphonic features eight voices a
five octave keyboard, 120 memory locations, 8 patch memories, variable
split and program layering, a comprehensive array of performance
controls, high speed auto -tune, mono and stereo output, cassette and
computer interfaces, and many useful rear panel inlets/outlets. Each voice
has 2 x VCOs, noise, low pass VCF - switchable between 2- and 4- pole
modes, 2 x ADSR envelopes, LFO, and VCA, and in addition there is an
extra LFO associated with the performance controls. The OB-Xa is housed
in a smart case with solid wooden end panels. And recently released by
Oberheim is the DSX digital polyphonic sequencer, and DMX pro-
grammable drum machine which can be linked up to the OB-Xa to provide a
complete music generation system.

KORG
The Trident is Korg's excellent polyphonic ensemble, consisting of three
main sections - an eight voice programmable synthesiser, a brass
section, and a string synthesiser. The polyphonic synthesiser utilises a 16
bank program memory, with each voice incorporating 2 x VC0s, low pass
VCF, VCA, and an ADSR envelope generator. The brass and string sections
provide many variable parameters so that the voicings can be tailored to
suit personal taste. The Trident features a five octave keyboard, with split,
and is probably the best polyphonic ensemble currently available.

R.R.P. f2,310. AGENTS PRICE £1,750

KORG
The Mono/Poly is a brand new monophonic from Korg which, as its name
implies, also offers polyphonic performance; this is because it has four
separate voltage controlled oscillators which can be assigned to four
different notes played on the Mono/Poly's 31/2 octave keyboard. However if
you decide to layer the four oscillators in unison mode, then a phenomenal
range of powerful and complex sounds can be created. Other features
include a noise source, low pass VCF, 2 x ADSR envelopes, VCA,
synchronization and cross -modulation, polyphonic portamento, chord
memory, wheel controllers, and much more.

R.R.P. f689. AGENTS PRICE f565

MOOG
Moog Source £662; Moog Opus III £529; Moog Rogue £223. We are
Britain's largest Moog dealer and service centre. For an unbeatable deal on
all Moog products come to Rod Argents Keyboards.

YAMAHA
In stock now - the incredible GS1 and GS2 digital synthesisers from
Yamaha. Using digital FM tone generation these instruments can produce
an incredible array of natural and unique sounds. The superb keyboard
action is velocity sensitive and offers touch control of volume and timbre.
These instruments are the ultimate in performance oriented digital
synthesisers.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Our Service Department exists for the benefit of all our customers. When
you purchase an instrument from us you have the security of knowing that
our fully staffed Engineering Department will at all times service and
maintain your equipment in perfect order. We are an authorised service
centre for most leading Synth manufacturers and also specialise in
modifications to Moog, Oberheim and Sequential Circuits products.

ROLAND
We are the largest Roland stockist in the U.K. and can at all times offer the
latest product from this incredible organisation. Come and see the
fantastic keyboard range that Roland are currently offering - great new
pianos, organs and string machines and their superb polyphonic
synthesisers, the Jupiter 4 and Jupiter 8. We also stock all Roland Drum
Machines - DR55, CR5000, CR8020, TR606, TR808. Come and see our
Electronic Percussion Specialist who will advise you on the unit which best
suits your needs. For an unbeatable deal on advice, service and price on all
Roland products, come to Rod Argents Keyboards.

FLIGHTCASES
We have permanently in stock a range of C.P. Professional and Rainbow
Flightcases. We can also have cases built to order for anything you may
require. These cases are simply the best - protect your investment with a
Flightcase.

SIMMONDS S.D.S.V.
The Simmons electronic drum kit is the first full scale kit to be commercially
available anywhere in the world. It has been designed to replace
conventional drums and to expand the sounds available to the modern
drummer. The drums consist of visually exciting perspex surfaces which
are mounted on two stands with a freestanding bass drum. The whole kit
will pack away into next to no space. The drums are wired to a central
control unit, which programs the sounds and dynamics for each drum
individually. The response of these drums is fantastic, surpassed only by
the mind -shattering sounds produced by the kit itself.

KORG POLYSIX
This incredible new polysynth from Korg offers the following features: Six
voices, 32 memories, cassette interface, chorus/ensemble circuitry,
arpeggiator, 61 -note keyboard, chord memory and many other features
that make this instrument the only choice for a polysynth around £1,000.

LINNDRUM
Following the success of the LM -1 Drum Computer, Linn Electronics
announce the new LinnDrum programmable drum machine. This unit uses
studio quality digital recordings of real drums, including cymbals (a total of
16 percussion voices). There is enough memory available to store 49
rhythm patterns, which are programmed in real time, with adjustable error
correction. The patterns can then be linked together to provide a complete
percussion track. Dynamics are programmable, and the drums may be
tuned from controls located on the front panel. The LinnDrum is simplicity
itself to operate, and is available at a remarkably low price.

AMPLICATION
We would be happy to discuss with you all your amplification needs and
can demonstrate systems from the following stocks - Roland Keyboard
Cubes, Roland Jazz Chorus Amplifiers, Boss Keyboard Mixers, Studio -
master Mixers, Power Amps by Amcron, R.S.D. and Roland, and our own
keyboard cabinet designed and built by Mega exclusively for us.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SEQUENTIAL

PRO -ONE
The Pro -One is a high performance monophonic synthesizer from the
Prophet people. The Pro -One has all the facilities that you will ever need in
a monophonic -a three octave keyboard 2 x VCO's, a noise source, a low
pass VCF, 2 x ADSR envelope generators, VCA, an extremely versatile
modulation section, arpeggiator, and a 40 note sequencer. The Pro -One
can be interfaced with most makes of ancillary equipment, and the audio
inlet enables you to trigger the envelopes from an external source, and
simultaneously process that signal with the synthesizer's VCF and VCA.
What more could you want from a monophonic?

The SCI Prophet 5 is a programmable polyphonic that has become the
standard against which other instruments are judged. EAch of the
Prophet's five voices boast: 2 x VCO's, noise, low pass VCF, 2 x ADSR
envelopes, a comprehensive LFO and poly -modulation section, and VCA.
This Poly -Mod facility enables the Prophet 5 to create unique modulation
effects, and helps to add that extra dimension to the sound for which the
Prophet has become famous. Other features include a five octave
keyboard, new 120 bank program memory, voice defeat, cassette
interface, user determinable scale tempering, and much much more. The
Prophet's uncoloured sound quality gives it an astounding imitative
capacity, which makes the Prophet a particularly impressive studio tool.
Sequential Circuits have recently announced two new products which are
designed to work alongside the Prophet -the Remote Prophet is a portable
keyboard weighing less than ten pounds, and can be worn, like a guitar, so
that you can walk around stage whilst playing your Prophet. It features a
four octave keyboard, program select switches, and performance controls.
The new Poly -Sequencer, now with 10,000 note storage, is a compre-
hensive polyphonic digital sequencer with an integral cassette recorder for
sequence and program storage. So, with such performance qualities, and
these extra control devices, it isn't surprising that the Prophet 5 is the
current market leader.

Sequential Circuits Prophet X
Sequential Circuits Prophet V
Sequential Circuits Poly -Sequencer
Sequential Circuits Remote Keyboard
Sequential Circuits Pro -One

20 DENMARK STREET, LONDON WC2H 8NA
TELEPHONE: 01-240 0084/5

}PRICES ON
APPLICATION
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Micro
Musical

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

Casiotone
IIIMIIELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
SECURICOR "NEXT DAY" DELIVERY

(Models CT -701, CT -601, CT -403, CT -202, CT -101 only -
subject to availability)

NEW MODEL STAR OF JAPANESE MUSIC FAIR
CT -701

5 OCTAVE PROGRAMMABLE POLYPHONIC KEYBOARD

with
Prelude

20 accurate and very lively preset voices. Programmable and playable
using a light pen to scan unique Casio prepared music. Plays back

accompaniment. 16 rhythms, full editing facilities, sustain, vibrato. ,E495melody and chords with bass and drums. Easy play Casio chord

A true computer aided keyboard built-in amp/speaker. Full line out,
phones, volume jack facilities. Mains only.

CT -601
* Identical to 701 but without the program- E Q95

ming facilities and keyboard LED's
*CT -403 NEW MODEL. CHORDS -BASS -RHYTHM

Back up your performance with the Casio chord system plus bass
and 16 rhythms with Same specification as CT -101 for voices
and facilities. Beautifully comoact and lightweight, mains only.

with
Prelude

£275
* CT -202 49 POLYPHONIC VOICES "GIGGING MODEL"

with
Prelude

"Sparkling harpsichords", "simply superb cellos", "impressive clay",
just a few quotes from recent independent reviews, 49 voices, 4
octave keyboard, tone memory, vibrato, sustain, pitch control,
integral amplifier/speaker, mains only, instruction manual.

* CT -101 NEW MODEL. ENTERTAINER & EDUCATOR

New creative keyboard. 25 voices, 4 octave keyboard, tone memory.
integral amplifier/speaker. Jacks for swell, sustain, phones and line.
Pitch control, New synth. voices plus Casios famous authentic
orchestral voices. Polyphonic.. mains only.

£275

with
Prelude

£195
OTHER CASIOTONE KEYBOARDS MT -31 £69,

MT -40 £99, VL-1 £35.95
ALL WITH FREE MAINS ADAPTOR, WORTH £5

*EXCLUSIVE TO MICRO MUSICAL*

A FREE
Prelude

Norma
price
£19.95
Teach
yourself
chords
and scales -
Quickly
and simply

WHEN YOU BUY YOUR CASIOTONE CT-701,CT-601,
CT -403, CT -202 OR CT -101 FROM MICRO MUSICAL
YOU WILL RECEIVE ON REQUEST YOUR PRELUDE

ABSOLUTELY FREE

The Prelude is a neat hand-held calculator type device
which gives an instant visual guide to more than 800
chords as well as all major and minor scales.
To use it, you select the root note on the touch -sensitive
key pad - and the major chord appears on a black and
white keyboard display. Add minors and diminisheds,
sixths, sevenths and ninths, and you can see immediately
which notes change.
What's more, there is a key which you can use to show all
available inversions - the different ways of grouping the
notes - which is very useful for "buskers" and "jazzers"
putting a left hand to the melody line.
Scales are also shown on the 31 -note keyboard display,
and this can be a useful guide if you're transposing
between keys.

All free offers must be requested when ordering Leaflets Er Accessory Price List available on request

Micro Musical Code of Practice
Lowest possible fully inclusive prices  No quibble 18 month unconditional guarantee * Money back guarantee if not satisfied
Same day dispatch - subject to availability * VAT, packing and carriage included in price  14 day free trial period

Send cheques, P.O.s, cash
(Registered) by Freepost
(No stamp required) or
phone your Access Card

Number.

Micro Musical Limited
FREEPOST

37 WOOD LANE
SHILTON

COVENTRY CV7 9BR
TEL: (0203) 616760
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AMPLIFIER REVIEW

Peavey
Heritage VTX

Igot a letter the other day - sounds like a good
idea for a song, doesn't it? Remind me to make a
note of that. "We're sending you a 130 watt

Peavey amplifier to review," this letter said, and
whereas I would normally cringe at the idea of
using such a powerful device in my little studio, I
wasn't worried about this one, and for once I didn't
have my preconceptions shattered. I already knew

'about Peavey's 'Classic' (not to be confused with
Ruddle's Classic) and the Heritage is equally small
and neat; I carried it upstairs single handed, the
floor didn't need to be reinforced, and it wasn't a
rampaging uncontrollable beast - the sort that
blows the windows out even with the volume on
zero.

Having said that, the Heritage is loud enough for
anything; any gig that it can't handle by itself will
almost certainly have a PA to help it out. The amp
measures 261/2" by 20'%" by 11" deep and weighs
about 65 lbs. Before we get too far from the subject
of carrying the thing upstairs, although the single
handle on the top is adequate for one person doing
a short haul, an additional handle at each end
would make it possible for two people to combine
their efforts for longer journeys (these people could
even be of the much maligned 'roadie' breed if
necessary). The amp is sturdily built, with metal
corner caps, and the control panel is recessed to
afford protection from most combinations of low
brain and high brawn.

General Arrangement
The workings of the Heritage are explained in

the instruction leaflet with the help of a reasonably
lucid signal -flow diagram. There is a choice of two
input jacks, one half as sensitive as the other
(10mV as opposed to 5mV) and these combine to
feed two input channels, each with its own volume
and tone controls. Both channels may be used
together, or selected by a plug-in footswitch. This
signal then feeds a phaser, a spring reverb, and
finally the power amplifier stage; this sports valves,
in contrast to the rest of the circuitry which uses
semiconductors.

The speakers are two of Peavey's Scorpion 12"
units in an open -backed enclosure. These have 2"
voice coils and are rated at 150W each; if you
somehow manage to blow them up, they're
designed to be easily fixed. "Unique field replac-
able basket assembly makes the reconing process
a thing of the past," it says here. "Unique" isn't
strictly a truthful claim though, because Vitavox
have manufactured 'field -repairable' cone speak-
ers for many years.

Two speaker jacks are provided so that an
extension cabinet can be used, either with or
without the internal speakers. Also on the back
panel is a line output socket, which feeds an
attenuated version of the power amp's output to a
recording console or PA mixer; this signal is also
specially equalised to approximate the frequency
response of the speakers. Unfortunately, it can't
simulate the complex interaction between a

moving speaker coil and the output impedance of
a valve amplifier (Richard Elen's and George
Chiantz's 'Richocet effect'), which is one of the
essential ingredients of the valve sound. It's not
just distortion that does it, and this may be one
reason for Peavey's choice of a valved output stage
even though they've developed a perfectly ade-
quate solid state valve overload simulator for this
amp.

Sockets are provided for the connection of
effects units etc. between the pre -amp and power
amp sections; a position which gives lower noise if
your effects can take the higher signal level. My
Carlsbro echo certainly worked well here. Finally
there's a ground lift switch, a hangover from the
disgraceful and lethal American bonded -earth
system; mercifully this switch doesn't do anything
on the 240 volt export, model, which is provided
with a captive three core mains cable of a decent
gauge.

The Controls
There are quite a few knobs round the front of

the Heritage, but they're not as daunting as they
first appear if approached logically. It's intended
that the amp's two channels will normally be set to
give a distorted 'lead' sound on one channel, with a
'clean' sound on the other, and the first seven
knobs (staring on the left) belong to the lead
channel. There are two gain controls, and these
work in conjunction with the 'saturation' control to
affect the distortion characteristics of this channel.
I have to report that Peavey's valve simulation
circuit, although a strange thing to find on a'
partially valved amplifier, works very well indeed.
Once I'd set the controls to my taste, it really sang
and long notes held on beautifully right to the bitter
end; the circuitry is sensitive enough to enable any
guitar to achieve the required effect. There is also a
'bright' switch operated by pulling out the input
gain knob, but this interferes with the smoothness
of the distortion and I left it pushed in.

The low, mid and high tone controls are passive,
the sort you find on the older type valve amplifiers.
By modern circuit standards, these controls are
terrible - they interact with each other and don't
do what you might expect, but many guitarists are
used to this and find they can get what they want
more easily from this style of EQ. They are certainly
gentle and all settings are useful, unlike the
presence control which is active and can cause
earstrain if turned up too much. The most useful
feature of this section is brought in by pulling the
'high' EQ knob; this actuates an effect which is
called 'thick' for some reason. In fact it's an upper
midrange boost which goes especially well with a
maximum saturation distortion sound.

Moving on to the 'normal' (clean) channel; this
does not have the saturation control, just input and
output gain. Distortion can still be obtained, but not
with the smoothness and controllability of the lead
channel; this section works much better in the
clean mode. In fact, there is some breakthrough
from the lead channel if it's set for maximum
distortion; this isn't normally troublesome, but you
might want to turn the lead channel down if you're
making a recording using the clean channel. There
is also a 'pull bright' facility on the input knob, as on
the lead channel.

The tone controls here are active, and have
much more cut and boost available; 15dBs worth
each way in fact, Low and high EQ are as normal,
but an interesting feature is the 'parametric'
(strictly 'sweep') midrange control. This is on two
concentric knobs, which are rather small and
tricky toget a grip on in consequence; the inner one
gives cut and boost, the outer shifts (or sweeps) the
centre frequency from 150Hz to 1.5kHz. A good
idea, but I would have preferred the shift to go down
to 80Hz to cover the whole frequency range of a
guitar, like the JHS amp reviewed in February.

Next comes the phaser, with depth and speed
controls (called depth and range on the amplifier).
By pulling out the range knob, you can stop the
sweep and position it manually with the same
knob; this gives a whole range of new sounds and
is, as far as I know, unique. As it happens, I wasn't
all that keen on the phaser, it made too much of a

'churning' sound unless it was turned down to a
very subtle level; maybe I'm just fed up with
phasing, which seems to be getting as much
overuse as wah-wah did in the late sixties.

Let's put a stop to all this nitpicking and pass on
to the reverb, which is very good; in fact I left it
switched on about halfway all the time. The spring
unit sits in a bag fixed inside the bottom of the
cabinet, and I think my sample must have been
disturbed in some way (the carrier delivered the
amp upside down, despite 'this way up' signs on the
box) because the reverb tended to build up into a
background whine rather like a quiet form of
feedback. The noise went away after I'd moved the
spring line about a bit.

The final controls are the on/off switch, which
turns on the pre -amp and the valve heaters, and a
three position standby switch which gives the
options of 'off', and full or quarter power from the
power amplifier. Red and green LEDs tell you which
state the amp is in.

Footswitches
A wedge shaped unit carries four footswitches,

and connects to the back of the amplifier via
slightly over 3 metres of cable and an easily
squashed DIN plug. How do I know it's easily
squashed? Simple, I trod on it. Sorry, Peavey. Two of
the footswitches (which are OK to tread on) switch
the phaser and reverb in and out, and the other two
determine which input channel is used. The 'selec-
tor' offers either lead or normal, whilst 'combiner'
gives you both at once, and LEDs tell you which
channel(s) are working. An interesting mode of
operation is possible with the combiner if you set
up the two channels carefully. Because the
saturation effect tends to compress the sound, the
lead channel will be the loudest one if you play
quietly; but if you play hard, the normal channel
will come through and change the sound radically.

Apart from the quality of construction and the
excellence of the saturation effect, the major
quality of the Peavey Heritage is its controllability.
This is nothing to do with there being lots of knobs
to twiddle; quite the opposite. Once you have found
the control settings that suit you, the amplifier can
be left alone; the foot switches, the guitar controls
and your own technique will take care of most of
the variations you'll require.

I left the amp set up in my studio, and I found
myself switching it on at odd moments just so I
could hear my guitars working so well. I used a
Gibson L6S with DiMarzio pickups, a home built
solid fitted with Gibson humbuckers and a Fender
electric XII, and they all sounded good; there was
an extra something, hard to describe, that made
what went into the guitar come out of the speakers.
Nothing to do with high fidelity, but a more direct
connection between the idea and the sound,
perhaps.

Be that as it may, the Heritage carries a
suggested retail price of £432.50 - it may be less if
you shop around - and you get an amplifier that
will serve you long and well, on stage and in the
studio. I shall be sorry to see it go. I may barricade
myself in with it - or would someone lend me 400
quid? E&MM
Peter Maydew
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RPeter Maydew

Stereo Part 2 Hexaphony and the Split Precision
In May's gripping instalment of Hot Wiring
Your Guitar we described two channel
wiring of guitars, popularly known as

stereo, and explained why this arrangement
doesn't give much of a stereo image. I n order
to cause the sound of each string to come
from a different point would require a very
special pickup, and the simplest form of this
- although simple is hardly the correct word
- is the hexaphonic pickup. This has a
separate coil for each string, and is effec-
tively six completely independent pickups in
one case. Each string's output can thus be
panned to the required stereo position.

The hexaphonic pickup has more ad-
vantages than just stereo, however. Once you
have the ability to deal with each string
absolutely separately, there are virtually no
limits to what can be achieved. One spec-
tacular effect is 'hex fuzz', which is simply
six separate fuzz or distortion units, one for
each string.

Whenever any form of distortion is used
to alter an ordinary guitar's sound, two or
more notes played at once interact with each
other due to a phenomenon known as inter -
modulation. The result is that when two
tones try to elbow their way through a fuzz
box, more than two tones come out, and the
extra ones needn't necessarily be har-
monically related to the original two. With
hex fuzz, however, none of this unpleasant
rivalry occurs, and the end product sounds
more like several guitars playing single notes
in harmony.

There are many, many more things you
can do once you have a hexaphonic pickup,
but before I build up your expectations any
more, I'd better deliver the bad news. The
only commercially available hex pickup that
I know of is the one that ARP usedlo sell to go
with their Avatar guitar synthesiser. ARP are
now out of the running, of course, and their
pickup cost over £100 back in 1978, so it's
obviously not for everyone. There may be
other alternatives. Making your own is liable
to be tricky, however, since there isn't much
room for a coil and magnet in a normal
guitar's string spacing. On a brighter note, I

see that RS Components, who distribute a
myriad of electronic bits to the trade, now
stock a magnetic pickup meant for industrial
motion sensing. (Equipment from RS Com-
ponents is only available through estab-
lished retailers.) It's in the form of a cylinder
about 6mm in diameter, and might be
usable as one channel of a six -way pickup.

The Split Precision
There is one very common instrument

which goes part way to true stereo - the
Fender Precision bass. This has a split
pickup, with each half picking up two strings,
and it's fairly easy to feed each 'semi -
pickup' to its own channel. Since the advent
of DiMarzio et al quite a few instruments
have this arrangement, and they should all
be convertable.

Using the split wiring, you can have a
simple stereo effect where each pair of
E&MM JULY 1982
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strings has its own amplifier; this benefits
from careful playing to keep the notes
leaping about between the speakers. Alter-
natively, you can get really fancy and put
separate processing on each channel. For
example, with distortion and/or treble boost
on the top two strings you can swap instantly
between 'solo' playing and straightforward
bass sounds from the lower strings.

Unfortunately, hardly any guitars have
this split pickup arrangement; the only ones
to spring to mind are the Fender Electric XII
and the same company's very rare Custom.

Figure 1 shows how to connect a Preci-
sion style bass for split stereo, using a
DiMarzio Model P pickup pair. Users of other
pickups who don't want to use the DiMarzio
will, I regret, have to figure out the wire
colours appropriate to their own unit. In
some cases, extra wires will need to be
added to extend all four connections to the
control cavity. Ganged controls are called
for on volume and tone - there seems to be

little point in having separate volume
controls, although a case could be made for
having separate tone controls. On my own
bass the tone control is a single ganged com-
ponent which works on the lower strings only
in stereo, and on all four in mono.

As in the last article, there is a choice of
output arrangements, three of which are
illustrated in Figure 2. The simplest is a
single stereo jack as shown in Figure 2a, with
an ordinary DPDT mini -toggle used for the
mono/stereo switch on the main circuit.
In mono, the wiring of the bass is perfectly
conventional and a mono lead may be used.
With a stereo set-up, all four strings are
heard from the channel connected to the tip
of the jack plug. When switched to stereo,
the E and A strings remain on this channel,
but the D and G strings are sent instead to
the second amplifier which is fed from the
ring of the stereo jack plug. Alternatively, two
mono jack sockets may be used if there is
room, connected as shown in Figure 2b. The
effect of the switching remains the same.

In Figure 2c, an extra pole is needed on
the mono/stereo switch, which will thus be a
3 pole component, or more likely 4 pole with
one pole ignored. This ensures that both
amplifiers are fed with the same signal when
the bass is in mono, instead of one being
switched off. If it is required to use a mono
lead with this set-up at any time, a separate
mono jack will have to be provided (as shown
dotted) to avoid shorting everything out. The
alternative is to make up a special lead using
stereo jacks, but leaving the rings un-
connected.

Players who want to put extra processing
on the top two strings for 'solo' playing would
use arrangement a) or b), whilst those who
want the stereo effect would probably use
arrangement c). Just to end on a note of
caution; in stereo, the two halves of the
pickup are no longer in series, and so there
should theoretically be a slight volume drop.
More seriously, perhaps, the combination
will no longer be hum bucking. Although I

haven't noticed either of these ill effects,
they should be borne in mind when
converting. E&MM
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Steinberger
Bass

There's not much you can do with four
strings, you might argue. Bearing in
mind how much Leo Fender got right

when he introduced the concept of the bass
guitar to an unsuspecting world in 1951, it
seems like a fairly reasonable argument.
There's little doubt that bass guitar playing
has improved and developed in leaps and
bounds, from the first hints that melody
could spring from the rhythmic thumps
associated with early styles, to the percus-
sive thwacking and ringing melodic changes
of the funksters and beyond. But what have
the bass guitar makers been up to? Just how
much has changed in the bass guitarist's
instrument?

An instrument that does seem to depart
radically from previous conventions is the
Steinberger Bass, which eagle-eyed readers
will have seen in a news page and in an
America report in previous issues of E&M M.
I can now report back to base, having gone
out to sunny Romford to try the instrument.
Despite initial shrieks of dismay, I can say
with some certainty that the Steinberger is
quite a little stunner.

It looks odd, and if you've seen those
pictures of it you won't have forgotten it.
There's no headstock at all, and the token
body is barely large enough to take the
pickups, controls, and bridge. I found myself
thinking of the Vox Winchester, a strange
thing from the strange 1960s, and similarly
small -bodied. There was also, more recently,
that horrific Colt gun -shaped guitar with a
miniscule body - that, too, seems to have
been the resounding failure it so richly
deserved to be. But a bass with no head-
stock? My brain's patent department could
come up with no legal precedents. And it's
not just the looks of the Steinberger that stun
- the bass dispenses totally with wood: it is
of an all -plastic construction.

Electric guitar makers have toyed with
thermoplastics for many years now - as
early as the 1950s when some Hagstrom
guitars boasted an 'acrylite' fingerboard -
but this is the first totally plastic bass I've
come across. Ovation is probably the best-
known maker to use plastics, in their fibre-
glass and polyester resin round -backed
acoustic -electric series, and more recently
in their solid electric UK11. Some experi-
ments have fared less well, like Dan
Armstrong's 1960s see-through Lucite -
bodied guitars and basses (see also Mik
Sweeney's comments on Armstrong plastics
in the Classix Nouveaux interview in the
June 1982 issue of E&MM), and Peavey
abandoned their tests on 'Sustanite' (ure-
thane and styrene) when they realised that
escalating oil prices had robbed them of
their intention of making plastic guitars
more cheaply than wooden ones.

Ned Steinberger, designer of the Stein-
berger Bass, is described in his New York
company's literature as 'an industrial eng-
ineer'. Young Ned had apparently made a
conventional wooden -bodied bass for fellow
New York company Spector in 1977, became
interested in the bass guitar, and went on to
consider the instrument more closely. After
three years of experimentation, the Bass was
finally completed, after Steinberger had
22

realised that the all-important constituent of
an electric bass is the neck, and that a
headstock slapped on the end of it is un-
necessary and likelyto cause nasty coloura-
tion in the eventual sounds. Steinberger has
been quoted as saying, "Solidity of a stringed
instrument is the key to sustain, clarity and
brilliance," (Guitar World, November 1980)
and in his chosen materials he seems to
have clinched his argument.

The thermoset material Steinberger uses
is an epoxy resin reinforced with glass -fibres
and carbon -fibres, from which the one-piece
neck and 'body' are compression -moulded
in fibreglass dies, incorporating all the
necessary cavities at this stage. A two -octave
phenolic fibre fingerboard with conventional
fretting is added separately, and the Bass is
given a hard coat of polyster gel finish to
toughen it up. The reinforced epoxy is said to
give up to 12,000,000 psi elastic modulus 'in
critical sections', and certainly the resulting
instrument is as stiff and tough as you'll find.

And it's light, too - I didn't have my
handy Acme scales with me, but I'm assured
that the Steinberger weighs in at just over
8lbs, around a pound lighter than your
average forest -derived Precision. Yet
another nice touch is the instrument's strap -
holding projection, a plastic (natch) strut
which pivots at the instrument's centre of
gravity and is clutched to stay just where you
make it stay. There's also a plastic knee -rest
you can fit on to stopthe instrument slipping
around if you choose to play the bass sitting
down. Even before you play a note, then, it's
clear that someone at Steinberger is thinking
clearly and logically about all this, despite
how strange it all seems at first.

What about tuning, I hear you cry? Well,
the strings are locked at the nut end and fed
beyond the bridge into the tuning mechan-
isms which thread directly on to each string.
Each large knurled tuner thus controls its
string with a remarkable 40:1 ratio gear -
needless to say, tuning is almost frighten-
ingly accurate. The bridge itself is of a
standard quality which will be familiar in
operation to most bassists - once set, the
intonation and height are locked by a couple
of screws. The strings themselves can be of
normal type - that is with a ball -end at one
end and the other end clean. With this sort of
string, the clean end (usually wrapped
around archaic machine heads) is locked
into what remains of the nut by a special
headless Allen screw, while this is perhaps
easy to lose, it does enable you effectively to
fit any string of your particular choice to the
Steinberger Bass. If you like Rotosound
strings, as many bassists seem to, then you
will be pleased to hear that Rotosound have
made a special double ball -end string -
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(that's right, a ball -end at each end!) - one
end of which slots more easily into the nut.
With either a normal or a double ball -end
string, the tuning mechanism mentioned
receives the ball -end.

Standard pickups on the Steinberger are
EMG (an American make which may not be
familiar to you), and on the two -pickup
review sample each unit apparently had an
incorporated pre -amplifier powered on-
board by a single PP3 battery. Controlling the
sound were three marked knobs set up like
those on a Fender Jazz Bass, i.e. an indi-
vidual volume control for each pickup and
an overall tone control giving, I would guess,
somewhere in the region of 15dB cut and
boost.

So what we have here is a bass guitar
unlike any other bass guitar you've ever
played. The impression that comes across.is
that the bizarre aspects of the Steinberger
are, in fact, its greatest virtues. The materials
are odd, certainly, but one wonders how
many competitors who laughed at Charles
Kaman's Ovation round -backs in 1966 are
still smiling now. Steinberger's materials are
odd, sure, but there is a method in the
madness.

It's also very odd not to have a headstock.
Once again, one has to concur that there is
no harm done by removing it, and while it
would obviously require a headstock -
equipped Steinberger to test the complete
validity of the company's no-deadspots
claims, the headless beast as it is delivers a
clear, powerful, sustained, and uncoloured
signal. What more could a bassist want?

My forewarning of the technology in-
volved led me to some preconceptions of
how the thing would sound. I figured it must
lose some of that wooden warmth so beloved
by Fender fans. Not so - there is warmth
there, although one can tie up a consider-
able amount of time exploiting the devastat-
ing top and sustain that is inherent to the
instrument. I was determined to catch the
Steinberger out - I even ran painstakingly
up every single fret, two octaves on each
string, in a vain attempt to locate a deadspot.
Not one - and the thing was, each note
seemed perfectly equal in tone and power to
its predecessor and its follower. Thus the
bass responded beautifully to any slight
changes of playing attack and speed.

One rather large problem facing Sound -
wave, the sole U.K. suppliers and trade
distributors, is the enormous price of £950
(inc. VAT). Yes, isn't it a lot! I've spied rich
chaps on this side of the pond like Pete
Briquette and Tony Levin with the device,
and there would seem to be a demand at that
end of the market. But, bring the price
crashing down, and the Steinberger could be
a worldbeater. With things as they are, it's no
surprise that there are copies already in the
offing, with Kramer, at least, being men-
tioned as a likely source. Mass production
would seem to be one of Steinberger's goals
- do let's have products of this quality that
the masses can afford. In the meantime,
only bassists with Top -20 singles need apply.
Tony Bacon E&MM
For more information contact Soundwave, 66
Victoria Road, Rom ford, Essex. Tel: 0708 25919.
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Bass Players A to Z
As bass guitar specialists, we stock the largest range of basses currently available
anywhere in the world.

All popular makes are on demonstration together with a wide
range of specialist instruments from the legendary Alembics
to the unique van Zalinge stick basses and the revolutionary
Steinberger.
Whatever your needs, it will pay you to talk to the specialists.
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APRIL Martin Rushent, Human
League in the Studio * Cardiff
University Electronic Music Studic
* Reverberation explained *
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Unit, Multireverb * Electro-Music
Crossword.

MAY Holger Czukay * Depeche
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B.B. King The Authorised
Biography
by Charles Sawyer
Published by Blandford Press
Price £5.95

BB. King is hardly a household
name, yet ask any blues aficio-
nado to name his three favour-

ite artists and the chances are B.B.
King will be in there.

The very word, 'blues' carries with
it a snobbery by which it is often
relegated to the lowest musical art
form - a view held by many people,
including musicians, even today -
and, having adopted this music as his
own, B.B. King has devoted hiscareer
to making it more acceptable.

The book, described by the author
as a social biography, traces King's
growth and upbringing from his days
on a plantation farm through his
'arrival' in the 1960s to his present
position of respected performer, 'King
of the Blues'.

Sawyer confesses to having an axe
to grind: "in telling B.B.'s story, I want
to celebrate the death of Jim Crow,
the mythic personification of racist
segregation, the cancer afflicting the

American soul on both sides of the
Mason-Dixon Line". References are
further made throughout the book but
if you are unaware of the significance
you will hardly be any the wiser when
you finish the book. This area is
possibly of more concern to Ameri-
can readers who, some say, have not
forgiven themselves for their past
treatment of the 'blacks' but King's
relationship with all his friends,
employers, employees and asso-
ciates in the early days (and, inci-

dently, throughout his life) has always
been extremely amiable. Sawyer
says: "After thirty years as an enter-
tainer, there are few people he has
known who bear him any ill will ..."

Insights into the resources and
motivations of people, especially
'great' people and musicians and
creative souls in particular, are always
fascinating. B.B. King's decision to
stay with the blues instead of branch-
ing out into jazz or more popular
music was the rein which held him
back as he fought the social and
musical standards of the time. It was
only his relentless stamina and dura-
bility which enabled him to survive an
amazing life-style which involved
more tours than a dozen bands
combined. In 1956 he played 342 one
night stands and he always accepted
that his popularity rested mainly
upon live performances.

Details of social patterns are
essential in describing B.B. King's life
and his eventual rise to musical
recognition. The music and the man
are inseparable and he is a result of
his upbringing and experiences. The
facts are noted plainly and fairly and
Sawyer makes little attempt to pass

judgement upon yesterday's stan-
dards; rather he sees himself as a
historian and biographer and com-
bines the two very successfully in this
book.

Details of King's personal and
moral standards are very clear but

to

other aspects of his life, i.e. with his
family are scant. Perhaps, being a
friend, Sawyer declined to investiga
or print this side of the man and
concentrated the intimate details on

o -

his music.
The book contains over 80 phot

graphs of B.B. King and those in-
volved in his story and several appen-dicesnd

ed

chronicle plantation life, lynch-
ings, the problems of oral history a
conversations with contemporaries of
the man. There is also a detail
analysis of a B.B. King guitar solo and
a detailed discography which lists the
songs included on the numerous
albums.

The blues is a branch if not a root
of modern music and B.B. King is
certainly instrumental in its growth
and development. The details are
recorded here and form an excellent
story.
Ian Waugh

Chase The Fade
by Anne Nightingale
Blandford Press
Price £5.95

There's little doubt that the Old
Grey Whistle Test has improved
considerably since Anne Night-

ingale took over the limelight from
whisperin' Bob Harris. This doesn't
mean that I always support the horses
that she backs - there have been
some mind -bogglingly misguided
eulogies at the end of some really
inane sets in the OGWT studio - but,
occasional touches of gaucherie
apart, she's a good rock journalist.
with plenty of experience behind her.

'Chase the Fade' starts off with an
introduction explaining how the lady
was persuaded to put pen to paper,
and succeeds in getting a camel
through the eye of a needle seem
.child's play in comparison. And,
whilst I think I appreciate her devo-
tion to Binky, her outlando d'amour
(alias Randy Grope, The Memphis
Blueswailer, etc), I've never met
him, seem him, or even heard of
him before now, and so this review is
very definitely not for BOOBS, the
British Organisation of Binky Sup-
porters. Mind you, he can't be all that
bad if he had the presence of mind to
pour port and brandy over Tony

Blackburn's head and write a single
entitled 'Toe Knee Black Burn'.

The book also carries the subtitle
'Music, Memories & Memorabilia'.
There's really very little in the way of
the former, as Anne Nightingale has
obviously decided that the 'genius' of
those mentioned within this slim
volume may be taken for granted.
There is, however, oodles of the latter
two and this makes for some good
chuckles.

On the more serious side, there's
her reaction to the death of Jimi
Hendrix and the split of The Beatles.
Judging by the attention she gives
The Police in this book, she obviously
regards them as those most likely to
succeed in the way that The Beatles
did almost fifteen years ago. I think
she's on a safe bet, there, but the
excess of adulation and lack of
criticism is somewhat wearisome.
Still, I don't suppose that it's really on
to accompany a group like Sting & Co.
on their world tour and then bite the
hand that fed you.

Disregarding any musical com-
parisons between The Beatles and
The Police, one aspect of The Beatles
experience that would be hard to
envisage today was their short-lived
excursion into egalitarianism, the ill-

fated Apple Corp. Ltd, an organisation
which one commentator saw as a-
real -life magical mystery tour.

As Anne Nightingale says, "Apple
wasn't a place, it was an experience. I
believe they really intended it to work
like a dream factory. Their dreams
had worked - they were the four
most famous people in the world - so
why not help other people achieve
their ambitions?" The early Seventies
saw the collapse of the Apple empire
in a cloud of lawsuits, and Anne
Nightingale moved from the Sunday

Splash side of journalism to the
respectable slot of a Sunday request
show at the Beeb (no causal connec-
tion implied). In her time in the
corridors of power at Radio 1, she
made life difficult for herself on more
than one occasion: there was thetime.
when she bet Joe Strummer of The
Clash a Cadillac that 'London Calling'
would make the Top Ten (he won);
and there was the slight contretemps
between the airwaves and some
frightfully naughty words as a result of
her playing the track 'Star Star' from
an album by The Rolling Stones.

All this seems tame in comparison
to the antics of Keith Moon, The Who's
indefatigable drummer, which she
recounts with relish: "Another of
Moon's combination stunts required
someone to dress up as a vicar and
stand at a crowded bus stop. Then
he'd drive up in the car, jump out and
mug the vicar, and pull him into the
car and drive off." Tres amusant, as
she would say. I enjoyed this book. It's
hardly a reference book to past
decades of rock music, and it is full of
the sort of hyperbole that only rock
journalists seem to be able to get
away with, but it is fun, and who's
complaining about that?
David Ellis

Semiconductor
Data Book
11th Edition
by A. M. Ball
Published by Newnes
Technical Books
Price £5.50

There are so many semiconduc-
tor devices available today from
different manufacturers, that

the amateur would need a very large
uookshelf if an attempt was made to
keep detailed data on everything. The
idea of a reference manual is there-
fore extremely attractive.

I found the general format of this
book to be very well thought out and
Mr Ball has obviously taken time to

make it easy to use. The contents are
divided into sixteen sections, starting
with a very brief introduction and
explanation of the tables (excellent, if
this is long and complex it defeatsthe
whole object of the book), followed by
a list of manufacturer's codes and
addresses in this country.

The following twelve sections con-
tain data under the headings of:
Transistors, General; Multiple Tran-
sistors; Silicon Field Effect Tran-
sistors (FETs); Unijunction Transis-
tors (UJTs); Diodes, Low Power
(Signal); Diodes, Variable; DiodeS7
Power Rectifier; Silicon Reference
Diodes (Zener Diodes); Light Emit-
ting Diodes (LEDs); Photodetectors;
Triacs and finally Thyristors (SCRs). I
thought the choice of section head-
ings was good, guiding me to the

appropriate section with ease, al-
though "Diodes, Variable Capaci-
tance" would have been preferable to
"Diodes, Variable" in the contents list.

As with any concise data book, it is
only possible to define a limited
number of parameters for each
device and I think in most cases the
author has made the right choice. For
example in the section under Tran-
sistors, data such as polarity, cut-off
frequency and maximum voltage
ratings are all useful. However, I

would have liked to see thermal
resistance (junction -case) stated for
power devices, otherwise the maxi-
mum junction temperature figure
given is not really of any use at all. I

was also disappointed to find thermal
data, vital for heat sink design com-
pletely absent from the sections

covering Triacs and Thyristors
(SCRs), in which I also notice there
appears to be a misprint in the gate
trigger current parameter which is
quoted as being in Amps. I feel sure
the author means mA.

The final two sections are devoted
to a very clear set of case drawings
showing connections, followed by a
cross reference of Transistor Com-
parable Types listing devices that are
electrically similar.

Overall I think it is an excellent
book with clear, well spaced text and a
;layout that will enable you to find the
device that you are looking for within
seconds. A very useful addition for
anyone needing semiconductor data
quickly. The book fulfils its purpose
admirably.
Paul Conway
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CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
ELECTRONIC

PIANOS
SPECIALISTS SINCE

1972
Clef Pianos adopt the most advanced form
of Touch Sensitive action which simulates
piano Key intertia using a patented
electronic technique.

71/4 OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
COMPONENT KIT f244
COMPLETE KIT f399.90
MANUFACTURED f675

Two Domestic Models are available in-
cluding the 88 -note full-size version.
Four intermixable Voice Controls may be
used to obtain a wide variation of Piano
Tone, including Harpsichord.
Both Soft and Sustain Pedals are in-
corporated in the Design and internal
Effects are provided in the form of
Tremolo, Honky -Chorus, and Phase/
Flanger.
A power amplifier integrates into the
Piano Top which may be removed from the
Base for easy transportation.

SIX OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
COMPONENT KIT f217

COMPLETE KIT f363.90 MANUFACTURED £595

COMPLETE KIT f349

Component Kits include Keyboard, Key -
switch hardware, and all electronic
components and may be purchased in
four stages at no extra cost.
Complete Kits further contain Cabinets,
wiring harness, Pedals and in the case of
Domestic Models both Power Amplifier
and Speaker.

The Six Octave Stage Piano has the same
range of Voices and Effects and is

designed for use with an External
Amplifier and Speaker.

SIX OCTAVE
STAGE MODEL
COMPONENT KIT £217
MANUFACTURED f530

STRING ENSEMBLE
(As Published in conjunction with

'Practical Electronics')
Versatile String Synthesiser with split keyboard
facility and impressive voices. 49 note organ
diode keyswitch system with four pitches plus
two phase Chorus generator. Kit includes Swell
Pedal.

COMPONENT KIT f179.00

Since 1972 Clef Products have consistently produced leading designs in the field of
Electronic Musical Instruments, many of which have been published in technical
magazines. With musical quality of paramount importance, new techniques have been
evolved and the latest musically valid technology has been incorporated into projects which
have been successfully completed by constructors over a wide range of technical capability.
Back-up TELEPHONE advice to our customers is available from the Designer of all Kits
advertised.

(As Published in conjunction with 'Practical Electronics')

Complete
Kit

f289

MANFD.
f399

A revolution in the field of Computer Music Generation!
A MUSICIANS SOLOISTS - SINGERS - RECORDING
INSTRUMENT

FORPRACTICE - LIVE PERFORMANCE - COMPOSITION

The BAND -BOX provides an Electronic Backing Trio consisting of Drums, Bass, and a Chord
Instrument lone of 16 Waveform/Envelope combinations), with the capacity to store over
3,000 User Programmable Chord Changes on more than 120 different Chords. Using
advanced Microprocessor technology, Playback of 50-100 Scores can be executed in any
Key and at chosen Tempo. Complete Music Pad is electronically Indexed and stored on
secondary battery back-up. Facility exists for composition of Intro, Repeat Chorus, and Coda
sections including Multiple Score Sequences. Sockets are provided for Volume Pedal and
Footswitch plus separate and mixed instrument Outputs. Total size 19" x 11" x 41/2"
incorporating Master Rhythm.

THE Programmable DRUM MACHINE
(As Published in conjunction with 'Practical Electronics')

EIGHT TRACK PRO-
GRAMMING/TWENTY-
FOUR PATTERNS/
TWELVE INSTRUMENTS
SEQUENCE OPERA-
TION.
COMPLETE KIT f79.00
MANFD. £119.00

The Clef Master Rhythm is
capable of storing 24
selectable rhythmic drum
patterns, invented, modi-
fied, and entered by the
Operator on to Eight In-
strumentation tracks. A
three position Instrumen-
tation control expands the
number of instruments

available to twelve, grouped into sounds typical of play-
ing with Drumsticks, Brushes, or Latin American
Bongos and Cleves.
Sequence operation allows two rhythm sections to be
coupled with the second (B) section appearing at four,
eight or sixteen Bar repetition. All drums can be adjusted
for level and resonance on internal controls to suit
individual taste, thus producing good musical sounds in
a battery driven unit 81/2" x 5" x 21/2".

ROTOR -CHORUS
Comprehensive two speed organ rotor simulator
plus a three phase chorus generator on a single
8" x 5" pcb. The kit includes all components for
mains operation and a stereo headphone driver
pcb. Easily integrated with existing organ/
amplifier system.

COMPONENT KIT f89.00

KEYBOARDS
Our Square Front Keyboards are chosen for their
superior feel to the discerning musician whilst
giving adequate physical strength for the high
impact playing present in the Piano application.

88 NOTE (A -C) £57.00
73 NOTE (F -F) f47.00
FIVE OCTAVE f38.00
FOUR OCTAVE f28.75

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, UK CARRIAGE & INSURANCE (CARRIAGE EXTRA
ON MFD PIANOS). Please send S.A.E. for our complete lists, or use our
telephone . VISA/ACCESS Service. Competitive quotations can be given for
EXPORT orders - in Australia please contact JAYCAR in Sydney.

ALL INSTRUMENTS MAY BE
SEEN IN OUR SHOWROOM

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONICS)
LIMITED

(Dept. E&MM/7/82), 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall, Stockport,
Cheshire SK 1AH 061-439 3297
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MORE BRIGHT
LIGHTS FROM
BOSS

DOUBLE DOLBY
FROM REVOX

The Revox 13710 Mk II Cassette
Deck incorporates Dolby C noise
reduction in addition to Dolby B. It
retains all the features of the 8710
but has expanded headroom on the
meter display to cater for the Dolby C
system, and Bias and Equalisation
are now all linked to a pushbutton
control under the flap.

Also from Revox is their 8791
Turntable. Similar to the 8795, the
B791 has a digital display for vari-
speed and control buttons which
permit deviation from nominal speed

in 0.1% steps. The speed is quarz-
crystal locked.

An optional PC board gives the
desk 'discostart' capability.

New speakers from Revox are the
Plenum B and Forum B. These three-
way, bass -reflex speakers are rated at
90 watts (Forum) and 120 watts
(Plenum). Both systems incorporate
new woofers with specially developed
magnet/voice coil assemblies for flat
frequency response.

Details of all Revox items from
F.W.O. Bauch Limited, 49 Theobold
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6
4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091.

MICRO
CONTROLLED
CASSETTE DECK

The D -E66 cassette deck from
Hitachi incorporates a double Dolby
noise -reduction system and features
micro -computer control over many
functions.

Switching between Dolby C and B
is by a front panel button and the auto
rewind switch will automatically play
a selected part of the tape over again
up to 16 times.

The deck also features a close gap

R&P head which combines two
separate gap widths for both record-
ing and playback in a single housing.

The D-E66's acceptance of metal
tapes is claimed to give a greater
dynamic range, better signal to noise
ratio and improved frequency
response. Normal, Cr02 and FeCr
tapes can be used.

Recommended retail price is

£299 inc. VAT.
Details from your local Hitachi

retailer or from Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, Middlesex. Tel: 01-848
8787

styles and ratings of filament or neon
bulbs, this 'M' Series indicator is fitted
with 150mm long PVC standard lead -
out wires and incorporates the ballast
resistor for the neon versions within

Prolific 'LED' and 'light' manu- the lead -out assembly.
facturers, Boss Industrial Mouldings Details from Boss Industrial
Ltd., have a new range of polycar- Mouldings Ltd., James Carter Road,
bonate miniature indicators. Designed Mildenhall, Suffolk IP28 7DE. Tel:
to accept any of over 35 different 0683 716101.

TELEFUNKEN
The APRS '82 Exhibition will see

the launch of many new items includ-
ing a range of Telefunken digital
equipment. In addition to the stereo
recorders MX -80 and MX -80A a new
32 -channel multitrack, the MX -800
and the MXE-1 digital editing system
will be demonstrated.

LINEX LAYOUT
A new range of electronic layout

templates for printed circuit design
has been introduced by Linex of
Denmark.

The templates are available in the
scale of 1:1 (one template), 2:1 (set of
2) and 4:1 (set of 4) and contain the
most commonly used figures for
printed circuit layouts, circuit views
and component views.

For a free leaflet, or any other
information, contact Pelltech Ltd.,
Station Lane, Witney, Oxon. Tel: 0993
72014 or 72130.

Sr

STAND AND
DE -SOLDER

THANDAR SCOPE and a sensitivity of 10mV per division.
It is priced at £149.00 plus VAT.

The SC110A is a new oscilloscope Contact Thandar Electronics
from Thandar Electronics Limited. It Limited, London Road, St. Ives, Hunt -
has a 2" screen, is powered by mains ingdon, Cambs PE17 4HJ. Tel: 0480
or battery, has a bandwidth of 10MHz 64646.\\N\NN\NN\N\\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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NEW EUROCARD
FROM ASTRALUX

Astralux Dynamics Ltd., of Bright -
sea have launched a new range of
circuit boards comprising of single
and double Eurocards together with.
extender boards. Single and double
cards are available with the 'Quick
Connect' hand wiring system or con-
ventional integrated circuit sockets.

The Quick Connect system pro-
vides an insulation displacement
connector on one side of the board
with a precision socket on the com-
ponent side, providing a quick
method of wiring.

An introductory offer is available
comprising Single or Double Quick
Connect boards with wire and wiring
pencil.

Details from Astralux Dynamics
Ltd., Red Barn Road, Brightsea,
Colchester, Essex C07 OSW. Tel:
0206-30 2571/5.

COMPUTER
COVER UP

Mr G. Rozbicki of C.H.S. has
developed cases for housing com-
puter boards and discs such as the
UK101 and the Nascom range. They
are cheaper than existing cases, he
claims, and start at £86.75.

Further details from C.H.S., 27
Wycombe Road, London N17 9XN.
Tel: 01-801 3014.

a

A CASE FOR
POWER

A new stand for the Antex range of
soldering irons, the ST4, contains a
large sponge with a hole to collect the
surplus solder when cleaning the
soldering bit. The stand is fitted with
four feet but it can also be screwed to
a workbench. The steel springforms a
safe receptacle and heatsink for a hot
soldering iron. It retails for £1.60 plus
VAT.

Contact Antex, Mayflower House,
Plymouth, Devon. Tel: 0752 67377/8.

West Hyde Developments Ltd.
have introduced a range of cases for
the housing of power supplies for low -
voltage equipment such as calcula-
tors, radios and TV games.

The housing features a plastic
earth pin and brass live and neutral
pins to plug directly into a 13A socket.
Available in two sizes, the cases will
accommodate the components of a
power supply including the trans-
former.

Details from West Hyde Develop-
ments Ltd., Unit 9, Park Street
Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Tel: 0296 20441.
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Dividers or Free Phase?
A!though the choice of commercially
made instruments is enormous, many
enthusiasts prefer to construct rather

than buy an organ.
Differing musical tastes and needs are

such that no two constructors will have
precisely the same specification in mind.
Consequently, discussions on design tend to
be endless; indeed, for this reason many,
self -designed organs never get further than'
the drawing board! One topic that is a hardy
perennial is whether to employ bistable
frequency dividers or turn to free phase
methods of tone generation.

Frequency Division
A large proportion of commercial organs

are based on bistable dividers in one form or
another. The advantages of this form of
frequency divider are that each stage is
identical, the system is highly reliable and it
is relatively cheap to manufacture. Figure 1
shows a typical bistable stage which, if set up
on a bread board and fed with a square wave,
will produce f/2 at its output. The circuit is
ideally suited to fabricating several stages on
one chip, the SAM 77 CMOS seven -stage
package being typical.

The output is normally a square wave but
the mark -space ratio can be changed by
unbalancing the crossover components;
employing a network at the output to modify
the waveform will also alter harmonic
content.

Several bistable divider stages are cas-
caded, the first stage being fed with a master
frequency and successive octaves below
being derived from the chain. The Top
Octave Synthesiser outmoded this system in
finding 12 or 13 correctly spaced semitones
to feed into the divider strings and reducing
the tuning requirement to one overall adjust-
ment. This topic was covered in the May
1981 edition of E&MM.

The current method of TOS and divider
strings therefore employs only one true
oscillator, the remainder of the system being
binary switching. The single tuning adjust-
ment has given us even greater reliability,
particularly in cases where the organ is
frequently carted about by its owner. This
feature can also be very useful if faced with
playing with another instrument whose pitch
cannot easily be shifted.

The divider stages are often encapsu-
lated with switching circuitry so that the
keyswitches handle DC rather than audio
signals, thus reducing 'beehive' (the general
hash resulting from capacitive pickup from
wiring in a tight harness).

The square wave contains odd har-
monics but is lacking in even harmonics.
Normal practice is to amend the waveform
by one of the methods mentioned previously.

Another approach is to mix the outputs of
several divider stages resistively, using
resistor values roughly proportional to fre-
quency. This will result in a step -waveform or
staircase and both the sound and appear-
ance on an oscilloscope are similar to a
sawtooth waveform. Adding the second and
fourth harmonics to the fundamental tone
provides what was missing previously - the
even harmonics.

For the drawbar organ enthusiast, adding
harmonics may not be the answer. He may
prefer to try to eliminate everything but the
fundamental. The square wave can be
processed by a low pass filter, which
effectively knocks off its sharp corners and

.

Mixingthe
28

an approximate sine wave. the
28

Organ
Talk

Figure 1. Discrete bistable divider stage.

filtered outputs either by fixed resistors or
drawbars will provide the basis for harmonic
synthesis, in direct contrast to using a
complex waveform and various stop filters to
obtain subtractive synthesis.

Locked
There are many variations on this general

theme used in commercial instruments. The
advantages have already been mentioned so
let's examine the other side of the coin.

Cascading the frequency dividers results
in complete phase -locking between octave -
related tones. The TOS itself is also locked in
phase where its various outputs are con-
cerned as these are also derived by fre-
quency division, even if of a more complex
sort. Consequently, it can be argued that
octaves sound 'dead' and that the tuning is in
some ways too precise.

Compared with a pipe organ with several
ranks of pipes, the divider organ with a single
generator set may be seen as an extension
organ. The borrowing that must take place to
cover the stop system, including possibly
mutations, cannot add any richness to the
result. This objection may be valid, but, after
the signals have been keyed, filtered and
amplified, reverberation is normally applied.
Quite apart from adding reality generally, the
various spring reflections or bucket -brigade

CT
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Figure 2. Free phase oscillator with ferrite inductor
tapped 'A up from ground. Coil and all capacitors
vary according to frequency.

Ken Lenton-Smith
delays tend to counteract the strict phasing
of divider systems.

Some organs feature an 'ensemble' tab;
in this instance applying to the facility to
multiply voices. This dedicated form of
delay -line will, of course, totally destroy the
phase -lock effect.

Free Phase
This type of generator is ideal for the

critical organist who is used to playing an
acoustic instrument. Playing a chord will
result in random phase -relationships be-
tween the various sound sources.

It should also be mentioned that, how-
ever well it is maintained, no pipe organ is
ever precisely in tune with itself due to
changes in temperature, wind pressure and
other factors.

A simple extension organ (with one rank
of pipes to cover the complete compass of
the stop array) gives a good chorus effect but
the average pipe instrument will have
several ranks from which to choose tonal
effects. Playing a three -note chord with three
stops drawn will bring nine pipes into play,
for example.

Tiny random tuning errors and phase
differences make the pipe organ sound
majestic and brilliantly exciting in the upper
register - an effect which is not particularly
easy to reproduce by electronic means.
Several divider generators can be used,
each feeding a section of the stop tabs'
associated filters. A Leslie speaker on
Chorale, in association with a fixed speaker,
will give a form of pseudo -chorus, or, various
bands of the frequency spectrum can be
modulated by independent, slowly -moving
sine oscillators. The best approach, which is
closest to pipe -organ analogy, is a free phase
generator system. This consists of a set of
totally independent oscillators tuned to each
note of the instrument's compass. Tuning
this type of instrument is, of course, a major
operation as up to 100 separate tunings may
be required.

Tuning can follow the normal practice of
piano and organ tuners in that octaves are
deliberately slightly mistuned to add bril-
liance.

A typical free phase oscillator is shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen that a small time -
constant can be added to retard attack and
provide a small delay: the supply voltage is
controlled by the keyswitch and the delay
should vary according to 'length' of pipe.
Large pipes take longer to speak than
smaller ones and an arpeggio on a pipe
instrument with 16', 8' and 4' stops drawn
will prove that the 16' pipe may not have time
to speak.

The greatest advantage of free phase,
however, is that the various oscillators keyed
will sound in random phase, and octave
related sounds in particular will be greatly
improved.

The disadvantages? Circuitry is not com-
pletely repetitive and a coil winder becomes
a necessity. The lower notes of the compass
will require large inductors and the instru-
ment will generally be less portable.

For the serious musician, however, free
phase offers many advantages. Several
manufacturers (Conn, for example) con-
sider this system well worthwhile.

There are, of course, other systems of
tone generation including computer
methods. As far as divider and free phase
organs are concerned, I recommend listen-
ing critically to both systems for the
differences that can be detected! E&MM
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For more than eleven years Powertran have been designing and manufacturing the finest quality electronic kits. All of
our now considerable range have featured in the electronics press and literally thousands have been bought and built
by contractors in the UK and World-wide.
Our philosophy is always the same - we offer ingenuity and originality in the construction phase by using only top
class designers. We offer machines with power, versatility and performance - capability fully equal to their factory
built rivals. We offer only the highest quality materials and components throughout to ensure years of useful and
reliable service, we offer clear comprehensive and easy to follow construction manuals to place our kits within the
scope of the careful first time builder as well as the dedicated enthusiast.
Our hallmark of success lies in the number of our clients who have built our whole range - many assembling several
units for others to use often on the professional music scene.
We believe in taking every care throughout - months spent checking and testing the design and development.
Vigorous checking of every component, constant pre -despatch quality control, careful packaging. , .even door to door
delivery by Securicor!
We are naturally very proud of our Transcendent range of synthesizers designed by Tim Orr and regularly featured in
ETI. They represent the best in constructional interest and in musical performance.

TRANSCENDENT POLYSYNTH - A four octave polyphonic synthesiser with
outstanding design characteristics and versatility and performance to match.

Complete kit £275.00 plus VAT (single voice)
Extra voice (up to three morel 42.00 plus VAT

EXPANDER - A new marching 4 voice expander to team up with your
polysynth for even a greater range and capability.

Complete kit £249.00 plus VAT

TRANSCENDENT DPX - Offers a five octave keyboard with power to match.
Two audio outputs (can be used simultaneously) to give harpsichord and
piano/honkytonk or reed with strings/brass and both are fully polyphonic. Other
features include switchable touch sensitivity and a chorus ensemble unit with
strong/mild effect switching. An advanced design made simple with our clearly
laid out instruction manual.

Complete kit £296.00 plus VAT.

TRANSCENDENT 2000 - Although only a 3 octave keyboard the '2000'
features the same design ingenuity, careful engineering and quality components
of its larger brethren. The kit is well within the scope of the first time builder -
buy it. build it ...play it! You will know you have made the right choice.

Complete kit £165.00 plus VAT

1024 COMPOSER - Come right up to the minute with this new design. It will
control your synthesiser with a sequence of up to 1024 notes - or an equal
selection of shorter sequences. The Composer is mains powered with
automatically charged battery to preserve your programme after switch -off.

Complete kit £85.00 plus VAT)

DEMONSTRATION TAPE -Demonstrationtape now available of all three
kits (30 minutes).

1111,7 IRANSC POLYSYNIR

... Quite simply the best way to make music

f 2.00

T20 + 20 -- Originally designed by Texas Engineers.
This is a 20 watt amplifier with true Hi-Fi performance at
a minimal cost New features include true Toroidal
transformer, new wiring, single circuit board and improved
presentation. An ideal beginners protect. Complete kit
£29.50 plus VAT. Also T30 30 - 30 watt version complete
kit £34.50 plus VAT

LINSLEY HOOD 75 DE LUXE -- A 75 watt amplifier
originally published in H Fi News. Superb performance
characteristics with less than 01% distortion, Modular
construction with 14 interconnecting boards - virtually

if no wiring so assembly is easy as is subsequent checking
and maintenance. Complete kit £75.00 plus VAT

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS.
PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence irrespective of any price changes we
will honour all prices in this advertisement until the end of the month following the
month of publication of this issue. (Errors andVAT rate changes excluded.
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost plus £1 handling and
documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT. No charge is made for carriage,
or at current rate if changed. Cheques, Access, Barclaycard accepted.
SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service (U.K. mainland only) add £2.50
(VAT inclusive) per kit. FREE ON ORDERS OVER £100.
SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to collect kit from the factory, call at Sales
Counter. Open 9a.m -12 noon, 1-4.30p.m. Monday -Thursday.

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW (0264) 64455.
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NEW
Mistaken Identity on stage for ABC Music's New Sounds 82 Semi -Finals

...The semi-finals of ABC Music's
New Sounds 82 were held on May
23rd. The judges, consisting of Gerry
Cott, Colin Pattenden, Chris West and
Mervyn Jones, chose six bands to go
into the finals on July 18th. The
finalists are: Civilization, Click, Joint
Effort, Mistaken Identity, Recruits
and Rude Bamboo. First prize is a day
in Rock City Studios, Shepperton, to
produce a master tape. More details
from ABC Music, 85 High Street,
Esher, Surrey.

Professor Dr F. Sennheiser (70), who
founded the Sennheiser company
and has up to now been its executive
head in unlimited liability, handed
over both offices to his son, Dr J.
Sennheiser (37), in May. Dr F. Senn-
heiser will remain in an advisory
capacity.

Troubadour Productions, formed last
year by James O'Neil, have opened
the largest recording studio in the
North of England. Situated in Sunder-
land's Old Town Hall, the studio has
installed the Sony PCM (Pulse Code
Modulation) digital recording system
capable of recording on one, two or
four tracks, mono or stereo. James
O'Neil is available both as accompan-
ist and arranger to users of the studio.
Details from Thomas E. Bergman and
Partners, North House, 17 North
Street, Newcastle -Upon -Tyne NE1

8DF. Tel: 0632 323535 ... The
Design Council Awards for 1982 in-
cluded the Meridian Amplifier Sys-
tem from Boothroyd Stuart Ltd. which
won the award because of its "opera-
tional simplicity, high performance
and unobtrusive, sophisticated
appearance." Further information
from Press and Publicity Office, The
Design Council, 28 Haymarket, Lon-
don SW1Y 4SU ...Warner Brothers
Records have released a 12 inch full
length version of the new Laurie
Anderson single 'Big Science' backed
with 'Example # 22' and the full length
version of '0 Superman'. All three
tracks are featured on her debut
album titled 'Big Science' .

. the Tandy Corporation is
proceeding to complete the acquisi-
tion of the domestic portion of the
Consumer Products Division of
Memorex which produces blank
audio and video cassettes ... The
British Amateur Electronics Club
(B.A.E.C.) is holding their annual
Amateur Electronics Exhibition in
Penarth from July 17th to 25th. On
show will be various electronic games
and projects. This is their seven-
teenth exhibition and new members
and volunteer helpers are invited to
contact the chairman. Details from
Mr C. Bogod, "Dickens", 26 Forrest
Road, Penarth, South Glam. Tel: 0222
707813 .. . Ultravox are soon to
record a new album with George

Martin at Abbey Road Studios and at
Monserrat.

The Brumbeat Band Search Final
held in the North of England was won
by a band from Stoke called Man
Upstairs who won a PB Power Amp
worth £500. There were originally 242
entrants who submitted cassettesand
these were reduced to 20 for the
regional heats. Sticky, from Birm-
ingham, came second winning a
Custom Sounds 150 watt guitar
combo; third was Expertz, also from
Birmingham, winning 10 hours re-
cording time at Saxone Studio in
Kidderminster; fourth was Mezzo -
forte and fifth were The Killjoys
winning 10 hours recording time at
Signways Studios, Birmingham and a
Peavey microphone respectively.

At the NAMM Convention in
Atlanta, the Syntauri Corporation
demonstrated its AlphaSyntauri syn-
thesiser range. Based around the use
of the Apple II microcomputer, the
Syntauri includes a 4 or 5 -octave
keyboard, a computer -based pro-
gram for music instruction and the
system is digital .. . Calrec Audio
Limited is believed to be the first
U.K. company to automate the design
of microphones and complex mixer
consoles. The time involved is
reckoned to be cut by 75%. The
computer system is a Hewlett Pack-
ard 1000F and should greatly speed
up the building of custom sound

control desks ... Bruce Clark has
been appointed to the Board of
Norbain Electronics Limited of
Reading. Formerly General Manager,
Mr Clark will assume responsibility
for maximising market effectiveness
... Texas Instruments intend to
spend over £1,000,000 during 1982
to support its consumer business.
This will mainly be devoted to TV ads
at key buying periods covering their
range of Learning Aids and press
publicity detailing their calculator
range. Their 71-99/4A Home Com-
puter will be given wide coverage, too.

. . Theatre Project Services Ltd. will
be handling the distribution of the
music, disco and PA cabinets manu-
factured by the Electro Voice division
of Gulton Europe Ltd.... The Central
London branch of the Musicians
Union is considering a move to bring
a proposal before its committee to
restrict the use of synthesisers which
make "audible imitations or sounds
of any musical or percussion instru-
ment as defined in the MU directory".
It may be a while before it reachesthe
executive committee but it is still
likely to cause quite a stir throughout
the music business .. . CBS have
released a single -sided single in the
UK after test -marketing them in the
USA. The record, I Want Candy by
Bow Wow Wow has a blank B side and
it is hoped the price will be fixed at
99p.... E&MM

EVENTS

April -September JVC's 5TH ANNUAL
TOKYO INTERNATIONAL VIDEO FESTIVAL.
This competition has been divided into
two categories - one is a completely open
category and the other is called 'Video Letter
Exchange' for compositions using video
as a means of 2 -way communication. The
prize is a 15 -day trip to Japan to receive a
Large cash prize, trophy and citation. There
are over 30 prizes to be won. Closing date
is 10th September. For further information
contact JVC (U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading
Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way,
London NW2 7AF. Tel: 01-4502621.

June 18th -20th GLASTONBURY CND
FESTIVAL. 1980's -style successor of the
famous 'Glastonbury Fayre', this gathering
is a must for those who are disillusioned
with the heavy atmosphere, poor
organisation and surfeit of HM -Hero Rock
at the other major festivals. The broad
musical line-up includes Aswad, Judy
Tzuke, Talisman, Thompson Twins,
The Beat and the Climax Blues Band.
Advance tickets £8 from CND (Festival),
227 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 -
enclose an SAE. Or phone 01-263 5673
for information.

June 23rd -25th APRS 82 INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. Kensington
Exhibition Centre, Derry St, Kensington,
London. The world's leading manufacturers
will display the latest professional
recording equipment. Over 90 exhibitors.
For details write to APRS. 23 Chesnut Ave,
Chorleywood, Herts.

July 6th -8th THE LEEDS ELECTRONICS
SHOW, now in its nineteenth year, is free
to anyone booking in advance. Principal
presentations revolve around information
technology and instrumentation.
The event's catalogue is free - for a large
addressed envelope with a 28p stamp.
Details about the seminar and the show
itself from The Leeds Electronics Show,
34-36 High Street, Saffron Walden, Essex.

July 17th -25th THE 17th B.A.E.C.
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION.
The Shelter, The Esplanade, Penarth, South
Glamorgan. All aspects of amateur
electronics and the B.A.E.C. activities will
be demonstrated.
For details ring 0222 707813.

July 18th NEW SOUNDS 82 COMPETITION.
Woking Centre Halls. This competition,
devised by ABC Music, to find the most
promising sound of 1982 starts with the
heats during May (closing date for entry
30th April).
Entry forms are available from any of the
ABC music shops or from Harmony House,
85 High St, Esher, Surrey KT10 9QA.
Tel: Esher 66195.

July 31st JOE PASS GUITAR CLINIC.
Presented by Summerfields of Gateshead
in conjunction with the Jazz Centre Society
and the London Borough of Camden. To
be held in the Shaw Theatre, 100 Euston
Road, London, at 2.00 p.m. Tickets from
the box office are £2.00.

August 6th -8th VIENNA PEACE FESTIVAL.
The organisers of the Glastonbury Festival
are staging a similar, but much larger
pan-European Rock music event in central
Europe. This festival will be of particular
interest to E&MM's Eastern European
readers. Details on 01-263 5673 or from
the CND address above.

September BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY
COMPETITION FOR SCHOOLS. To mark the
25th anniversary of the incorporation of the
BCS, a two-part competition for schools
and colleges has been organised. The first
part is to write a program for the
composition of a piece of music; the second
is to write a program to generate variations
on a specific theme. The finals will be held
in the British Association Conference
Centre in Sheffield. Further details from
Cecil Marks. Tel: Burgh Heath 52498.

We shall be pleased to publish news of
forthcoming electronic and electro-music
exhibitions, club meetings and special
electronic music concerts.

CORRIGENDA
Aug '81
Hexadrum. Page 24, parts list: C52 is
100n, not 33n as stated elsewhere in
list. C51 remains 33n as listed. See
also corrigenda in Sept '81, page 78.

Nov '81
Autoswell. Page 70, Fig. 1: R3 should
be 47k, not 220k.

Jan '82
Pseudo Phaser, Circuit Maker. C2
(5n F) should be taken from the right
hand side of Cl (47n), not as shown
from R1 and the amp output.
Spectrum Synthesiser. Page 90, Fig.
9, VCO diagram; and Feb '82, page 69,
VCO parts list: All references to both
C38 and C39 refer solely to C39,
which is 100n polycarbonate
(WW41U).

Feb '82
Spectrum Synthesiser, Page 70: en-
velope parts list - code for 12pF
ceramic capacitors (C56, C73) should.
read WX45Y.

April '82
MF1 Sync Unit, page 48: RV1,3 - two
off required. Calibrated knobs - two
off only required. Maplin Verobox
code should read LQ08J. Multi-
Reverb, page 54, Fig. 1, Junction of
R2 and R3 should be joined to the
junction of C2 +ve terminal and TR1
base.
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Jean -Michel Jarre's
MAGNETIC FIELDS II

An Electro-Music Transcription by Mike Beecher
This exciting composition was first recorded by Jean -Michel Jarre on his
'Magnetic Fields' album and has since been performed live on 'The Con -
cods in China' album (see last month's full feature and review). The

transcription given here is a virtual note -for -note copy of the original studio
recording on Magnetic Fields (Track 1, Side 2) and presents all the information
necessary to analyse the piece and have a go at the music. Because electro-music
contains much more than just mere musical notation, the important effects and
stereo positioning are also given and the 'score' is divided into four staves of
clarity. Do not be put off by this! It is still relatively straightforward to play and a
passable performance can be done by learning to play the Bass Sequence (left
hand) and the Polysynth (right hand) staves as ordinary keyboard music.

The Drum Machine stave provides the exact rhythmic programming for your
percussion player (human or instrument) and splits the bar into 32 pulses. If your
'programmer' requires a rest between a pulse/beat to make it sound, then you'll
need to have 64 events per bar. The first bar at A will be adequate for the whole
piece (or something similar if you have a preset instrument) and cuts out a lot of
programming time. The familiar 'Left to Right' panning of sounds used by Jean -
Michel can be done using two EG/VCAs that are switched on and off by, for
example, a couple of Synclocks. Alternatively, you could try experimenting with
our Panolo effects unit.

The Bass Sequence line is meant to be played on an 8 -note Sequencer as

shown, with a key (or pedal) control voltage setting the actual rest note for each
sequence (two per bar). A little license has been given on the recording to the
'change point' of a sequence, and some sequencers will only change pitch at the
start of the series (e.g. Yamaha CS30).

The top stave 'Extra parts' adds the final touches and is most easily inserted as
the final layer of your multitrack recording. Panning and echo effects can then be
done manually as tracks are transferred or mixed down.

The chords should enable guitar or further keyboard improvisation and at
section D the E&MM Digital Delay was used to add the echoed mono synth line
after a quaver delay (using a single echo with plenty of reverb for depth). It's also
quite convenient to record your initial drum using the MF1 Sync Unit to put down a
pulse track to control an external drum machine. By this method, the real drums
can be recorded with all the breaks etc. at the final stage. It is quite possible to
play this piece as a solo performance with 'Extra Parts' on mono synth, one
polyphonic instrument, 8 -note sequence/synth for the bass (controlled by a
pedalboard), plus a drum machine.

Of course, you are unlikely to create the overall ambience and character of the
music without a close study of the original LP by Jean -Michel Jarre and this is
highly recommended as a step towards learning the skills of today's exponents of
electro-music - a fundamental requirement for any serious composer.

E&MM JULY 1982

Reproduced by permission of Jean -Michel Jarre @Dreyfus Music (Paris) 1982.
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Magnetic fields II
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Magnetic fields II
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10 Baddow Road
Chelmsford Essex

Tel
ROLAND NEW!

Largest Stocks! Lowest Prices!

TR 606

Guitar Synths 808,
505

Bass Line

Bolt 100
Spirit 50. 50 B 30. 30 8

ittiopiipterucimutjt
Boss Complete

Juno 6

HP 70
HP 60
EP 11
EP 6060

TR 808

CR 800/

J11.1140411

414""iftiiiiii

range of these terrific effects, pedals in stock. Low, Low prices.

lEOLIEMIAL inc
Future music now has these fabulous American synths from stock!

Pro 1 £495Prophet 5 £2995 Prophet 10 £4595

Poly Sequencer
£795

DRUMSTORE SPECIALS
JUST IN! VAST STOCKS OF PAISTE 2002, 602 RUDE 101, 404, 505
SOUND CREATION CALL FOR LOW PRICES!

Turbo
Direct from France! We now have
these terrific new kits both Standard
and Extra deep versions. New chain
operated pedals Fantastic!

5 Drum Kit £650
Cymbal Stands t28
Boom Stands £38
Stool £28
Rototom Stand C22
B D Pedal £43
HI -Hat £43

Tama
Terrific Japanese craftmanship.
Incredible range of kits and stands
adds up to a major force re percussion.

GS2

CE 20

CS 70M

Producer Range

YAMAHA NEW!

MA 10 Headphone Amp

CP 11

GUITARS

SF 1200
SF 600
SF 400

BASSES

BB 2000
1200 S
1000 S
4000 S

YAMAHA
KEY BOARDS

CP 80 £2999
CP 70 £2895
CS 40M 11195
SK 30 £1395
SK 20 £899
CS 5 £235

Full range of Yamaha in stock!

rfirM,
CS 01 MM 10 Portable Mixer

Fostex The affordable personal
multitrackk

250 Multitracker, the most versatile 4
track cassette available
350 Mixer, incredibly compact but
sophisticated muter, with or without
meterbrIdge

3030 Graphic
3050 Delay
2050 Line Mix
3040 Dolby "C'

A8-8 tracks on l/4" Dolby C
A4-4 tracks on '/4" S Dolby C
A2-2 track stereo v Dolby C

Ludwig
Now available again in the U.K. These
famous American drums are second to
none for sound and style. Nowwithout
stands

Pearl
Maxwin These best selling kits are now better
Percussion on a budget! Maxwin value than ever! Nowavarlable in new
offers professional features at wood finishes and in Powertom
beginners prices! All concert toms and
snare drums in stock.

SALE! SALE!
NEW GUITARS AND BASSES
Yamaha SG 10005 & case
Yamaha SC 800 & case
Washburn Eagle deluxe
Washburn A20 V
Washburn Raven - choice
Washburn Falcon
Washburn Festivals ... from
Kramer 350G
Yamaha BB800 & case
Yamaha BB1200 & case
Washburn Vulture Mk I & case
Washburn Vulture Mk II
Kramer XL9 active
Kramer XL8 - 8 string
Washburn Stage
Washburn Stage 8 - string

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!
NEW AMPLIFICATION

£340 Roland Cube 100 Guitar Combo £225
£240 Roland Cube 60 Guitar Combo £175
£285 Roland Cube 40 Guitar Combo £135
£235 Roland Cube 20 Guitar Combo £99
£113 Roland Cube 40k Keyboard Combo £145
£225 Roland Cube 60k Keyboard Combo £225
£225 Roland Cube 60B Bass Combo £185
£150 Yamaha Jx20 Guitar Combo £125
£215 Yamaha Jx30 Guitar Combo £150
£295 Yamaha Jx40 Guitar Combo £170
£185 Yamaha Jx50 Guitar Combo £215
£275 Kustom60w Guitar Combo £250
£495 Kustom 60w Bass Combo £225
£425 Kustom 130w Guitar Top £199
£245 Kustom 4x12 Lead Cab £195
£275 Ohm 150w Bass Top With Graphic £195

Ohm 2x15 Bass Cab £180

S/H GUITARS & BASSES
Gibson Les Paul Custom £450
Gibson Les Paul Black Beauty £425
Gibson Les Paul Goldtop P 90s £390
Fender Strat Anniversary & Case £325
Fender/Schecter Strat £299
Fender Telecaster RSWD & Case £185
Yamaha SC1200 & Case £285
Hagstrom Super Swede & Case £185
Gibson EB 3 £150

SECOND HAND AMPLIFICATION
Traynor 30w Combo £95
Traynor 60w Bass Combo £99
Ampeg 60w Stack £395
Acoustic 220 Bass Stack £595
Leech Graphic 120 Top £99
Marshall Tranny 100w Top £125
Marshall 402 immaculate £155

SALE!
KEY BOARDS
New Roland SA09 £295
New Crumar Roady £275
New Logan Strings £299
New Crumar Roadrunner C195
S/H Roland Promars £450
S/H Casio 301 £195
S/H Hammond Portable £295
S/H Yamaha CP80 £2450

H'Multimoog £275
S/H Wurlitzer £395
S/H Clavinet £199
S/H Eko Synth £149
Ex Dem Roland System 100 M .P 0.A.

SNARE DRUMS S/H
Ludwig 400 £85
Hayman Wood C.35

Rogers 5lit Dyna £85
Rogers 61/2 Dyna £115
Maxwin Wood £27

CYMBALS S/H
k Zildpan 18" Ride .... £65
A Zadpan 14" Crash .. £39
Paiste 2002 20" China £90
Paiste 2002 22" China £125
A Zildpan 22" Heavy.. £95

SALE!
HEADS
Remo Pinstripe
Remo CS
Remo Ambassador
Remo Fyberskin II
Remo Emperor
Evans Chrome
Fi,ans Hydraulic
Evans Rock
Ludwig Saverspot
Pre -international sizes

ROTOTOMS
Fantoms In Stock

SECOND HAND BARGAINS
Premier Resonator .. E299
Rogers 5 Piece, White C299
Hoshino 5 Drum New! £395
Sonor 5 Drum L395

Gretsch Concert Toms 12"
14", 15" 13", £195
Gretsch Concert Toms 6" &

£75
Staccato Toms 8", 10" 12"
Stand £125

Innovation
Powertom
Rock Kit
Sound Venture
Export
Full Dimension

ORDER FORM
Name

£650
£435
£625
£715
£399
£715

Address

Telephone number:

Please send me the following goods:

I enclose a cheque/Postal Order for E
Or please debit my Access/Visa Account
No.'

1111111111111111
Signature:

NO DEPOSIT H.P. AVAILABLE!
ID Tick if H.P. form is required.

Please send me details on the following goods: en-
close a large s.a.e.).

Fast Mail Order, No Deposit H.P. Barclay Card, American Express, Access.
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CASSETTE REVIEW
Electronics & Music Maker's CASSETTE REVIEWS aim to give an
indication of what readers are up to musically, and also include a short
appraisal of their work.
To this end we invite home electro-musicians to send in a cassette
of their work for possible inclusion in future issues.
The recording method used is, of course, entirely up to you.
The range we seem to get is from sound -on -sound on a stereo tape
machine, through bouncing in stereo between two machines,
up to small 4 -track multitrack recordings. But if your method comes
'above' or 'below' these in technique or application, don't
hesitate to send your cassette in as well. It can be a one-off
demo -type tape, an independent cassette -only release or anything
in between.

You should send one cassette, mono or stereo, clearly marked
with your name and address on the cassette itself, information on
instruments used and recording method adopted, and a
relevant black -and -white photograph. Send to: E&MM Review,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Subjective 'scores' given at the end of each listing below are
out of a maximum 10 for each category; tapes are generally given
4 for basic ferric types (e.g. TDK D, AD, etc), 5 for chrome types
(e.g. TDK SA etc), and 6 for metal (e.g. TDK MA etc), with sometimes
a point either way for variations.
If you'd like further information on any of the cassettes mentioned,
such as contact addresses, please write to 'E&MM Review' at the
above address. Tony Bacon

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR E&MM READERS!
Each month our Tape of the Month Winner will have the chance to discuss their music with Martin Rushent, top
producer for Human League, Altered Images etc. at his Genetic Sound Studio!
This month, our Tape of the Month Winner is

DEREK OVERY (Norwich, Norfolk) 'Noisy Neighbours' 19 tracks. Gibson SG
Special; Aria ES650SB; Ibanez Andorra; Yamaha FG180; Top Twenty bass (made
fretless); Casio VL-Tone; Casio M10; Indian flute; Prinzsound tuner for white
noise; Clef Kit; Clef Clap; Soundmaster SR88 drum machine; various acoustic
percussion; Super Mini Takfell metronome; Justina tuner; FX: WEM Copicat, E -H
Fuzz, E -H comp/sustain, Vox flanger, Storm phaser, Petronics overdrive. Teac
144 Portastudio; Eagle C7800 cassette deck; Sony TC252; Shure Unidyne B mic;
Prinzsound SA800 amp; Wharfedale (kit) and Harry Moss (car radio) speakers.
Maxell UL.

Congratulations, Derek, you made the humble cassette reviewer, surrounded
by empty library cases and even emptier beer bottles, laugh out loud within the
first minute of your tape's title track. 'Hello', he speak -sings over the imaginary
phone -line to City Hall, 'I want to make a complaint, there's a tribe of Mohican
warriors moved in next door and they're kicking up an awful din, music -centres in
every room. . .' Yes, I laughed. Overy is a pro musician/teacher whose hobby for
many years has been home recording, and he dreams of 'scoring music for films,
documentaries etc.'. This becomes apparent elsewhere on the tape, where more
langurous, reflective pieces develop. Overy proves proficient on a range of
instruments, and fiddles with tone rows, white noise, George Benson, cathedral
echo, South Sea island rhythm sections, Indian drums, clarinet quartets, and
Vera Lynn, until you're quite firmly convinced that here is a man with catholic
tastes. Derek is intending to build a small studio in his back garden this year (don't
forget your vest) which 'will be like a dream come true'. Good luck - in the
meantime, we hand over this month's TOTM to a deserving case.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: 6 Tape: 4

Best of the Rest
MARTIN LLOYD (London SW7)
'Connotations' Six tracks. No informa-
tion - tape includes voice, synth,
sequencer, drum machine, vocoder,
etc. 8 -track? TDK SA. Another highly
enjoyable and professional tape from
Lloyd - he was awarded Tape of the
Month in the very first Cassette
Review, you may remember. Once
again, little or no information accom-
panies the tape - c'mon Martin, let
us know about your work in more
detail! The opening track, 'Half -Life',
is reminiscent of the earlier tape:
staccato, sequencer -based and fea-
turing recurring vocoder and poly -
strings. The rest is a little less
regimented, and benefits as a result,
with divergence into (for example)
deep, badly sung vocals on 'Moscow
Girls', and much better sax on
'Continuum' and 'Science Fiction
Man'. But the bulk of sources are
electronic: an obvious VL-Tone on
'Perspective' and 'Second Sight' (al-
though the latter's Casio -like sounds
seem rather more performance -
controlled than the basic instrument allows), and good polyphonic texturing
throughout. Only 'Science Fiction Man' seems overlong: the rest is clever, concise,
and entertaining. Not fair, then, to put Lloyd as TOTM again (although he deserves
it), but the least we can do is give him this month's easily -gained E&MM Gold Star
for effort - in exchange for more info, we stress.
Music: 8 Production: 7 Presentation: 2 Tape: 5

Martin Lloyd.

Derek Overy. Photo by Carol Stannard.

Mice Ross with Roy Muir (on left).

MIKE ROSS (Dalkeith, Mid Lothian) 'Jonathan Livingston Seagull'. Gibson 335;
Fender Telecaster; Korg MS10; Yamaha FG365S acoustic; flageolets; Yamaha
bass; FX: MXR Analogue Delay; Caron(?) distortion; Pro phaser; Boss DR55 drum
machine. Fostex 250 Multitracker with TDK and Memorex tape, mastered on to
Technics RMS250 cassette deck. TDK SA.

Ross calls this a suggestion for music to describe Richard Bach's story. The
book struck me as a bit daft, but Mike's music doesn't necessarily require a
Seagull fan to appreciate it. Melodic, multi -guitar pieces ensue, which took about
a month to record on the Fostex 4 -track cassette; Ross is currently working on
another concept project involving four other musicians - the only guest on
'Seagull' is Roy Muir on occasional bass guitar.
Music: 5 Production: 5 Presentation: 5 Tape: 5
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Cassette Review
MARK SINISTER (Heslington, York) 'Vortex', and 'On Highland' demos.
Casiotone 201; PE Minisonic II synth (home-made); PE Sequencer (home-made);
Soundmaster SR88 drum machine; WEM Copicat; Elektor analogue reverb. JVC
CD1770 cassette deck. BASF C-.

Sinister must be a Yorkshire surname - there's none in the London phone
book, -anyway. Some low-level hum at firston this tape, but it doesn't interfere with
distant -mixed drums under long, sustained synth lines clustering around root
notes in this atmospheric but somehow uninspiring pair of tracks. There are
germs of ideas, but nothing sounds particularly sorted -out. Perhaps that's the
intention?
Music: 4 Production: 3 Presentation: 4 Tape: 4

PAUL R. KELDAY (Bognor Regis, Sussex) 'PSI' WMT independent release. Six
tracks. Korg MS50 synth; Evans EP100 Echopet. Grundig TK745 stereo reel-to-
reel; Aiwa 990 radio -cassette; portable cassette machine. Philips Super Ferro.

Synth sounds mixed with musique concrete noises open this WMT Products
tape, setting the scene for what is to follow. Kelday investigates the sound -layering
of electronic sources against acoustic and environmental sounds to fascinating
effect, having committed the pieces presented here to tape from May to October
1981. Not exactly fun listening, as titles like 'Latent Image' and 'Rings Of Jupiter'
imply.

Music: 5 Production: 4 Presentation: 5 Tape: 4

PM (Chapeltown, Leeds) 'New Improved' 17 tracks. Paul Fillingham, voice; Russ
Fisher, synth; Chris Richards, guitar; Rose Macpherson, synth; Bob Smith, bass.
Roland SH09; Casiotone M10; Hofner and Epiphone six -strings; Fender Precision

r 0 : copy; FX: Como chorus; WEM Copicat; Boss flanger; Coloursound fuzz-wah;

Boss DR55
Bolt 30; Intermusic 100 combo; FAL 100W amp; Fender 30W bass amp;

DR55 drum machine. Hitachi TRK8190E stereo cassette recorder,

I 0 F-71,
m

I

,

0

mastered on BASF Cr02; Shure, Titan and Hitachi mics. Philips Ultra Ferro.
Good, for a change, to hear a band playing in real-time (jargon for live) for

Cassette Review - PM perform in front of a stereo pair connected to their Hitachi.
The members got together in February to record this tape, and singer Paul
Fillingham tells us, "On the strength of this recording, and the unity it has given us
as a group, we shall be rehearsing regularly to enable us to perfect a stage -show."
The group should also concentrate in these rehearsals on improving the
dynamics of their material - there is little sparkle evident on 'New Improved',
vocals being rather strained, and a seeming lack of interaction and listening to
one another which is vital to a distinctive and character -full group sound. But
doubtless things will improve - this is an encouraging start, and the enthusiasm
is certainly there. Perhaps tinkering with some modest multitrack stuff could help
the recorded sound, too.
Music: 4 Production: 4 Presentation: 6 Tape: 4

THE PHIL PALMER COLLECTION is a straight recording of 14 old
and new standards in stereo (Dolby), played on a Kawai T-30 organ and best
described as 'music for easy listening'. Organ enthusiasts will know that Phil
teaches in Devon: on this tape he demonstrates his ability and the resources of
the T-30 admirably, with smooth key changes and interesting left hand chord
sequences. Solo registrations are suitably varied across the range of synthesised
voices available.
The programme content is well chosen with production and presentation up to
the expected standard. Possibly Phil prefers to produce his music single-handed,
having used the rhythm unit throughout. On this cassette, his playing would be
better complemented by a live drummer. One other point concerns the over -
frequent use of wavering string choruses and choirs in the left hand part,
emphasised by the toppY nature of the T-30. Still, registration is something that
can be chosen at will as scores for each number (with chord symbols) are
available from Organcourse, 46 Fore Street, Seaton, Devon. The tape is available
at £3.99 + 20p postage & packing from Phil Palmer, The Lodge, Burcot, Oxon.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: 6 Tape: 4

Ken Lenton-Smith
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ELECTRO-MUSICIANS DIRECTORY
This special directory is a great way of
making contact with other electro-musicians
and costs less than any other Classified
advertising. The information is presented in
condensed form to allow us to insert the
maximum number of entries each month.
Eddie F, Dagenham, Essex, 01-595 2409, G, A, REP, -.
Roy McBridge, Forfar, Angus, 030-781 405, G, 8, R,
Dave Stobie, Edinburgh, Midlothian, 031 3343944, K, M, V,
Robert Mackenzie, Billericay, Essex, 02774 59949, K, B, V, -.
Paul Miller, Portadown, Armagh, N.I., 0762 35525, K, M. V, -.
Clive Allen, Llandudno, Gwynedd, 0492 82930, G, M, B,
Martin Davies, Bridgwater, Somerset, 0278 55060, D. M, V, -.
Mark Woodham, Northampton, Northants, 0604 45622, KOC, A. E, N.
Chris Askwith, Leeds, West Yorks, 0532-682816, G, M, R,
Steve Gould, Halesowne, Westmidlands, 021 5594602, K, B, E,
R. Pearson, Whitechapel, E. London, 01-986 7407, K, B, E,
Colin Potter, York, N. Yorks, 0347 810188, KGEV, M, PE, -.
Andrew Walden, Capel St. Mary, Suffolk, 310439, K, B, E, C.
Gareth Prosser, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 58647, G, A, PRE, DC.
Kevin Bantoft, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 213632, E, B, R, N.
Nigel Langford, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 75118, EG, B, RE, N.
Jim Black, Newcastle, Tyne & Wear, 0632 329418, G. A, RPB, DC.
Philip Hammond, Maidstone, Kent, 0622 677776, E, M, EV, C.
Neil Cox, Preston, Lancs, 0772 35350, K, B, EV, N.
Andy Pask, Gloucester, Glos, 045282 2770, KMC, MMB, CPE, D.
Nick Broom, Norwich, Norfolk, 0603 712646, KD, B, P, C.
Gareth Hughes, Swansea, West Glamorgan, 0792 464792, GM, M, E, C.
Kendall Wrightson, Hungerford, Berks, 0488 62309, KC, BM, EVPR, C.
Derek Purden, Stalybridge, Cheshire, 061 3037330, D, A, V, N.

NAME INSTRUMENT
TOWN K=KEYBOARDS
COUNTY O=ORGAN
TELEPHONE G=GUITAR
Fictitious example:

E=ELECTRIC BASS
M=SOUND ENGINEER
D=DRUMS
V=VOCALS

S=STRINGS
W=WOOD
B=BRASS
C=COMPOSER

Chris Allard, Hampton, Middx, 01-979 5185, KGD, A, JRV, N.
Bill Woods, Westhill, London, 01-341 0130, G, A, JPR, N.
Dennis Clapham, Carew, Dyfed, 06467 453, KGES, A, PREGV, C.
Chris Varnam, St Albans, Herts, 0727 55005, KO, M, PR, N.
B. Kear, Hounslow, Middx, 01-577 3118, GE, A, REG, N.
C. Reeve, E. Putney, London, 01-870 5590, GW, A, V, N.
Bob Stennett, Southfields, London, 01-874 3486, G, A, Y, N.
Neil Johnson, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, 0702 67375, KGB, A, JPR, N.
Dillon Tonkin, Whetstone, London, 01-445 2617, KOG, A, CPRE, N.
Richard Young, Clapham, London, 01-223 2811, KG, A, CJRE, N.
C. White, Edgware, Middx, 01-958 9121, KO, M, RE, N.
Phil Towner, London, 01-673 8781, D, A, V, N.
R. Shore, Bournemouth, Sussex, 0202 521253, KOGE, A, V, C.
Darren Tansley, Colchester, Essex, 0787 227473, KG, M, E, N.
R. Goodall, Sheffield, Yorks, 0742 348372, KO, A, CRE, N.
Peter Makin, Bolton, Lancs, 0942 892193, GM, M, PREY, C.
Mark Shreeve, Enfield, Middx, 01-363 2589, KG, A, EPCV, N.
Michael O'Connor, Morden, Surrey, 01-648 5901, K, B, ER, N.
Nigel Turner, Durham, Co Durham, 0385 64500, G. BM, RE, C.
Ron Berry, 13 Lawson Terr., Durham City, KGEMC, A, PRE, DC.
Desmond Fernandes, Wallington, Surrey, 01-647 1726, KOMDVC, M, PREVO, N.
Andrew McCloy, Belmont -Sutton, 'Surrey, 01-642 8560, DVSC, M, PREY, N.
Paul Rogers, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, 01-669 5415, EDSC, M, PREY, N.
Carey Nutman, Houghton le Spring, Tyne & Wear, 0783 844141, KOC, M, CPRE, N.
Chris Giles, Edgeware, Middlesex, 01-951 0191, KGM, A, CJVE, C.
John Dyson, Sheffield, S. Yorks, 0742 348063, GKC, M, V, -.
Ian Soddy, South Shields, Tyne & Wear, 0632 554086, K, A, E,
Paul Williams, Stevenage, Herts, 0438 50471, K, B, E,
Malcolm Harper, Oldham, Lancs, 061 620 4641, KVWBC, A, CPV, C.
Ken Jones, 3 Park Avenue, Birmingham B12 9RU, KMC, B, V, N.
Stephen Pontin, Thames Ditton, Surrey, 01-398 7933, M, M, CJRE, C.
Peter Piper, Rotherham, S. Yorks, 0709 73945, KOGEMVC, M, CRE, C.
Peter Massey, Bexleyheath, Kent, 03224 37082, GEKC, M, V, C.
David Purnell, 30 Conygre Green, Timsbury, Bath, Avon, KG, BM, V, N.
Arthur James, Earl Shilton, Leics, 0455-44052, GC, A, V, N.

LEVEL
B=BEGINNER
M=AVERAGE
A=ADVANCED

TYPE OF MUSIC
C=CLASSICAL
J=JAZZ
P=PROGRESSIVE

R=ROCK V=VARIOUS
E=EXPERIMENTAL
13=BEAT
G=REGGAE

ELECTRONICS
D=DESIGNER
C=CONSTRUCTOR
N=NEITHER

0
47,-7

Qe--

0
111

0

00

NAME: BILL JONES TOWN: SOUTHEND COUNTY: ESSEX TELEPHONE: 0524 61232 STD Code no. INSTRUMENT: K LEVEL: M MUSIC: E ELECTRONICS C

Send your information in this format for your directory ad next month (closing date 30th June 1982). Cheques made payable to Maplin Publications. £1.00 for3 insertions.
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MICROPERIPHERAL REVIEW

TI -99/4 Music Maker

Continuous eulogies on this or that
advancement in digital synthesis tech-
niques can seem dangerously like

force-feeding if one isn't careful, and one
(meaning those like myself with a tendency
to get a little carried away at times) would
do well to recognise that there are many
people who are perfectly content with a less
ambitious approach to computer music, and
to whom a helpful, interactive music entry
program with plenty of colourful graphics is
infinitely preferable to the niceties of wave-
form sequencing and so on.

Just about every microcomputer on the
market comes armed with some sort of
music -making ability, courtesy of a sound
generator chip buried in the bowels of its
motherboard. The Texas Instruments -99/4
has the significant advantage of a 16 -bit
processor (9900) and it's also pretty cheap
(ca. £300). That former fact would lead one
to expect a reasonable degree of sophistica-
tion, but, ultimately, the musical output is
only as good as the hardware actually
responsible for outputting the waveforms.
Texas Instruments are, of course, respon-
sible for that games sound chip, the in-
famous SN76477, and the micro -controlled
version, the SN76489. Bearing that in mind,
you'd expect a better -than -average stab at
music synthesis in their own TI -99/4. Their
advertising certainly suggests this with "out-
standing music/noise generation from
110Hz to beyond 40,000Hz". However, like
its 8 -bit bedfellows, the 11-99/4 uses a pro-
grammable chip that produces 3 channelsof
square waves with rather limited amplitude
control (16 steps of 2 dB). Attempts to get
inside the unit to dig out the identity of the
sound chip proved futile (TI obviously be-
lieve in enforcing the suggestion of "no user
serviceable parts inside").

Software
The software for the Music Maker comes

in the form of a trendily -named "command
module" which is nothing more than a ROM
that slots into the front of the main console
unit. The software is reasonably priced
(around £35) and has both good and bad
features (like just about everything these
days). That's also true of the cosmetics of the
system as a whole; whereas the main unit is
very attractive in appearance (plenty of
brushed aluminium), the power supply is an
ugly, wedge-shaped thing looking a bit like a
sewing machine pedal!

On switching on the unit with the Music
Maker module in position, you're ready to
select between either TI Basic or the Music
Maker program itself. With the latter, the first
thing that appears is the logo (Figure 1) and
some 3 -part baroque -style music. The main
menu gives three options (Figure 2): tradi-
tional mode, sound graphs, or load music.
The traditional mode comes with a couple of
staves as in Figure 3. Before entering notes,
though, it's necessary to prescribe essen-
tials (for this computer, anyway) like key and
time signatures, and tempo. At the top right-
hand corner of the graphics display, the
particular measure that you're working with
is displayed. The number of measures

nas9 "IRK IF 64

t74.42.14WMP"T211
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Figure 1.

available for a composition is a product of
free RAM and note length. Thus, with 8K of
RAM, 3 voices, and quarter notes (crotchets)
as the minimum event time, 60 measures
can be filled; with sixteenth notes (semi-
quavers) this is logically reduced to just 15.
The right side of the display is used for
selecting note/rest durations, draw/play/
erase functions, and so on. All note entry is
mediated by a flying cursor that's sent
scurrying (slowly) around the screen with
various arrow keys derived from a special
overlay on the keyboard. Unfortunately,
every time you want a different duration fora
note, it's necessary to hop back to the right-
hand side of the display to 'collect' a new
note duration. Not surprisingly, this tends to
slow down the whole business of entering
music somewhat.

The biggest limitation of this music entry
program is the fact that you're limited to just
3 octaves from A2 to A5 (i.e., 220 Hz to 1760
Hz). Mind you, as the only audio output from
the TI -99/4 is via the very small and rattling
console speaker, this pitch restriction may
be wise! It really does seem crazy advertising

Figure 3.
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Figure 2.

sound generation capabilities up to 40 kHz
and not provide a decent audio output! Once
one measure has been filled with up to 3
voices, you can then hear the fruits of your
labour and progress on to the next measure.
Fortunately, a copyfacility is provided so that
it's possible to repeat measures/parts from
one bar to the next, or whatever, and this
certainly helps to relieve some of the drud-
gery of the basic note entry procedure.

Once you've got your notes in order, the
entire piece can be played back according to
the options in Figure 4. A useful feature is
that as the music is played the computer
displays the number of the measure it's
currently playing - very helpful for pin-
pointing mistakes. Redo allows the user to
select a repeat of the music as it's playing,
but, unfortunately, it isn't possible to specify
continuous repeats. Something that the
Music Maker does do is to provide the option
of printing hard copy of completed mea-
sures on a TI Thermal Printer. This is a very
valuable feature, and, unlike the Mountain
Computer MusicSystem for the Apple II,
which prints out music line -by-line, the

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.

Music Maker prints out measure -by -mea-
sure, and that makes a lot more sense. How-
ever, one has to put up with the unfortunate
fact of life that a 5 x 7 dot matrix printer
doesn't see quite eye -to -eye with the 8 x 8
graphics matrix used by the Music Maker;
program - and that means "that some of the
characters in your composition may be only
partially printed".

Sound Graphs
Returning to the main menu, the other

music entry option to consider is what TI call
'sound graphs'. According to the manual,
eight noise generators can be engaged, with
generators 1 to 4 representing 'periodic'
noise and generators 5 to 8 white noise. To
complicate matters, generators 4 and 8 play
noise based on the frequency of 3. I have to
admit that I got hopelessly confused with all
this inter -generator interaction, and the final

Figure 6.

audible result tended to suggest that the
software was a little confused as well. Still, in
principle, you start off by selecting the
frequencies that you want to play with by
choosing 'discrete' or 'continuous' options.
Whereas 'discrete' gives you a choice of 30
frequencies (Figure 5) with default values
from 110 Hz to 1,976 Hz, you do actually
have the option of specifying any frequency
from 110 Hz to 20,000 Hz (the latter
providing entertainment for one's pet
pooches, I suppose). The 'continuous' op-
tion, on the other hand, although hardly in
keeping with the true meaning of the word,
does give a choice of 120 different fre-
quencies, but these don't appear to be
reassignable. After deciding which sound
generator you're going to work with (Figure
6), the sound graph itself is alighted upon
(Figure 7). As with the traditional mode of
music entry, 'notes' are entered by using the

0 . SO l ,C.RW.C., 1 ,

Figure 7.

various arrow keys. Each measure will
accommodate up to three voices (in the
'freq' part of the display) and one 'line' of
noise (in the 'vol' part of the display). Where
all those 8 noise generators come in is
beyond me and something that the manual
isn't too clear about either. The good fea-
tures of the Music Maker, i.e., the 'copy' and
'print' options, also work for the sound
graphs mode.

That's basically it. You can, of course,
save your composition on disk or cassette, or
edit it until you're happy with your creative
efforts, but the final proof of the pudding is
only what the TI speaker feels like passing on
into the ether, and the effect of that bit of
hardware on the musical output of the TI
Music Maker is about as subtle as drinking a
glass of champagne with a mouthful of
saccharine tablets!
David Ellis E&MM

MUSIC KITS
ALL WITFI PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS!
Kimber-Allen Keyboards SEE LISTS P.E. Minisonic Synth SET38 181.56
128 -Note Sequencer SET76 120.45 Phaser SET88 21.08
16 -Note Sequencer SET86 64.63 Phasing & Vibrato SET70 36.25
3 -Channel Mixer SET107 21.50 Practise Amplifier SET106 22.15
3 -Microphone Mixer SET108 12.99 Pulse Generator SET115 24.84
6 -Channel Mixer SET90 96.67 Rhythm Generator SET103 SEE LISTS
Analogue Reverb SET83 45.92 Ring Modulator SET87 13.62
Audio Effects SET105 15.12 Sewar SET101 31.85
Chorosynth SET100 125.04 Signal Tracer SET109 17.50
Compressor SET120 25.05 Simple Phase Unit SET25 10.54
Digital Reverb SET78 75.50 Smooth Fuzz SET91 11.68
Discostrobe SET57 39.78 Speech Processor SET110 12.18

ALSO
Over 40 new general interest kits in catalogue. Lots

under f5, most under f10. Ideal for beginners.
Drum -Synthesiser SET119 50.11 Split -Phase Tremolo SET102 29.98
Enlarger Timer SET93 39.22 String Ensemble SET77 214.47
Formant Synthesiser SEE LI 342.71 Switched Treble Boos SET89 12.51
Frequency Doubler SET98 11.75 Synthesiser Interface SET81 9.49
Funny Talker SET99 16.55 Transient Generator SET63 16.86
Guitar Effects SET42 15.92 Tremolo SET116 13.47
Guitar Multiprocessor SET85 79.15 Tuning Fork SET46 37.04
Guitar Overdrive SET56 21.17 Voice Operated Fader SET30 9.85
Guitar Sustain SET75 11.77 Voice -Scrambler SET117 21.81
Headphone Amplifier SET104 21.15 Voltage Cont Filter SET65 15.58
Metronome SET118 10.58 Wah-Wah SET58 14.01
Microphone Pre -Amp SET61 11.32 Waveform Generator SET112 23.13
Noise Limiter SET97 15.96 Wind and Rain Unit SET28 11.39

PHONOSONICS
DEPT. MM27, 22 HIGH STREET,

SIDCUP, KENT DA14 6EH.
Telephone: 01-302 6184

SETS INCLUDE PCBs, U K P&P, 15°'o VAT, RES, CAPS, S Cs, POTS, MOST
ALSO INCLUDE, KNOBS, SW "s, SKTS. WIRE, SOLDER, BOX, PHOTOCOPY
OF ORIG TEXT FULLER DETAILS AND MORE GREAT KITS IN OUR FREE
CATALOGUE. PLEASE SEND S A E FOR COPY.

LOOK TO THE FUTURE
by wearing a SWeatshirt with the special
Electronics & Music Maker symbol.
These superior quality Sweatshirts
have our symbol printed in white
on the front, and come in red or
black and S, M, L or XL sizes, price
£5.99 inc. VAT & p&p. T -Shirts
are also available in the same
colours and sizes, price £2.75
inc. VAT & p&p.

Overseas payments including Republic
of Eire should be made by Bankers
Draft in Pounds Sterling.

Sweat Shirt size guide:
S 30-34; M 36-38; L 38-42; XL 40-44

T -Shirt size guide:
S 28-34; M 34-36; L 36-40; XL 40-44

E&MM T -Shirts Dept.,
Maplin Publications,
282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea.
Essex SSO 7JG.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Subject to availability.

Please send me:

Red/Black S/M/L/XL Quantity Price Total

Sweatshirt

T-shirt

£5.99

£2.75

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to: Electronics & Music Maker

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Prices correct at Press, E & O. E., subject to stock

E&MM JULY 1982

E&MM/7/82.
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Korg Symphonic Piano 80S
Here's Korg's latest electronic

keyboard with a big 75 -note spread
and stereo sound monitor/practice
speakers at its ends. Six tone presets
give piano 1 & 2, electric piano,
vibraphone, clavichord and harpsi-
chord. There's control of tremolo

Carlsbro Cabinets
The Stingray Electro-Acoustic is a

new 2 -channel 150 watt RMS speaker
from Carlsbro which includes an L15
RCF driver and two J44 horns. It
incorporates parametric EQ, reverb, a

.::::::

111.0 Yamaha Combo Ensemble
The CE20 isa 4 -octave mono/poly

instrumenthb

14 high -note
with s1 x8- not e po 1

prior-itysectiony-monboophhtoarinics bvoaicesh. The poly

electric piano, harpsichordsicohronrdorgaannci

strings. The mono voices range from
piccolo and flute to electric bass

.*::.

(panolo), chorus, key touch variation
and transpose, plus a separate string
orchestra section with attack, decay
and volume setting. Retail price is
likely to be around £850 inc. VAT (due
for release in September).

Further details from Rose -Morris
& Co. Ltd., 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5. Tel: 01-267 5151.

pre -amp and two slave sockets.
Also new is the 2 x 10, 1 horn PA

cabinet rated at 50 watts.
Information from Carlsbro Sales

Ltd., Cross Drive, Kirkby -in -Ash field,
Nottinghamshire NG17 7LD. Tel:
0623 753902.

sounds. The keyboard features
dynamic touch control and, after
initial depression, the keys remain
touch sensitive. Its circuitry is based
on the GS1's frequency modulation
system (reviewed in February 1982).

Contact Kemble-Yamaha, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes,
Bucks MK1 1JE. Tel: 0908 71771.

Dual Voice Combo Piano
from Roland

1982 promises to be the year of
the electric piano and Roland have
incorporated some important fea-
tures on this instrument. These in-
clude de -tuning of 2 oscillators per
note, 3 tone selectors per voice (piano

to harpsichord), adjustable decay, 6 -
stage graphic EQ, transpose and new
style arpeggio control with timed
variations.

Contact Roland (UK) Ltd., Unit 6,
Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great
West Road, Brent ford, Middlesex
TW8 9DN. Tel: 0/-568 4578.
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Atlantex 12-2
The new Atlantex 12 into 2 mixer

has 3 band EQ, 2 auxilliary sends,
pan, and an external power supply
(+ 15 volts). It is priced at £335 inc.
VAT.

In Tune
Atlantex's quartz crystal tuner

gives you a choice of analogue meter
or LED readout; six buttons cor-
respond to the six strings of a guitar.
An electronic instrument can be
plugged into a jack socket fora direct
reading and another jack out socket

allows monitoring. The Argus tuner
costs £32.98.

Details from Atlantex Music Ltd.,
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin, Hertford-
shire SG4 OSE. Tel: 0462 31511.

MIL
NANN \WAN\NWANAW

Teisco
A new range of synthesisers from

Teisco include the T77 Electronic
Piano at a price of £399. The S6OP
preset synth is a small 36 -note
monophonic synthesiser at £450 and

4 Roland Demo
Our roving editor was lucky

enough to hear the new Roland
instruments being demonstrated by
the Roland team: Alan Townsend, Jay
Stapeley and Dave Green.

E&M M Supporters
Part of the ever-growing electro-

music enthusiasts who visited our
stand at the BMF recently.

the EX300, a string/brass ensemble
with bass and human voice, is priced
at £649.

Contact John Hornby Skewes Ltd.,
Salem House, Gar forth, Leeds LS25
1PX. Tel: 0532 865381.
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MUSIC
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AND BUILD THE
INSTRUMENTS OF
THE FUTURE! SPECTRUM
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ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER
is the only magazine
that gives you
* top music projects to make
* plus full instructions on use
* plus demos on cassette
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Superb mono instrument with many new control facilities for £200

Each month E&MM brings you
exciting new projects for the electro-
musician to build and use. These
projects, ranging from instruments to
effects and accessories, have numer-
ous uses both in the studio and on
stage.

Many of these original designs

reflect the latest state-of-the-art tech-
nology and yet are simple to construct.

Projects incorporating innovative
concepts introduce entirely new fea-
tures not seen on commercially avail-
able units.

Make big savings by building your-
self,

HAVE YOU BUILT THESE E&MM PROJECTS?
IIMATINEE ORGAN (MARCH '81)
MSPECTRUM SYNTHESISER (MARCH '81)

SUB BASS WOOFER (MARCH '81)
 BALANCED LINE SYSTEM (MARCH '81)
IISYNTOM DRUM SYNTHESISER (APRIL '81)
 DIRECT INJECTION BOX (APRIL '81)
MPOWER CONTROLLER (APRIL '81)
I14 -CHANNEL NOISE REDUCTION (MAY '81)
IIIWORDMAKER (JUNE '81)
E GUITAR TUNER (JUNE '81)
IIIHI-F1 GROUP MOSFET AMP (JUNE '81)
INALPHADAC 16 SYNTH CONTROLLER

(JULY '81)

gil

CI    

MSYNWAVE EFFECTS UNIT (JULY '81)
 PA SIGNAL PROCESSOR (AUG. '81)
 POWERCOMP (AUG. '81)
IIHEXADRUM (AUG '81)
E TAPE-SLIDE SYNCHRONISER (SEPT. '81)
IISYNPAC EFFECTS 9V SUPPLY (SEPT. '81)
E STUDIO NOISE GATE (SEPT. '81)
 DIGITAL KEYBOARD (SEPT. '81)
E PARTYLITE SOUND TO LIGHT (SEPT. '81)
IIHARMONY GENERATOR (OCT. '81)
 EFFECTS LINK FX1 (OCT '81)
E SOUNDBOOSTER (NOV. '81)
 AUTO SWELL PEDAL (NOV. '81)

a wneLock
Jo IA PO: j

mraiont

0dB

-.sae
-.1048

dynamic
noise

(Eamm gate

IITONEBOOST EFFECTS (NOV. '81)
 ELECTRIC DRUMMER (NOV. '81)
MSYNCLOCK (DEC. '81)
 MAKING MUSIC WITH THE ZX81 (DEC. '81)
IIVOLUME PEDAL (JAN. '82)
 ELECTRIC DRUMMER SOUND GENERATOR

(FEB. '82)
 POWER 200 SPEAKERS (MARCH '82)
 MF1 SYNC UNIT (APRIL '82)
 MULTIREVERB (APRIL '82)
MSOFT DISTORTION PEDAL (MAY '82)
 QUADRAMIX (MAY '82)
 PANOLO (JUNE '82)
MMULTISPLIT (JUNE '82)
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* Plus all the latest technical and musical information
in E&MM's Reviews, Workshops & Features
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Harmony Generator
Extension
Paul Williams

The Harmony Generator published in
E&MM October 1981, although very useful,
is only capable of generating square waves.
Also, only one octave output is available at a
time. The circuit shown in Figure 1 not only
provides the Harmony Generator with trian-
gular and sine waveforms on a selected
octave output, but also provides facilities for
mixing these and all seven octave outputs
simultaneously.

The additional waveforms are produced
by a voltage controlled function generator,
IC11, which is used in a phase locked loop
(PLL) in conjunction with IC10. The PLL IC10
is used only for its phase comparison and
error voltage generation functions, its inter-
nal VCO not being used. Instead, IC10
controls the frequency of oscillation of IC11
by a control voltage applied to pin 8 via an
inverting and level shifting stage, TR2. The
CV is adjusted such that the loop frequency
is the same as the input frequency pre-
sented to pin 14 of IC10. IC10 and IC11 thus
constitute a square wave to sine wave (and
triangular wave) converter.

Since waveforms other than square waves
are involved in the mixing, the envelope
shaping must be linear rather than by means
of the very elegant chopper system used in
the original Harmony Generator design. An
operational transconductance amplifier,
IC12, is used both as a virtual earth mixer and
a current controlled amplifier to perform the
envelope shaping function. The mix is set up
on RV4-12 and summed to the virtual earth
node at IC12 pin 3 by R31-39. The rectified
input voltage from IC2 in the Harmony
Generator is converted into a control current
for IC12 by TR3 operating in the common
base mode. The final output mix between

CIRCUIT
MAKER

direct and harmony signals is affected by
RV13 which is in a rather odd configuration
best suited to the current output of 1C12.

This circuit is not suitable for operation
on the original +9V battery derived supply,
so a ,i-12V mains operated supply is shown.
The duty cycle of the square wave, which
should be monitored at IC11 pin 9 is
adjusted by RV3. The 50% duty cycle setting
can be clearly detected by ear since its
harmonic structure is quite markedly dif-
ferent from any other duty cycle setting.
After the duty cycle has been trimmed, the
sine wave output will be of reasonably low
distortion. However, if very low distortion is
required then R29 can be replaced by a 100k
preset which is adjusted for minimum sine
wave THD.

Although it would add considerable com-
plexity, there is no reason why the circuitry of
IC10 and IC11 should not be duplicated for
all octave outputs, allowing sine and tri-
angular waveforms to be produced on all
seven octave outputs simultaneously.

Equipment
maintenance aid
Ben Duncan

The component at the heart of the circuit
above is a recently introduced elapsed time
indicator (ETI), a device that was previously
electromechanical, and therefore too large
and costly to be justifiable in everyday
applications. The new format here is a PA"
fuse -like barrel containing a blob of electro-
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J. 11/4" Panel
Fuseholder
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Turntable

Blob of electrolytic

+yell J-ve

Travel 'Scaled in hours k100
to 10,000 I

Stylus replacement timer.
lyte, this movingalong the barrel in response
to the passage of current. The FSD (full scale
deflection), hence maximum duration in
hours (T) that can be measured is governed
by the magnitude of current (I) viz:

T = 0,00677
I

NB: Imax=85uA I mm=0.6uA
In the application circuitabove, the device is
intended to act as a guide to timing stylus
replacement, thus it's connected across the
turntable's mains supply. The bridge recti-
fier (BR) provides the requisite DC voltage,
and RI sets the current for a 500hr FSD.
Once this period has elapsed, the fuse -like
ETI is simply removed from its enclosure
(a standard 1'A" fuseholder) and turned
around, the inversion of polarity causing the
electrolyte blob to set course on another
500hr trek.

Obvious applications are as an objective,
if arbitary guide to stylus and tape head
maintenance, as a means of qualifying
reliability or simply for the measurement of
hours of use for warranty or determining hire
charges.
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the Harmony Generator extension.
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CIRCUIT
ifiRKER
Touch Sensitivity
D. Ward -Hunt

Electronic keyboard instruments often have
some form of dynamic or touch sensitivity added in
order to allow the player more expressiveness. The
circuit shown here enables touch sensitivity to be
added to most keyboards without the need to
modify the keyboard contacts or the keyboard
itself. The circuit makes use of a pressure sensitive
pad placed underneath the keyboard rest. Under
normal playing conditions, the circuit is adjusted
so that the output voltage is zero. However, if
during 'normal' fingering additional pressure is
applied to the keys, then a variable output voltage
is generated by the circuit, the value of which is
dependent upon the pressure applied.

This type of sensitivity is particularly useful with
a synthesiser, when this 'pressure' dependent
voltage can be applied, for instance, to the VCO
frequency input so producing pitch bend effects.
Alternatively, the voltage may be applied to any
control voltage input to produce various effects, i.e.
VCF cut-off frequency, VCA and soon, all controlled
by the pressure applied to the keyboard.

Circuit description and construction
The touch sensitive pad (made from conductive

foam as supplied with CMOS ICs) undergoes a
reduction in resistivity with increasing compres-
sion. One side of the pad is fed with a small voltage
via R1, and the other side is connected to the
inverting input of IC1. Since without compression
the resistance of this pad is over 20M, the output
of IC1 is close to zero. Once the pad begins to

TP

R5

R1
4M7

IC3

0+15V

JK1

0

 Cannel
IC 1,2,3- 741c or similar

Keys

Spring Touch pad 10mm

0 15V

Keyboard base plate L
Spring Side view of keyboard

Figure 2. Construction details and circuit diagram.

compress, the resistance drops rapidly until the
ratio of the 'input resistor' (the pad) and R2 is such
that IC1 amplifies the few millivolts up to a
maximum of about 5 volts (negative). This voltage
is applied to the inverting input of IC2 where the
output voltage is adjusted by RV1 to suit a
particular application. This positive going voltage
is applied to a low pass filter (IC3) acting as a slew
limiter necessary to smooth out the voltage which
would otherwise suffer small but rapid fluctuations
due to unwanted variations in the pressure being
applied by the player. The remainder of the circuit
is very straightforward. RV2, R5, 6 & 7 enable the
output voltage to be nulled when no pressure is
applied and allow any offsets in the ICs to be
cancelled out.

The touch sensitive pad is constructed from a
piece or pieces of conductive foam (as supplied
with CMOS ICs) and with the circuit values shown
should be approximately 20mm square by 10mm

thick and as 'springy as possible. The two springs
at either end of the keyboard ensure that the
output returns to zero volts when no pressure is
applied, but relatively inelastic foam will result in
loss of control during playing. These springs
should hold the keyboard approximately 10mm
higher than its normal resting position, allowing
the pressure pad to sit underneath the centre of the
keyboard uncompressed. Two metal plates (or
aluminium foil) are used to act as the contact
plates to the conductive foam pad and these are
wired into the circuit as shown in the circuit
diagram.

Of course RV1 could be replaced by a poten-
tiometer if various levels are required for different
uses, and if your synthesiser has no accessible
inverter then it might be wise to add a further
inverting op -amp so as to be able to apply negative
going voltages as well as positive going voltages, for
downward pitch bend, for instance.

SYNTHESISER INFORMATION SOURCES
As dedicated synthesists and
electro-music enthusiasts
know, the acquisition of infor-

mation relating to synthesisers, syn-
thesiser recordings and synthesiser
publications has never been easy.
Even during the past few years when
electronic music was beginning to
achieve a wider popularity, it was still
difficult to gather information about
different types of synthesisers and to
obtain any of the less -popular syn-
thesiser recordings and to find books
and magazines about the subject.

Even now, when electro-music
can be heard everywhere, the seeker
of information can still be stumped
when trying to find the best synthe-
siser for a particular need or when
trying to track down an elusive re-
cording or publication.

Seeing still such a gap in public
knowledge, two organisations have
developed aiming to supply such
information and help, too, the de-
velopment and promotion of elec-
tronic music.

E.S.S.P.
The Electronic Synthesiser Sound

Projects (E.S.S.P.) library began in
1970 with Kaleidoscopic Vibrations
by Jean Jaques Perrey and Gershon
Kingsley, and has since collected all
commercially released synthesiser
recordings in the U.K., including
many international titles and private
productions.

In 1979 a Network and Distribu-
tion centre was set up to provide an
information service and mail-order

facility for the supply of synthesiser
records, books and accessories. If
you send them your name and ad-
dress you will automatically be linked
to the Network and will receive all
information as it is prepared. The
E.S.S.P. Information service and
Library will answer any queries free of
charge (SAE required) providing no
costs are incurred due to photo-
copying or special research.

Three information lists are pro-
duced, regularly up -dated, covering
best-selling, new release and recom-
mended titles as follows: List 1 -
Electronic, Computer, Synthesiser
sound recordings - which includes
records and tapes of such record-
ings including those using synthe-
sisers as main instruments; List 2 -
Electronic, Computer, Synthesiser
sound publications - consists of
books and magazines on the sub-
ject; List 3 - Extra Sensory sound
recordings - these are more nearly
100% synthesiser and electronic
music recordings including experi-
mental / meditation / transforma-
tive music. The Distribution centre is
able to supply most records, tapes
and accessories and will try to obtain
items not on their lists.

Their E.S.S.P. Synthesis label is for
the promotion and distribution of
electro-music and they will listen to
your recordings and review them.
They have the facilities to release and
distribute such recordings. This
should hopefully open new doors to
many new synthesists as well as pro-
viding a source of new material.

Their Studio has extensive facili-
ties for lectures and demonstrations
and their range of services and faci-
lities has grown considerably in a
short time. "In the future," says David
Tuffnell of E.S.S.P., "we would like to
see Synthesiser programmes on
every radio station, Synthesiser shops
in every town and village, and Sound
Houses all over the world for de-
monstration and educational promo-
tion. That's the vision anyway!"

Zero Zone
Zero Zone, based in Somerset,

began in May last year, initially to
provide an information service and to
give unbiased advise to people want-
ing to know about synthesisers. From
this evolved the idea of doing live
workshops so people could get hands
on experience of synthesisers. These
workshops have been very success-
ful and are free to any organisation
requesting them; the only cost being
expenses for transport etc.

Zero Zone's information service
includes advice on the best synthe-
siser for a particular purpose and can
advise on suitable sounds for almost
any need. Information is available on
recent computerised keyboards and
their programming service will pro-
gram them for you.

Theatre sound effects are pro-
duced to order using instruments and
an extensive library of sound effects.
The advice service includes a full
range of synthesiser books and ref-
erence materials. In conjunction with
E.S.S.P., they provide a complete

,products service for books, manuals
' and programming planning sheets
for synthesisers, computers and elec-
tronic music.

A recent development is their
Independent Synthesiser Recording
Distribution Network (ISRDN) which
is to help those who produce pri-
vately or independently recorded syn-
thesiser material to obtain wider dis-
tribution of their work. It is a unique
co-operative effort which could be of
enormous benefit to all concerned.
Help is available, too, regarding art-
work and printing and efforts are
underway to acquire cassette dupli-
cating facilities.

Zero Zone is still developing its
organisation and will grow to be in-
creasingly useful to the synthesist. It
actively promotes the development of
electronic music in all itsforms and is
particularly interested in setting up
an experimental music group.

The need for such services as pro-
vided by E.S.S.P. and Zero Zone has
been around for a long time and is a
possible source of information for
anyone with queries or problems in
obtaining records, etc., in the elec-
tronic music field.

For further details and informa-
tion send a SAE either to: David
Tuffnell, Electronic Synthesiser
Sound Projects, The Sound House,
PO Box 37B, East Molesey, Surrey,
KT8 9JB; or to: Michael Law, Zero
Zone, The Chapel House, Perch Hill,
Westbury -Sub -Mendip, near Wells,
Somerset.

Ian Waugh E&MM
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ELECTRO-MUSIC
CROSSWORD
COMPETITION
No. 3

Here's a chance to win
a copy of one of the most
important books for the
electro-musician -
"Musical Applications of Microprocessors"
by Hal Chamberlin. This valuable prize, worth £20,
will be awarded for the first correct crossword
drawn out of the hat on 23rd July.
Send your completed crossword, including your
name and address to:
E&MM CROSSWORD,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
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Across
1. 'Mary had a little lamb: - and

Thomas heard himself (6)
5. A pick-up or detector, for in-

stance to measure temperature
(6)

8. The art of electronic music (9)
9. Remade soup for a composition

(4)
10. Goes well with bread, but sounds

fed up (5)
11. Clearly a case for diodes (5)
14. 'Electronic Dream Plant's' flying

keyboard (4)
15. and 24. One half of the couple who

gave us "Nutbush City Limits"
(3,6)

16. Strong - and hot! (4)
18. Electromotive --(5)
19. A mixture of two or more metals

(5)
20. No longer in circuit, but doing

business (4)
22. Radio removal (9)
23. The Disco Flasher (6)
24. See 15

May's Answers
Across: 1. Battery; 7. Tenor; 8. Fortran; 9. Adders; 11. Simon; 13. Gigs; 14. Ebonite;
15. Bass; 16. Relay; 17. Osmium; 21. Gyrator; 22. Train; 23. Inverse.
Down: 2. Atomic mass; 3. Tetrodes; 4. Read; 5. Send; 6. Tone; 9. Asdic; 10. Regu-
lators; 12. Modem; 13. Generate; 18. Mark; 19. Unit; 20. Cyan.
Although we had several replies to our May Crossword, none were correct.

We acknowledge with thanks the cooperation of John Wiley & Sons Ltd,
who distribute "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" in the U.K.
This book, reviewed in E&MM July 1981 issue, is available from:
Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd order ref. WG4OT price £22.65 inc. p&p:

Down
2. Bad soldering - try Dijon again

(8)
3. The point at which your transis-

tors get wet (10)
4. Christian name of popular BBC

disc jockey (4)
5. Screened (8)
6. Organ voice controls (5)
7. Surname of long established

rock guitarist (5)
9. Function generator (10)

12. Sounding prudent - but all in
little bits (8)

13. A single, unvarying frequency (8)
17. Of ice creams and loudspeakers

(4)
18. Saturday night illness (5)
21. The rhythm that's a hit (4)

The leading
Casio Mail Order

Specialists

FREE Accessories worth up to £50 with keyboards FREE!

COMMON SPECIFICATIONS. All Casiotones, except VL-Tones, are 8 -note
polyphonic. They all have built-in amplifiers and speakers, with output jacks
for headphones and external amplification and a pitch control. CT models
are mains only and have a 4 -voice memory function, plus Volume and
Sustain pedal jacks.

CT -403. AUTO CHORDS & BASS, RHYTHM BOX.

£275
PLUS Accessories worth £35 FREE!

This best selling easy -play 4 -octave keyboard has 25 pre-set voices with Vibrato and
Sustain. The 16 rhythm accompaniments have a drums "fill-in" variation. Casio Auto
Chord function allows one -finger chord playing, plus major, minor and 7th chords.
30% x 11% x 4% inches. Weight: 17.6Ibs.

CT -202. A PRO FOR GIGS, WITH 49 POLY VOICES.

£275
PLUS Accessories worth £35 FREE!

Rave reviews for this superb 4 -octave keyboard. Melody Maker said: "Crystal clear
tones . . sparkling harpsichords . . . impressive clay'. The fantastic 49 voices make this
an ideal stage instrument. 341/2 x 111/2 x 3'/ inches. Weight: 16.8Ibs.

CT -101. Similar to the 202 but with 25 voices, which, like the CT -403, include Piano,
Organ, Harpsichord, Accordion, Xylophone, Chimes. Clarinet. Flute. Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar and synths. 30% x 11% x 4% inches. £25 worth Accessories £195

MT -40. A PORTABLE WITH BASS, AUTO & RHYTHMS.

48.
a e ikikt

N. ik\N
£99

PLUS Accessories worth £10 FREE!
This beautiful new lightweight has a 3 -octave keyboard, plus 15 key bass keyboard with
automatic accompaniment feature. 22 brilliant voices, with Sustain and Vibrato:
6 superb rhythms with dual fill-in. Battery powered, or optional mains adaptor (£5).
23 x 7 x 2,/,6 inches. Weight: 4.9Ibs.

MT -31 \ \\
£69

PLUS Accessories worth £6 FREE'
Very similar to the MT -40 but without the bass keyboard, auto accompaniment

feature and the rhythm box. Weight: 4.4lbs.

VL-1. PROGRAMMABLE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

maw 10 4."

o ;61;11 III III

With 2 FREE BOOKS worth £5.90, £35.95
Record and playback melodies with this 100 -note sequencer, with editing facilities.
Choose one of the 5 voices, or set ADSR and add one of the 10 rhythms, with tempo
control; then playback by means of the ONE -KEY PLAY, or AUTO PLAY buttons. Also a
calculator. Battery powered, with memory retention. Mains adaptor £5. 111/2 x 3 x 11/2
inches. Weight: 15.4oz. Manual & Song Book.

VL-10. Slim Executive version of VL-1. 7/16 x 73/4 x 21/8 inches

£26.95
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR ORDERING DETAILS
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THOUSAND VOICE
SYNTHESISER
the name that launched a thousand voices

CASIOTONE CT -1000P
DIGITALISED SYNTHESISER

INTRODUCTORY OFFER -
WITH £40 -WORTH OF FREE

ACCESSORIES

Order now for delivery from the first shipment,
due late June/July

1000 SOUNDS; 8 -NOTE POLYPHONIC;
5 -OCTAVE SPLIT KEYBOARD; REAL TIME

SEQUENCER; PROGRAMMABLE ARPEGGIO;
TRANSPOSER

This revolutionary new synthesiser has 10 superb preset
instrument voices, PLUS switchable FEET, ENVELOPE and
MODULATION - the three elements of sound creativity -
giving 10 x 10 x 10 variations, numbered from 0 to 999.
You may store up to 10 of your favourite sounds, in a battery
protected memory, for instant selection.
The 5 -octave, 8 -note polyphonic keyboard can be split into
two separate keyboards, with different preset voices.
In addition to a 16 -step preset arpeggio, there is a

programmable arpeggio function with up to 127 steps, 9
note pitches, and rests, which can also be used as a real
time sequencer.
Frequency is displayed digitally, and the wide range pitch
control allows transposition between -1 octave and +0.5
octave.
Complete with Sustain, and 3 Vibrato functions, etc;
integral amplifier/speaker; Output and Headphone jacks;
protective moulded end plates. Dimensions: 117 x 916.5 x
363.5mm (4% x 36 x 143/") Weight 10kg (221bs).

Bar -Code Programmable
Keyboards

C-701.
5 -OCTAVE SPLIT KEYBOARD

PLUS Accessories worth £50 FREE £495

"One of the most advanced teaching aids so far
developed"-E&MM. Store an entire piece of music,
entered via the keyboard, or from Casio's unique bar-
coded music. The 701 will then teach you to play that
piece. With 20 superb pre-set voices, Casio Auto Chords,
16 rhythm accompaniments. Arpeggio, drum fill-in and a
variety of sound effects.
3734 x 131/2 x 5 inches. Weight 12.5kg (27.6Ibs).

VL-5. 3 OCTAVES,
4 -NOTE POLYPHONIC

all, 11106

so
AA 11A 11 ill AI VA

PLUS Accessories worth £10 FREE! £79.95
Programmable by light pen and Casio's bar-coded music,
or via the keyboard. Replay automatically, or by the One
Key Play function. 10 exciting voices and 8 rhythm
accompaniments, promise hours of fun. Battery powered,
with memory retention. Mains adaptor £5.
13/Ei x 12% x 33/g inches. With manual and bar-coded music
scores.

PRICES are inclusive of VAT and Carriage.
FREE ACCESSORIES must be requested and specified when ordering.
SEND cheques. PO or cash (Registered) by FREEPOST - no stamp required - or
telephone your ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAYCARD number to:-

TEMPUS CD ae Pint Ebridge&M
M 61381

Burleigh St,

TELEPHONE: 0223 312866

FREE SECURICOR 24 -hour delivery on CT models only.
Same day despatch by Post for smaller models.

Extended 18 -month guarantee by TEMPUS.
FREE CREDIT (subject to approval) on CT models. 0% interest, 20% deposit, 12 monthly
repayments, OR reduced rates for longer periods.
FREE CREDIT (0% interest) for the first 8 months with ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or VISA
purchases. Send for full details of our credit terms.

ACCESSORIES
VL-1 Song Books nos: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 Each £2.95
60 of the World's easiest -to -play Songs £4.50
800 -page Music Encyclopedia £14.95
Bar-coded/standard notation Music Books (pair) £5.25
CS -H Domestic stand for CT models £30.00
CS -P Stage stand for CT models £35.00
CS -E Second keyboard extension for CS -P £12.00
VP -E Volume pedal for CT models £25.00
SP -E Sustain pedal for CT models £6.50
HC -2 Hard case for CT 101/403 £44.00
HC -3 Hard case for CT202 £44.00
HC- Hard case for CT701/601 T.B.A.
PC -2 Hard case for MT31/40 £9.95
AD -1E AC adaptor for MT31/40/VL-5 £5.00
AD -4160 AC adaptor for VL-1 £5.00

TEMPUS

FREEPOST,
Dept E&MM, 38 Burleigh St,

Tel: 0223 312866 Cambridge CB1 1BR.
Please send details of: Model(s) Credit terms
PLEASE SUPPLY Keyboard(s). Total £
Plus my choice of FREE accessories valued at

Total remittance enclosed
Or debit my ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or VISA account:
Number
Name:
Address:

E&MM
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America
Jerry De Muth

The guitar was once the 'hot' instrument in
rock; the instrument that budding stars
gravitated to, buying the latest model that

would enablethem to get a sound that would propel
them to fame. But today, thanks to the develop-
ment of synthesisers and digital technology, it's
keyboard instruments that have become the
hottest thing in the music industry.

Musicians are continually updating their key-
boards, hauling two, three, four, five, even six
different keyboards on to a stage for a perfor-
mance. Full-size electric pianos are placed next to
acoustic pianos, small synthesisers are put on top
of electric pianos and console organs. Several
different electronic keyboards and synthesisers
are stacked in specially -built racks, such as the Hi
Lo Dollies, to which the Santa Rosa, California,
company just added its latest model.

All Hi Lo Dollies function as either a four -
wheeled dolly or a two -wheeled hand truck as well
as a safe and sturdy stand for performing, making it
easy to move and set up electronic keyboards and
synthesisers. Racks that are adjustable for tilt and
height on the latest Hi Lo Dolly makes it possible to
stack keyboards that previously could not be
stacked because of their contours.

Among the keyboards that a musician might
put on such a rack are new models from such firms
as Rhodes, Crumar, E -mu and Moog.

Rhodes has introduced Chroma, a synthesiser
which combines multi -voice programming fea-
tures with the feel of real mechanical action that is
both velocity and pressure sensitive. The 16 -
channel, polyphonic synthesiser also features a
split keyboard capability, 50 programmable pre-
sets plus 100 taped -voice programs and digitally -
based programming and tone controls linked to 16
oscillators, 16 filters and 16 amplifiers.

"The Chroma embodies several fundamental
breakthroughs in synthesiser technology," ex-
plained John Shykun, director of marketing for
Rhodes, when the new instrument was unveiled for
music dealers in late winter. "First is the touch
dynamic sensitive keyboard, with keys that don't
feel like push -buttons. The player's touch creates
and controls pitch, attack and decay while he's
playing.

"Second, all of the operating, programming and
tone controls are generated in the software, giving
the player complete access to all the oscillators,
filters and amplifiers.

"And finally, Chroma has the most sophisti-
cated computer interface available. Software is
available to allow it to connect with an Apple II
computer and other software will soon be
available."

The Chroma also features built-in diagnostics
which include automatic tuning, automatic oscil-
lator, filter and amplifier checks and a board and
battery check, all of which are accessible from the
front panel. The keyboard can be split at any point,
and the split can be stored in the synthesiser's
memory to be recalled on command. Other
programming capabilities include a program link
which allows two programs to be overlayed. Linked.
programs can be transposed separately or
together. Chroma's programming also gives the
player access to a sequencer -like arpeggiation
mode.

There also are complete editing facilities and a
cassette interface which allows audio and program
information to be combined on tape. The back
panel features include a single footswitch, a dual
footswitch and two volume type (linear) pedal
inputs. The outputs are all balanced, assignable
and 300 ohms.

The Chroma comes with a custom -designed,
heavily padded ATA Anvil case, a standard cassette
with 100 voice programs and two owner's manuals.

The interfacing of synthesisers and computers,
which Chroma permits, has become the latest
trend. Simple printed circuit boards that plug into
relatively inexpensive personal computers are now
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sold by at least five companies. These boards turn
these computers, whose normal uses range from
keeping track of personal expenses to playing
video games, into keyboard instruments. This
interfacing has many advantages, most obviously
extensive memory capabilities and speed of
operation, according to Rock Wehrmann, of Moog.
In a synthesiser, he explains, a program is stored in
memory where it can be recalled instantly. A
microprocessor, or small, integrated computer,
makes all this possible in such instruments as
those made by Moog. I nterfacingthe keyboard with
a computer expands the instrument's capabilities.

Moog
Last year, Moog introduced the first com-

mercially available digital synthesiser, The Source,
among other synthesiser models. This year they
have already introduced two new synthesisers and
a digital sequential controller, dubbed, naturally,
the DSC.

The 800 -note DSC features storage of vibrato
and pitch bend, programmable transposition,
rhythmic auto -correction, cassette input/output,
sync to tape recorders and battery backup.

Moog's latest synthesisers are the Taurus II, a
low-cost one and a half octave pedal synthesiser
with detachable electronics, full modulation,
performance controls and total interface capabil-
ity, and the five -octave keyboard Memorymoog.
This is a six -voice polyphonic synthesiser with 40
programs, 20 program chains, three oscillators per
voice, expanded modulation, programmable pedal
functions and an LED readout that asks for and
responds to commands.

All of these new Moog products, like the new
synthesisers from other manufacturers, are rela-
tively small, especially when compared with the
first commercially available synthesisers which
were created by Robert Moog, which were much,
much smaller than the first synthesisers which
literally filled entire rooms.

"I started on a huge Moog 55 which, compared
with today's keyboards, is a real monster,"
recollects Derrick Simpson, who has been playing
keyboards for 14 years and now heads the
keyboard and sound reinforcement department at

Chroma by Rhodes.

Moog Taurus II Pedal Synthesiser.
Chicago Music Co., that city's leading professional.
musician -oriented store. "Synthesisers are getting
smaller. The trend today is toward compact units.

"Digital technology is making things smaller in
size but bigger in terms of capabilities. There's
even a couple of programmable small keyboards
available now. Generally, the units are also sturdier
than they had been. The packaging is a lot better
now.
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Crumar Composer.

"Because of the new technology," Simpson
added, "I've been able to cut my rig down from
eight units to four units."

E -mu Systems, Inc., has adopted such recent
trends as computer interface to its Emulator digital
polyphonic keyboard instrument. All Emulators
will now include as standard a powerful realtime
multi -track sequencer which makes it possible to
create complex musical compositions and sound
effects tracks in a manner analogous to over-
dubbing on a multitrack tape recorder. Using the
Emulator's built-in disk drive, completed sequen-
ces can be stored on floppy diskettes along with
Emulator sounds. The sequencer can be easily
retrofitted to earlier models at a cost of $250.

Emulators also now include two foot switches
and a foot pedal. The foot pedal duplicates the
function of the MOD wheel, making it possible to
control vibrato depth while playing with both
hands. One of the foot switches acts as a sustain
pedal, while the other controls a new keyboard
doubling mode. In this mode, notes played on the
lower half of the keyboard are automatically
doubled by the sound on the upper half of the
keyboard.

The synthesiser's capabilities also have been
expanded with the introduction of two new optional
software systems. The recording of up to eight
individual samples at half -octave intervals across
the keyboard is possible with the User's Multi -
Sample. This results in more accurate reproduc-
tion of highly resonant sounds and, in addition,
makes it possible to have eight independent
sounds available on the keyboard simultaneously.
The Personal Computer Interface allows any
computer equipped with an RS -232 serial port to
control Emulator sounds.

In the area of hardware, E-mu's new analog
voltage interface will allow any source of control
voltages and gates to control Emulator channels.

Roland Spirit 10 guitar amp.
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Moog
Memorymoog

Synthesiser.

Possibilities include remote polyphonic keyboards
and polyphonic sequencers such as the Roland
MC -4, the Oberheim DSX, or E-mu's own 4060 16 -
channel keyboard/sequencer.

A double -manual electronic keyboard, with two
four -octave keyboards, has been introduced by
Music Technology. The company's Crumar T-3
features two manuals of polyphonic strings,
electronic pianos and organs with rotary sound
system effect.

Strings
The string section can have independent

crescendo for each key depressed, as well as be
treated by a phaser which can sweep automatically
or be looped at any phase angle. The organ has the
most popular drawbar settings activated by preset
switches and has its own reverb system, along with
percussion and key click features. All sections are
assignable to upper, lower or both keyboards.

An optional advanced 'nerve center' offers such
rhythm accompaniment as a realistic digital
cymbal sound, and a variety of chord rhythms,
alternating or walking bass and stylistic lines
played by bass, guitar and piano. An assortment of
pedals permits foot control of various sections,
including percussion.

The basic T-3, which weighs 31 kilograms,
includes a protective cover, pedals for volume,
sustain and solo percussion control, music rack
and stand. The suggested retail price is $2,350, or
$2,950 with the nerve center.

Linn Electronics uses digital technology for its
latest rhythm machine, the LinnDrum, which has
more features, but a lower price, than its well
known LM -1 Drum Computer.

Stored in the LinnDrum's computer memory
are digital recordings of open and closed hi -hat,
crash and ride cymbals, bass, three toms, snare,

.411=1111511111W

Roland Spirit 30 guitar amp.

sidestick snare, two congas, tambourine, cabasa,
cowbell and handclaps. LinnDrum also stores as
many as 49 different patterns and dynamics, odd
time signatures and what Linn Electronics refers to
as 'human rhythm feel' all of which are program-
mable. Drum sounds can be changed by using
alternate 'chips' supplied by the factory and
custom -prepared sounds are also available.

All patterns remain in memory even with the
power off. Programmed data can also be kept on
cassette by way of the tape storage function and
then reloaded at a later time. LinnDrum will sync to
a variety of synthesisers and sequencers and can
overdub to tape. Although separate outputs for all
sounds are provided, a stereo mixer with volume
and pan sliders is integrated into the front panel.
The front panel also contains controls for adjusting
voltage inputs and tuning the snare, toms and
congas.

Shipping of the LinnDrum, which carries a
suggested retail price of $2,995, began in June.

Roland Amps
To help improve the sound of its keyboard

instruments, Roland has added two compact Cube
amps to its popular line of Cube guitar amplifiers.
The new amplifiers, both specially designed for
keyboard use, are the 40 watt Cube -40 Keyboard,
or CK-40, and the 60 watt Cube -60 Keyboard, or
CK-60. Each amp has two input channels with
individual volume controls for handling two
keyboard inputs. Each channel also features an
input attenuator with an extremely wide dynamic
range to accept input signals of any magnitude
without causing input clipping.

Both the CK-40 and the CK-60 feature controls
for treble, middle, bass and reverb and the CK-60
allows the reverb to be selectively assigned to
either or both channels. The CK-40 has a self-
contained two-way 10 -inch speaker while the
CK-60's two -speaker system includes a 12 -inch
speaker and a horn tweeter for more faithful
reproduction of keyboard instruments. Rear con-
nection jacks include pre -amp out, main -amp in,
two mono record -out jacks, headphones and
external speaker jack. List prices are $350 and
$460, respectively.

Meanwhile, not forgetting guitarists and
bassists, Roland has introduced its Spirit amplifier
group, a new series of five lower -priced guitar and
bass amplifiers.

The Spirit 10 is a compact, portable rehearsal
guitar amp with 10 watts RMS of power and an
eight -inch full -range speaker. There are jacks for
headphone, lineout and overdrive and normal
switching and controls for volume, master volume,
bass, middle and treble.

Roland's other new guitar amps -the Spirit 30
and Spirit 50 - have larger speakers, increased
wattage and more features.

The two bass amps, the Spirit Bass 30 and Spirit
Bass 50, have volume, bass, middle and treble
controls, hi/lo signal inputs, and a parametric
equalisation section for wide-ranging tonal
contour. E&MM
Manufacturers and companies mentioned:
E -mu Systems: Syco Systems, 20 Conduit Place,
London W2.
Hi Lo Dolly, P.O. Box 2173, Santa Rosa, CA.
Linn Electronics Inc., 18720 Oxnard St., Tarzana,
CA 91356.
Moog Music Inc., Lintis View Estate, Port Seaton,
East Lothian, Scotland.
Crumar: Trevor Daniels & Co. Ltd., 49 Potters Lane,
Till Farm, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Rhodes: C.B.S. Arbiter Ltd., Fender House, Centen-
ary Estate, Jeffrey's Road, Brimsdown, Enfield,
Middlesex.
Roland U.K. Ltd., Great West Trading Estate, 983
Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9DN.
Music Technology Inc., 105 Fifth Avenue, Garden
City Park, NY 11040.
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DIGISOUND 80
MODULAR

SYNTHESISER
A synthesiser for the professional and
amateur keyboard player, for education
and for the beginner. The DIGISOUND
80 suits all levels of keyboard skill. If you
want to know how, then read on.
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BEGINNERS: A small synthesiser may be
assembled at a price comparable with pre-set types.
The DIGISOUND 80 has unique facilities and you
can learn about electronic music synthesis with the
aid of our User's Manual. When you are ready to go
beyond the 'mini -synth' stage then simply add more
modules to suit your requirements and your purse.
EDUCATION: The modular concept is ideal for
teaching both music and the physics of sounds. The
microprocessor add-on converts it to a project of
even wider application.
KEYBOARD PLAYERS: The use of the
ALPHADAC 16 microprocessor controller allows up
to 16 voices in the polyphonic mode as well as
providing many other real time keyboard control
routines. NEW recording/composing/sequencing
programs provide you with the opportunity to create
exciting music - imagine playing back a composi-
tion with each voice set to a different instrument!
KEYBOARD SKILL: The ALPHADAC programs
have facilities for composing and recording in both
real time and not real time. The latter allows entry of
notes at any speed and subsequent playback at the
required tempo. The not real time mode is essential
to synthesists of limited skill and a boon to the
experienced player.

THE DIGISOUND 80 - IN ANY CONFIGURATION -
OFFERS YOU THE BEST PRICE/PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

Kits supplied ex -stock and ready built modules, or
complete synthesisers, are available to order.
NEW IC's from Curtis Electromusic Specialties;
NEW modules; NEW users manual plus easy to
follow construction notes.
Write or telephone for more information from the
ELECTRONIC MUSIC SPECIALISTS.'-

DIGISOUND LIMITED,
14/16 QUEEN STREET,
BLACKPOOL, LANCS. FY1 1PQ
TEL: BLACKPOOL (0253) 28900

Sowter
Transformers
With over 41 years experience in design and manufacture of several hundred thousand

transformers we can supply:-

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
OF EVERY TYPE

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES

Microphone transformers (all types). Microphone Splitter/Combiner transformers. Input
and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, Multi -Secondary output
transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers, Line transformers to G.P.O.
Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup
transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Micro-
miniature transformers for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency
transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter, inductors, Amplifier to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100 volt line transformers to speakers,
Speaker matching transformers (all powers), Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300
watts or more.

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI-FI QUALITY OR P.A.
QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL
QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and
normal dispatch times are short and sensible.

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING
DESK MANUFACTURERS RECORDING STUDIOS, HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS,
AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a speciality and we have overseas clients in the
COMMONWEALTH, EEC., USA, MIDDLE EAST etc.

Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post quotation by return.

E.A. Sowter Ltd.
Manufacturers and Designers

E.A. SOWTER LTD (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,

Suffolk. P.O. Box 36 Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390

Telex: 967703. G. Sowter

Fostex Fostex
FOR THE FULL RANGE

AND DEMONSTRATIONS
IT'S GOT TO BE

DON LARKING
AUDIO SALES

50, Cheapside, LUTON, Beds.
Tel: 0582 27195 or 26693
Telex: 825488 DONLAR

For all makes of New & Used
Professional Recording Equipment

Showroom open: Mon -Fri 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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UNDERSTANDING
ELECTRONICS

A regular column
that explains the
electronics of music

Robert Penfold

Trigger Interfacing
There are many areas of technology
where a lack of standardisation com-
plicates what should really be quite

simple tasks, and unfortunately electro-
music is one of these areas. Taking a trigger
signal from one item of electro-music equip-
ment and using it to control another piece of
equipment should simply entail connecting
the two together using a lead fitted with the
appropriate plugs.

In practice this may give perfect results,
but there is a real possibility that the
required triggering will be unreliable or fail
altogether, or it may be produced reliably but
delayed slightly.

Pulse Parameters
A voltage pulse has a number of para-

meters, and Figure 1 helps to clarify these.
First there is the amplitude and polarity of
the pulse: the amplitude is normally between
5 and 15 volts in practice. Most synthesisers,
sequencers and associated systems work
using positive pulses, but there are plenty
that use negative ones. The two are not really
compatible, and in a direct coupled circuit it
is unlikely that a trigger pulse of the wrong
polarity will have an effect.

There is also just a slight risk of damage
to the piece of equipment which is driven
with pulses of the wrong polarity (but not to
the equipment providing the trigger pulses).
But if capacitive coupling is used it is very
possible that triggering will be obtained.
However, if we take a positive pulse being fed
to equipment which requires a negative
trigger pulse, on the trailing edge of the
waveform there is a negative going signal
which may well provide a suitable trigger
signal. Similarly, the trailing edge of a
negative pulse might provide a suitable
positive going trigger signal for an item of
gear that needs positive trigger pulses.

Even if this method does give reliable
triggering, it is likely that satisfactory results
will not be obtained since triggering will be
E&MM JULY 1982
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Figure 1. A voltage pulse has amplitude, polarity, rise and fall times, and length.

delayed by an amount equal to the trigger
pulse length, and this may be sufficient to
give unacceptable results 'off' the main
rhythmic beats of the music. Fortunately, it is
not difficult to produce a negative trigger
pulse from a positive one, or vice versa: all
that is required is a simple circuit which is
appropriately called an 'inverter'.

The amplitude of a trigger pulse is not
normally critical, and although a pulse
amplitude of 15 volts may be specified it is
quite likely that a very much lower voltage,
perhaps as little as 5 volts, will be sufficient
to give reliable triggering. An excessive
trigger pulse potential is usually no problem
either, and although there is a slight risk of
damaging equipment by using a slightly
excessive trigger pulse amplitude, in prac-
tice most equipment has protection circuitry
in one form or another that enables a
substantial overload to be sustained re-
peatedly without any problems occurring. If
the pulse voltage does need to be boosted or
attenuated this is again something that can
be achieved using simple and inexpensive
circuitry.

Some equipment is intended to have a
direct coupled trigger signal from a logic
circuit, and then the trigger signal should
switch between some maximum acceptable
voltage and a certain minimum acceptable
potential. The figures depend upon the
family of logic devices concerned, and in
some cases on the supply voltage in use. As
an example, the popular TTL logic devices
(which have a nominal 5 volt supply
potential) have a maximum acceptable
voltage of 0.8 volts for logic 0 and a
minimum acceptable voltage of 2 volts for
logic 1. These are then the voltage para-
meters for most micro control ports.

While it may sometimes be necessary to
build a simple interface circuit when driving
logic circuitry from a source which is not
specifically designed to operate with the
particular logic family concerned, this is
often unnecessary, and logic devices can
often be driven successfully from a capaci-
tively coupled source.

Pulse Length
The length of the trigger pulse is not

usually critical, and it is usually only a
minimum length that is specified. There is
normally no need to specify a maximum
acceptable pulse length simply because
most equipment has built-in circuitry which
effectively shortens the input pulse if
necessary, and this effect may well be
inherent in the circuit. The minimum pulse
length is important merely because a very
short pulse may not activate the equipment
properly since the trigger circuitry obviously
takes a small but finite time to operate. If
necessary a simple pulse stretcher can be
used to lengthen a trigger pulse and produce
reliable results. This feature has been
included in this month's Universal Trigger
Interface.

Of course, the above is only true in the
case of a genuine trigger pulse, and the
situation is quite different for a gating pulse.
The gating pulse to an ADSR envelope
shaper for example, controls the duration of
the signal up to the final release (R) part of
signal. When controlling a circuit of this type
electronically, it is obviously necessary to set
the gate pulse duration at just the right figure
to give the desired effect. In other respects
though, the notes given here apply equally to
gate and trigger pulses.

Rise And Fall Times
The rise time of a signal is merely the

time it takes to go from its minimum level to
its maximum one, and the fall time is the
time taken during the transition back to the
minimum amplitude. Some circuits require
a trigger pulse having very short rise and fall
times, and multiple triggering or some other
form of malfunction can result if these
requirements are not met. A circuit known as
a Schmitt Trigger can be used to speed up
the rise and fall times of a signal, but trigger
pulses normally already have very fast
leading and trailing edges and in practice it
is unlikely that this would be necessary.

(Continued on page 61)
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Universal Trigger Interface
Design by Mike Beecher

Development by Robert Penfold

* Trigger link -up for all
currently available
commercial synthesisers
sequencers and micros

* Interfaces, buffers and
patches trigger signals
for multi -instrument use

* LED pulse monitoring
* Two pulse stretchers for

achieving precise
rhythmic triggering

In virtually every area of electronics there
are compatability problems when using a
set-up that consists of items of equip-

ment from a variety of manufacturers. There
may even be problems of incompatability
between items of equipment from the same
manufacturer if some of the gear is of more
recent origin than the rest, and electro-
music is not an abstainee from problems of
this nature.

The E&MM Universal Trigger Interface is
a simple, but very useful, gadget that helps
to overcome a host of incompatibility prob-
lems. The unit comprises four sections: two
monostabel multivibrators and two stages
which invert, buffer and provide interfacing
for processors. Figure 1 is a simplified block
diagram of the un it and this shows just one of
the inverter/buffer/micro-interface stages,
and just one of the monostables.

System description
The inverter is used when an input signal

which has a leading edge going from OV to
some positive level must be converted to a
signal having a leading edge that switches
from a positive voltage down to OV. Alterna-
tively, it can convert a leading edge that
switches from a positive level down to OV into
one that makes the opposite transition. What
this stage cannot do is process input signals
that are negative going with respect to the OV
rail, but it's unlikely that a trigger signal of
this type will be encountered in practice.

The buffer stage enables a sensible out-
put current to be obtained when the source
signal is at a fairly high impedance. The
voltage remains unaltered apart from a
small DC offset appearing at the output of
this stage.

In the digital interface mode the signal
fed to the input is simply clipped to a
nominal level of 4.7 volts; this enables
micros (and other logic systems, both TTL
and CMOS) to be safely controlled by high

PARTS COST
GUIDE £19

Inc. Case

voltage input pulses, e.g.: 9 to 15 volt levels
emanating from synths.

A switch is used to connect the input and
output sockets to the appropriate circuit,

and a LED indicator is connected at the
output. This is pulsed on when the output is
in the high state.

The monostables are negative -edge trig-

I/P -ye edge
triggered

monostable

0/P

E&MM

0 LED
/ I \

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of the trigger box.

Interior view of the Trigger Interface.
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Figure 2. The inverter, buffer and logic interface circuits.
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Figure 3. The monostables' circuit diagram.
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Figure 4. Veroboard layout for the buffer/inverter/interface circuits.
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gered types, although they may sometimes
trigger reliably when fed with brief positive
input pulses. The output is normally low and
a positive output pulse of adjustable dura-
tion (from about 10ms to 2.5 seconds) is
produced when the circuit is triggered. Of
course, by using an inverter at the input
either monostable can be made to trigger on
the positive going edge of the input signal,
and using an inverter at the output enables
negative output pulses to be obtained.

These facilities can be useful where it is
necessary to trigger a piece of equipment
from a pulse that would otherwise be too
brief to give reliable triggering: the mono -
stables can be triggered by a pulse of less
than a microsecond in duration. Mono -
stables can also be used as a simple form of
frequency divider; with an input frequency of
(say) four pulses per second and the pulse
duration set at just under one second, the
monostable will have an output frequency of
just one pulse per second. After the mono -
stable is triggered, the next three pulses
have no effect, as the output pulse hasn't
ended, and the circuit will not be triggered
again until the fifth pulse, this appearing just
after the first output pulse ends. An impor-
tant point to bear in mind when contemplat-
ing the use of this type of frequency division
is that the output signal is not a brief positive
pulse; it obviously has a long duration, and
this might preclude its use in some
instances. Each monostable has a LED at the
output which lights up to indicate the output
pulses.

The Circuit
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram of the

two inverter/buffer/micro-interface circuits
and Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram of the
monostable mu ltivi brators.

If we first consider one of the inverter
stages, this uses TR2 plus its collector load
resistor R3 as a simple common emitter
inverter. Base resistor R2 is included to
effectively make TR2 voltage rather than
current operated, and to protect TR2 against
excessive base current. The buffer stage
employs TR1 as a straightforward emitter
follower stage, having R1 as its emitter load
resistor. D1 is used to clip the input signal at
approximately 4.7 volts when the unit is
switched to the micro -interface mode.

Sla couples the input sockets to the
appropriate stage, and Slb provides the
equivalent function at the output of the unit.
A pair of input sockets are fitted tothe unit so
that an unprocessed input signal can be
easily taken from the extra input socket if
desired. Similarly, a pair of output sockets
are fitted so that the unit can readily drive
more than one item of equipment.

The second inverter/buffer/micro-inter-
face stage is essentially the same as the first,
the only difference being that it has an
additional pair of output sockets. LED
indicators and series current limiting resis-
tors are wired in parallel with the output of
both stages. If the indicators aren't bright
enough, don't be tempted to reduce R7/8
below 1 k, as the additional current drain will
be detrimental to the fidelity of the output
pulses. Instead, look for a more efficient LED
(red ones are available with high light
output) or use a green one (the eye's
sensitivity is greatest here). Alternatively, a
'bezel' LED has a fair degree of immunity
from high level ambient light, and a wide
viewing angle.

If we now consider one of the monostable
stages, this is based on the familiar 555
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Universal Trigger Interface

Interior view with veroboards in position.

timer IC used in the standard monostable
configuration. Taking the monostable based
on IC1, the output pulse length is deter-
mined by RV1, R11, and C4. The pulse length
can be adjusted over the approximate range
stated earlier by means of RV1, with
minimum resistance through RV1 corres-
ponding to minimum pulse length. Pin 2 is
the trigger input of IC1 and this is biased to
about half the supply voltage by R9 and R12.
In order to trigger ICI this input must be
taken below one third of the supply voltage,
and it must betaken only momentarily below
this threshold level, otherwise the trigger
signal will significantly affect the length of
the output pulse. The input signal is coupled
to the trigger input by C3 and R10. The low
value of C3 when compared with the input
impedance into which it feeds ensures that
only a brief pulse will be supplied to the
trigger input of IC1 however long the input
pulse may be.

LED indicator D5 and its current limiting
resistor R13 are connected at the output of
ICI., as is preset potentiometer RV2 which
enables the output signal to be attenuated
somewhat if desired. As the 555 can source
ample current, reducing R13/19 slightly to
make the LEDs flash more brightly should
present no problems. Again, pairs of input
and output sockets are fitted to the unit. The
second monostable circuit is identical to the
first one. S3 is the on/off switch and power
for the unit is provided by an external (ready-
made) mains power supply unit. The current
consumption of the circuit varies somewhat
according to the states of the invert and
buffer stages, but is in the region of 20 to
30mA.

Construction
The unit is housed in a diecast aluminium

box having external dimensions of 190x 110
x 60mm, and the sockets are fitted in two
rows along the lower part of the front panel.
There is not a great deal of space for the
sockets, and it is necessary to fold their tags
over slightly in order to fit them into the
available space. Fit the sockets one pair at a
time, wiring them in parallel before fitting
the next pair. The five controls are mounted
in a row along the centre of the front panel,
and the five LED indicators are fitted in a row
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Figure 5. Veroboard layout for the monostables.
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along the top part of the panel. On the
prototype the LEDs were mounted in fresnel
lenses, but ordinary panel holders can be
used if preferred, although this will give the
unit a less neat appearance. Alternatively, a
recessed 'bezel' LED may be preferred for its
ruggedness.

The two inverter/buffer/micro-interface
circuits are accommodated on a 0.1in.
matrix stripboard having 43 holes by 9
copper strips; details of this board are
provided in Figure 4. The two monostable
circuits are fitted on to a 0.1in. matrix
stripboard of the same size, and this board is
detailed in Figure 5. Construction of both
boards is quite straightforward and there
should be no difficulty in producing either of
them. There are numerous breaks in the
copper strips of both boards; note that the
main row is placed obliquely to avoid
weakening the board excessively. Care
should be taken to ensure that none of the
breaks are omitted or incorrectly positioned.

The completed boards slot into vertical
guide rails in the case, and it might be
necessary to file down the ends of the boards
slightly before they can be fitted in place.
They must be fitted into guide rails lying to
one side of the switches, so that there's no
danger of the components or copper tracks
coming into contact with the tags of
switches. An entrance hole for the power
cable must be drilled in one side of the case,
and this hole should be fitted with a small
grommet. Alternatively, for stage use, a

nylon cable gland or latching power con-
nector may be preferred.

Note that R7, R8 and R20 are not
mounted on the boards, but are hung
between the appropriate LEDs and sockets

WIRING DETAILS
From To Remarks From To Remarks

S3/i +ve input Monostable/1 06/a
53/6 -ve input Monostable/2 JK17/2
S3/2 D7a Via R20 Monostable/ 3 RV3/2
S3/3 Not used Monostable/4 RV3/I
53/5 D7K Link to 03,04,05,06 Monostabfe/5 S3/2

cathodes Monostable/6 JK15/2
S3/5 JK9/1 Link to Pin 1 on all JK skts Monostable/7 JK11/2

Monostable/8 JKI3/1
Buffer/1 S1/1 Monostable/9 JK13/2
Buffer/2 S1/2 Monostable/10 RVI/2
Buffer/3 51/9 Link to 51/3 Monostable/11 RV1/1
Buffer/4 S1/8 Monostable /12 D5/a
Buffer/5 51/7
Buffer/6 53/2 Si/A JK1/2
Buffer/7 S2/12 Link to 52/6 Sl/C JK3/2 Link to 03a Via R7
Buffer/8 52/11
Buffer/9 52/10 S2/B JK5/2
Buffer/10 JK3/1 S2/D JK7/2 Link to JK9/2 & 04/a Via
Buffer/11 52/4 R8
Buffer/12 S2/5

(or LED and switch in the case of R20).
Wiring details of these three components,
together with details of all the other point-to-
point style wiring of the unit are given in
Figure 6 and the accompanyingwiring chart.

The unit can be powered from any supply
that gives a suitable voltage, is capable of
providing the necessary current, and has a
reasonably well smoothed output. The proto-

type utilises a four voltage (6, 7.5, 9 and 12V)
supply, which enables the unit to be used in
virtually any set-up. In this circumstance,
use the minimum voltage that provides
reliable triggering. A supply voltage of not
less than 5 volts is needed, and the absolute
maximum permissible supply voltage is 15
volts, which is the most the 555 ICs can
withstand. E&MM

UNIVERSAL TRIGGER INTERFACE PARTS LIST

Resistors - all 1AW 5% carbon Mapi tri code Semiconductors
R1,3,4,6 lk 4 off (MIK) IC1,2 NE555 2 off (QH66W)
R2,5 15k 2 off (M15K) TR1,3 133C179 2 off (01354J)
R7,8,13. TR2,4 BC109 2 off (QB33L)

19,20 1k8 5 off (M1K8) 01,2 BZYS8C4V7 2 off (QH06G)
89,12,14,

16 10k 4 off (M 10K)
03 7 0.2in. red LED 5 off (wL27E)

R10,15 2k7 2 off (M2K7) Miscellaneous
R11,17 8k2 2 off (M8K2) S1.2 3 -way 4 -pole rotary 2 off (FF76H)
RV1,3 2M2 log pot 2 off (FW29G) 53 DPDT min toggle (FHO4E)
RV2,4 4k7 0.1W horiz preset 2 off (WR57M) SKI -18 Standard 1/4in. jacks 18 off (HF90X)

Fresnet lenses for 03.7 5 off (YH561.)
Capacitors Veroboard (FLO7H)
C1,2 10uF 25V elect 2 off (FB22Y) iecast box (LH74R)
C3,5 1nF ceramic 2 off (WX68Y) Wire 1 metre (XR06G)
C4.6 luF 35V tantalum 2 off (WW600) Control knobs 4 off (RW87U)
C7,8 100n Polyester 2 off (BX76H) Grommet (FW59P)

Power source (see text) (YB22Y)

SYNTHESISER TRIGGER INFO
ARP: Gate IN, Minimum 8V. TRIG IN, 8V (10ms min). Gate OUT, 10V, TRIG OUT, 10V
(20ms).
ELECTRONIC DREAM PLANT: The Wasp and Gnat synths trigger most easily by use of the
EDP Spider Sequencer, which provides choice of two outputs: S -TRIG and GROUND
(GND) to 9V.
EMS: 4V positive triggers are required.
E&MM SPECTRUM uses 9-15V positive going triggers from Gate IN/OUT.
KORG: A 5V to GND pulse is required to initiate EGs and GND to 5V to initiate release.
MAPLIN 5600/4600 Synthesisers both use -7V to +7V positive triggers.
MOOG: An S -Trigger pulse is used. This is a shorting connection (pulse to GND).
OBERHEIM synths require at least +9V Triggers (max. 15V).
POWERTRAN: The Transcendent 2000 requires a negative gate voltage, but options are
usually provided (e.g. in the 1024 Composer) for GATE IN/OUT pulses to be adjusted to
either positive or negative (9-15V).
PPG: Uses 15V positive triggers.
PROPHET synths use 15V max. positive triggers.
ROLAND: The Roland Drumatix TR-606 has a 14V, 20ms TRIG OUT, but most Roland
equipment will trigger between 5-15V, from a 20ms min. positive going pulse.
YAMAHA: TRIG OUT is usually negative going +10V to GND. TRIG IN is similar.
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/MUSICELECTRO

ENGINEER by Ben Duncan

PROTECTION: Part 1. The Taming of the Juice

Most 240 volt mains fatalities occur as
a result of housefires. However, for
musicians and sound engineers,

electrocution is a far greater menace. Death
occurs when high currents flow through the
heart muscles and respiratory system; Table
'1 delineates the effects of various magni-
tudes of current. Note that currents in
excess of 20mA, whilst not inherently lethal,
may result in muscular contraction, so that
you're unable to let go of the live object. This
situation is especially dangerous, as an
initially small current can build upto a lethal
dose as a result of skin burns.

The body's main line of defence against
excessive current flow is skin resistance.
Dry, callosed skin, with a typical resistance
of 250k implies a current circa lmA at 240
volts and countless engineers owe their lives
to the thick, horny calluses that develop on
the palms and fingertips after years of
soldering and rough manual tasks. However,
it should be borne in mind that resistance
bears a crucial relationship to the area of
skin contact. Moreover, the passage of even
quite low levels of current can result in
burns, and as carbon is a good conductor,
the current can rapidly snowball. The
addition of sweat greatly reduces skin
resistance, which makes musicians par-
ticularly vulnerable, especially when they're
involved in the hyper -activity of a live
performance.

Before considering mechanical means of
protection against electric shock, it should
be noted that the passage of mains -derived
current will only normally be lethal if the
heart/respiratory centre lies in the way. With
this in mind, many engineers automatically
place their left hand in their pocket whilst
working in proximity to live circuitry. Then, if
they do touch a 'hot' wire, a lethal current is
unlikely to flow near the heart; rather
(assuming there's no direct bodily contact
with mains earth or neutral) the current will
usually find its way to ground through the
feet, via the right-hand side of the chest and
legs. Of course, in no way does this precau-
tionary measure guarantee that a shock will
be harmless nor is this tactic of practical use
to performing musicians. But then the
nature of the hazard they face is different to
that encountered in workshops.

Earth Leakage
Assuming that the mains terminations in

stage and studio equipment are competently
enclosed, then the prime hazard boils down
to simultaneous and inadvertent electrical
connections between the live side of the
mains and exposed metal which happens to
have a poor earth connection, say a micro-
phone. As exposed metal in any mains
powered equipment is normally assumed to
be earthed, it follows that a musician holding
this microphone is bound to receive a
serious shock immediately he touches other
areas of exposed metal such as the alu-
minium knobs on his amplifier. Ideally, with
the neutral side of the mains being earthed,mains being

.

MK 'Sentry Socket' with integral ELCB replaces a standard wall socket.

Carrara level Effect

1114. Tlatabold of perception.
5mA Maximum brinnloss current

'twat
10-20mA ....... Unpleasant *bock but no

sustained muscular
contraction.

50mA ........... Pain. ischaustica, possible
fainting, Pagaimil Mints.

100-300mA Ventricular fibrdiatiori starts,
but respiratory centre
ranliliall intact

contraction and respiratory
paralysis. Bums if currant
is unduly concentrated in
one area.

Table 1. Physiological effects of AC (50/60Hz)
fault currents.

contact between live and earthed con-
ductors should draw a large current and
blow fuses. However, even if the earth
connection is apparently sound all the way
from the equipment to the mains socket, a
high impedance or open circuit may appear
either in the permanent mains wiring or in
the vital connection between earth and
neutral. In this case, heavy-duty supply
fuses are unlikely to blow, and there's no
guarantee that the vaguely defined fault
current will blow even the more sensitive
mains fuses incorporated in the equipment,
at least in time to save a life. To an extent, the
highly dangerous 'Bad Earth' is guarded
against by PME (Protective Multiple Earth-
ing) systems wherein the neutral and earth
conductors are bonded at several points
between the local substation transformer
and the mains outlets, and by earth leakage
circuit breakers (ELCBs). There are two
types in common use. 'Voltage operated'
ELCBs detect small fault currents (which

Live

Circuit
Breaker

(Earth e4.
Subs1-40-ion)
Neutral

Ea..r1.6

curre.ni- Currtnt'S and. Volhnies
Tres-Asc.:water 14 (OA) uneLer f a.,...11- eon glihons

, shown in
; brackets.
I
I OmA
(.100m A)

cl.fo..4.111- current -
;lows Iv ground.
v,0.. Kumar, body.

c.,E&MM

Voltage
Differential

Trip mechanIsurn
[ Operates Laken %Ifo.et

cLiCference across
I Sensor eacceecls

300nN: Fh is represent
a3om A cuov-enl-
imbo_lanc.e .3Current operated E LCS

The current -balance ELCB compares the current levels in each side of the mains
supply. When these differ, an error voltage appears across the output of the
current transformer, causing the trip mechanism to disconnect the mains supply.
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wouldn't normally blow fuses) flowing down
the earth cable. 'Current balance' ELCBs
compare the magnitude of the supply
current in the live and neutral conductors;
obviously, if the current differs, then some
must be flowing to earth (or at least, some-
where it shouldn't!) and the circuit breaker
promptly opens (see Figure 1).

Active Protection
Although one or other of these types of

circuit breaker appear in the electrical
installations of many venues, it's exceed-
ingly naughty to assume as a matter of
course that they exist and that they're
functional! Also, the voltage operated ELCB
is readily defeated if the fault current fails to
flow down the earth wire to which the ELCB is
connected; if a musician is standing on a
damp concrete floor, or touches a brass
water pipe, then the fault current will bypass
the ELCB. By comparison, the current
balance style of ELCB is relatively foolproof,
but one can't be sure that the current level at
which a permanently installed one 'trips' is
low enough to be a lifesaver. The answer to
these niggles is to buy your own, with a 50mA
or (even better) 30mA trip current, and wire
it into the master plugboard. You can then be
absolutely certain that an earth fault appear-
ing anywhere amongst your gear will cause
the mains to be promptly disconnected
whether you're playing at home, at a gig or in
a field. Obviously, if you use several plug -
boards any one of which could be connected
to a wall socket, a current balance ELCB
should be fitted in each, otherwise a false
sense of security can arise. Alternatively,
ready -wired ELCBs are available built into
the socket end of a short extension cable. For
home studio use, double wall sockets can be
replaced by single ELCB protected sockets,
e.g. the MK 'Sentry Socket'.

From a practical viewpoint, careful en-
closure design is demanded for use on the
road. A suitable box must guard the ELCB's
delicate plastic body and prevent the 'trip',
'test' and 'reset' buttons being knocked
accidentally; but at the same time, all the
buttons must be readily accessible. One way
to achieve this is to mount the ELCB in a
diecast box with the buttons almost flush
with the lid (see photograph in March 1982
'Electro-Music Engineer'). Holes marginally
smaller than a fingertip are then drilled to
expose the buttons, allowing these to be
pressed with the help of a handy stave -like
object such as a drumstick or car key! Of

Figure 2. A simple mains wiring fault indicator.
*Asterisked neons are normally lit.
#Red neon lights to indicate an earth fault.
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MK current balance ELCB.
course, in large rigs the breaker can be
conveniently and safely placed inside a
proprietry 'cupboard' within the mains dis-
tribution trunk.

Having installed a current balance ELCB,
it's sensible to be aware of its capabilities.
Firstly, it offers no protection if you make
contact between live and neutral conduc-
tors. Fortunately, this mode of shock is rare
unless you probe inside equipment using
both hands (which is unlikely on stage), or
are silly enough to place both hands across a
half -withdrawn 13 amp plug! Secondly,
because excessive sensitivity can result in
nuisance tripping, when say, equipment is
slightly damp, or there's a lot of RFI or other
random 'noise' on the supply, usable ELCBs
for stage and studio use are generally
restricted to a 20 or 30mA minimum trip
current. So protection with 100% certainty
cannot be assured and should never be
assumed. In particular, shocks can be
suffered without tripping the unit if the
leakage current hovers between 1 and say
29mA.

In mitigation it's fair to say that the
presence of a correctly wired and regularly
tested ELCB makes serious shock or electro-
cution highly unlikely, but more to the point,
provided you give regular attention to the
integrity of the earth connections on your
mains cables, a potentially lethal fault will be
detected the moment it occurs, and usually
long before it has a chance to cause harm. So
the golden rule with ELCBs is to heed them
when they trip even if everything seems in
order. Use a meter with one lead connected
to a known ground (e.g. the earth pin on a
permanently wired 13 amp outlet) to check
for live potentials on exposed metalwork, or
try to isolate the faulty equipment by pro-
gressive unplugging.

Figure 2 depicts a cheap and simple
circuit which offers no active protection but
provides confirmation that all three mains
conductors are intact. Note in particular that
the earth side of the upper pair of neons is
connected not directly to the earth conduc-
tor, but rather to the equipment chassis, to
which the earth conductor is assumed to be
connected. If this arrangement isn't adopted
then the neons will fail to show a fault if the
earth to chassis connection fails. However,
'LNE neons' obviously can't monitor the
earthing of allthe panels and sub -frames in a
large chassis, so this circuit should be
regarded essentially as a means of spotting
decrepit connections inside 13 amp plugs.
Testers working along similar lines, but built
into a dummy 13 amp plug, are also avail-
able commercially, e.g. The Martindale
mains tester, available from Turnkey.

Though Britain's mains voltage is unique-
ly high and especially waspish, at the same
time, U.K. standards of mains distribution
are widely regarded as the world's most
scrupulous.

Fusible Materials -
a Precautionary
Pot-Pourri

Regrettably, our most elegant master-
piece, the fused 13 amp plug is widely
abused. In theory, square pin plugs should
contain a fuse commensurate with the cable
rating, but public nonchalance and the
irresponsibility of 'shifting units at all costs'
as a selling technique combine to ensure
that most 13 amp plugs contain 13 amp
fuses. Thus weedy 2 amp cables commonly
fitted to musical gear become potential fire
risks. To make matters worse, conscientious
musicians often report great difficulty in
obtaining suitable fuses: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10
amp fuses are certainly manufactured, but
they rarely appear in the average high street
shop, though to be fair, electronic com-
ponent retailers do stock most of the values
specified in the BS1363 standard.

The plethora of fuse types found in the
panel fuseholders of musical gear is
strangely much less of a problem; if your
local music shop or an electronic equipment
retailer can't help you, try a shop which
handles radio and TV repairs.

A more pressing quandary is widespread
misapprehension of the abilities of various
fuse styles. Strictly all mains fuses should be
High Rupture Capacity (HRC) types - the
ones with ceramic bodies. These fuses are
designed to clear the massive peak fault
currents caused by short circuits (which can
lie between 500 and 10,000 amps on a
single phase mains supply) without explod-
ing or setting fire to anything. If a glass -
bodied mains fuse is used in musical
equipment, it's unlikely that any great alarm
will be raised. However, if something does
short circuit, the current surge will probably
cause the fuse body to shatter, an event
which leaves a myriad of glass fragments
plus a layer of vaporised copper inside the
fuseholder.

Contrary to popular belief, a 2 amp
20mm glass fuse, say, does not 'blow' at two
amps. The minimum current excess which
will reliably blow the fuse is approximately
1.85 times the fuse's normal rating, thus a
2 amp fuse can last an hour or more when
passing a steady 3.7 amps. At the same
time, standard glass -bodied fuses exhibit
wide tolerances - another sample of the
same fuse may blow in two seconds when
passing the same current, and fuse blowing
times can also be surprisingly dependant
upon ambient temperature. This prelude
offers some answers as to why fuses some-
times blow spuriously, and at other times
don't blow when their rating suggests they
ought to. At the same time it underscores the
dangerous sophistry of 'commonsense'
action such as doubling the fuse value when
nuisance blowing is experienced. Yet
another reason for a sudden dearth of fuse
problems is a lowering of the mains supply
impedance. The wiring in a domestic house,
particularly if it dates from the 30s or 40s,
can have a relatively high impedance, which
limits the inrush current to amplifiers when
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Protection

they're initially switched on. If your house is
then rewired or you use your amplifier in a
public venue with chunky mains cables, the
impedance of the mains supply can be low
enough to double the inrush current you
previously experienced - and a fuse value
that previously gave no problems may then
blow capriciously.

Fuses can also fail quite randomly as a
result of metal fatigue brought on by long
term thermal -cycling stresses (e.g. the
alternate heating and cooling inside a valve
guitar amplifier), or by vibration. Naturally,
low capacity, quick -blow types are most
prone, and if the fuse is in a hard -to -reach- in -
a -panic -situation, it may be worthwhile
replacing it as a matter of course with an
anti -surge fuse of equivalent rating; the
'spring' inside these fuses tends to absorb
shocks and retard metal fatigue.

The most satisfactory answer to all these
problems is to adopt an empirical approach,
testing a series of marginally greater fuse
values until a compromise between reliabi-
lity and the retention of effective protection
is attained. To complete this discussion,
readers who aren't au fait with the less
esoteric aspects of fusing the mains such as
the difference between 'quick blow' and
'anti -surge' fuses will find Robert Penfold's
article useful ('Fuses', E&MM December'81).

Foreign Policy
Last of all, a brief look at some of the

hazards brought on by using foreign equip-
ment designed for 110-120 volt mains.
Sometimes, such gear is adopted, by a
change of mains transformer, for export to

the U.K. and Europe, in which case it will
operate from 220-240 volt mains, but won't
necessarily meet U.K. safety standards. At
the same time, there are many items of
sound equipment residing in the U.K. which
don't even boast a 220-240 volt transformer
tapping. Ironically, this unmodified 110 volt
equipment, operated via an external isolat-
ing transformer tends to be less hazardous,
principally because the mains hardware
(switches, filter capacitors, fuses and con-
nectors) sees the relatively low voltages it
was designed to suit. Unfortunately, 110 volt
equipment is often powered via cheaper
auto -transformers, which don't offer the
same degree of protection and isolation as a
transformer with a wholly separate 110 volt
secondary. In this case, and whenever 110
volt equipment is modified to accept 240
volt mains, it's sensible to carefully check all
the mains hardware, ruthlessly exchanging
switches, fuseholders etc. for U.K./Europ-
ean approved versions if there's any doubt.
When carryingout modifications, look out for
the mains switch. In 110 voltequipmenttheir
rating will usually be 350 volt or 500 volt
DC, which may seem adequate on 240 volt
mains, but isn't safe in practice. Replace
these with 1000 volt DC or 240 AC capa-
citors. Either type should be designed espe-
cia lly for direct connection across the mains.

Next, a new 3 core cable and mains input
connector (where required) should be fitted,
and one or more firm earth connection made
to the chassis; remember to leave the earth
wire a little slacker than the other conduc-
tors, so that if the cable is strained, the earth
connection will be the last to part company!

Then check earth continuity between the
equipment chassis and all exposed metal-
work, and make subsidiary earth connec-
tions where this seems wise. Also check the
mains circuitry very carefully, looking for
evidence of the bizarre and potentially very
nasty American -style bonded earth system.
This is normally manifest as a 'ground'
switch, which connected the (unearthed)
chassis to either the neutral or I ive side of the
110 volt mains. Remove and joyouslydestroy
the capacitor and all vestiges of the 'ground
switch' wiring. This circuitry serves no
practical purpose whatsoever except to
maim and kill musicians. Finally, check that
the mains switch (if a single pole type) and
the fuseholder are wired in series with the
live conductor.

As implied, 110 volt gear operated at its
native potential isn't entirely obnoxious. One
of its greatest attributes is the intrinsic
safety that can be gleaned by powering it.
from a 110 volt transformer with an earthed
centre -tap. With this arrangement, both
sides of the supply become live (relative to
earth), but at the same time, they're only at
55 volts (110 volt/2), a potential which is a
little more dangerous than a couple of pairs
of 12 volt car batteries as used in some out-
door public address systems. So gear set up
for 110 volts running from a 55-0-55 volt
supply can be expedient when music has
to be played in damp conditions (e.g.
waterlogged festivals), where nuisance trip-
ping renders 30mA ELCBs useless. Hefty
centre -tapped 110 volt transformers are
readily available from plant hire contractors.

E&MM

BINDERS
These smart binders will
protect your copies of
Electronics & Music Maker
and keep them tidy for easy
reference. Each binder holds
12 issues and has our special
E&MM logo in blue and red
on the cover and spine.

Price f3.95
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Overseas payments including Republic of Elie should be covered by Bankers
draft in pounds sterling - subject to availability

Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Binders)
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Please send me the E&MM Binder @ £3.95

I enclose a cheque/P.O. payable to
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT

MEM

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address:

E&MM/7/82

The price shown includes VAT, postage and packing.
Overseas orders - add 15p extra for postage.

vinuasunt
L a The firm for Speakers

Just cv N will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of HiFi and PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,
Cabinet Kits ....

1000 items for the constructor.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS - PLUS MICROPHONES -
AMPLIFIERS - MIXERS - COMBOS - EFFECTS -
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS - IN -CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.

* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.

(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

* Access Visa American Express accepted *

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmisow, Cheshire SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders' I-)
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The Silent Hours

by Rikki Sylvan
Kaleidoscope KRL 85198

Heralded by the record publicity
as typifying '... the advanced
synthesised new English ap-

proach coupled with considerable
songwriting talent and musical
ability, this album contains influen-
ces from many areas.

Rikki Sylvan has been involved in
electronic and avant-garde music for
many years and studied Indian music
for two years before becoming a tape
operator at CBS studios. An attempt
to inject electronic music into the
punk scene failed (pity!) although an
album was recorded at the time. The
Silent Hours is his latest project.

The album is in the electronic/
New Wave mould (is there such a
category?) but the roots seem to
spring from rock, due in main to the
excellent drumming by Charlie
Charles which is superbly mixed.
Coupled with good bass, bass synth
and rhythm and lead guitar, the line-
up tends towards a rock sound. The
synthesisers fill in bursts of poly-
phonic chords and lighter sequenced
riffs so although they play an impor-
tant part in the music, the album is
not primarily one of electro-music.

The vocals are reminiscent at
times of John Foxx and although the
lyrics are usually more comprehen-
sible, some of them border on the
trite: "See me on the Silver screen,
Change channels I can't be seen; I'm

a 2D product for the TV age, I've got no
soul but I'm all the rage." (From I am a
Video.) The more subtle lyrics on, for
example, Black Needles, Softcore
and The Thin White Line seem better
suited to this type of music.

The songs themselves are all
interesting; some have more im-
mediate appeal than others. What's
That Sound? was released as a single
in July but doesn't seem to have taken
off. Perhaps some of the other tracks,
such as Billy or Cigarette would be
more suited to the singles market.

The introduction to Underground
features Sylvan on sitar (those two
years weren't wasted at all) but this
fades into his more usual format
when the vocals start and the sitar is
relegated to odd fills in the back-
ground. This merges into Into the
Void, the only instrumental on the
album, which has an oriental feel as
he plays about the pentatonic scale
and it closes the album with heavy
notes.

Side one only lasts 161/2 minutes
which seems rather short (side two is
20 minutes) by today's standards and
another couple of songs would not
have made the album over long.

The Silent Hours appears to be an
attempt by Rikki Sylvan at com-
merciality and if it manages to slot
somewhere between Gary Numan
and Ultravox it could well make its
mark. Publicity, media exposure, pos-
sibly tours could help Sylvan become
a name, especially if a single takes
off. He seems to be a prolific writer
and if he continues writing he will'
undoubtedly turn out at least one hit.

The album is excellently produced
by Eugene Moule who also played
organ and did the backing vocals. It
will be interesting to see how Sylvan
develops and where he goes from
here.
Ian Waugh

Five Miles Out

Mike Oldfield
Virgin V2222

Another album from the multi-
talented, multi -instrumentalist,
Mike Oldfield, who seems al-

' ways to be chasing the elusive
' success of Tubular Bells.

Mike has certainly developed his
own compositional style, with favour-
ite chord progressions and (his trade-
mark) almost medievil/baroque in-
strumental sounds and rhythms.
While Tubular Bells was certainly
before its time we have now had
several years to grow accustomed to
the Mike Oldfield style and as he has
rarely written anything approaching
the inventiveness of Tubular Bells, his
other albums seem to lack that spark
which made Tubular Bells innovative

and exciting. Five Miles Out is,
perhaps, one of his better albums.
Oldfield fans will love it and, as it
seems to get back to the basic
Oldfield lyricism, it could well attract
new listeners.

Side 1 is a track called 'Taurus
24 mins 49 secs long, which runs the
Oldfieldsian gamut of rhythm, tempo
and melodic changes.

Side 2 has four tracks. The first
one, 'Family Man' is slightly remi-
niscent of Modern Girl, Maggie Reilly
on vocals adding to the Sheena
Easton effect.

'Orabidoo' begins with a 'music
box' tune of reflective nature before
breaking into thin vocodea vocals
over a drum kit playing eighths. This
is then given the Oldfield 'composi-
tional treatment' and emerges into
'normal' vocals by Maggie with a
guitar as backing.

'Mount Teide' is another instru-
mental with less heavily accented
rhythms than usual. Mike in reflec-
tive mood for 4 mins 10 secs
although tasteful drums come in
towards the end to close the tune.

All the vocals on 'Five Miles Out',
the last track, are severely treated
and the song contains a multitude of
instrument sounds which chop from
one to the other; immediately dis-
concerting but actually well handled.
This is Mike Oldfield in single form.

A balanced album, totally Oldfield,
and very interesting to listen to.

As You Like It
Mark Shakespeare
Electro-Voice Sales Ltd EVP R107

The twelve tracks on this disc
cover a wide range of styles and
types of music played on the

Wersi Helios W2T organ by concert
organist Mark Shakespeare.

The record has been produced by
Electro-Voice in their studio and thus
could constitute a demonstration
record. If so, the artist fulfills his
requirements admirably in using the
gamut of the Helios organ's facilities.

More important than the instru-
ment itself is the sheer ability of the
performer, who presents the listener
with faultless technique and appro-
priate and sensitive registrations.
Even if the reader is only mildly
interested in the Helios, this disc is
recommended to anyone wishing to
progress at the keyboard. Just listen
to the timbres he chooses and
attempt to unravel his settings and
arrangements mentally.

Mark was an infant prodigy - and
is now a teenage prodigy! Before he
could walk he was playing recognis-
able nursery rhymes on the piano
with both hands. Having started
formal piano training aged seven, he
turned to the organ when he was
eleven. He was playing regularly at
the Tower, Blackpool by the age of
fourteen. Since joining Electro-Voice,
he has spent most of his time on tour.

As the electronic organ has be-
come progressively orchestral, so the
organist/arranger has added a dif-
ferent type of music to his repertoire.
This disc contains widely differing
treatments - from 'organ tone' num-
bers to those that might well have

Repeat Repeat
Peter Baumann
Virgin V2214

Peter Baumann was formerly a
member of Tangerine Dream,
although since joining them in

1971, he has left several times, in
order to concentrate on his two
previous solo efforts. Both these
albums had wide critical acclaim but
did not establish him as a solo artist.
This new album should, however,
correct that, as it is a marked
departure from his previous works
'Romance 76' and the excellent
'Transharmonic Nights'. 'Repeat Re-
peat' was recorded in several studios,
the most notable being Compass
Point at Nassau in the Bahamas,
where the likes of Tom Tom Club, and
Robert Palmer have recently recorded
successful albums.

The album is, in fact, produced by
Robert Palmer, and is extremely well
produced and highly danceable. This
is particularly true of both the current
single, 'Repeat Repeat', and the reg-
gae'ish 'Kinky Dinky'.

Peter Baumann's vocals range
from a similarity to Lou Reed on the
track 'Home Sweet Home', to a
definite Kraftwerk feel on 'Deca-
dance'. Possibly the one weakness of
the otherwise fine album are the
banality of the lyrics. For example the
title track consists of repeated
phrases of very little substance i.e.
"We have heard this song before
Didn't we - Didn't we". Hardly
memorable but, nevertheless, the
production and strength of the 'hooks'
make up for this inadequacy to some Derek Pierce
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been played by a concert orchestra.
'Toca Toca' and 'Bermuda Tri-

angle' are lively sambas, in organ tone
for the most part, with flute, banjo and
Waa thrown in for good measure. 'I
was a fool to let you go' uses the Wersi
Piano Star, the rest of the disc being
solely the sound of the Helios. I found
this track very satisfying, with its
electric piano, trombone and superb
bass line. For some of the slower
numbers, Mark has used a breathy
'John Galway' flute, piano, harp and
string chorus backing. 'Hoe Down', a
Country Style track, contains two
lively numbers with a pickin' banjo,
fiddle, barroom piano and trombone
that wobbles from one stereo channel
to the other among the line-up.

In places I am sure double -
recording has been used as not even
Mark can manage what is heard,
using only two hands and feet. 'Two
organs' converse with each other
across the stereo system - in a style
reminiscent of Klaus Wunderlich:
perhaps the German jazz organ style
is showing through?

This interesting record (or a cas-
sette tape) is available for £4.33
(inclusive) from Electro-Voice, Free-
post, Rickmansworth, Herts RD3 6PF.
Ken Lenton-Smith
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degree. The musicianship is particu-
larly noteworthy and some credit for
this must go to the good choice of
participants in particular John
Tropea (guitar) and Mike Dawe
(drums). Stand out tracks include
'MA.N. Series Two', featuring one
Carsten Bohn on drums, to quote the
lyric, "A new generation a great
mutation, All expectations have been
exceeded". Quite!

'Daytime Logic' is written by
Carsten Bohn and is also somewhat
better than the other tracks. Maybe
Peter Baumann should work with
Carsten Bohn more often. Perhaps
the next album will continue to
explore the avenues opened up by
this album! If you liked the recent
Kraftwerk album 'I suggest that you
give this a spin. Short catchy melod- .
ies are its strong point, and it is well
produced. Repeat Repeat, strong .
catchy melodies ...



ELECTRIC
DRUMMER Pa

The final part of E&MM's advanced
microprocessor design

* Real time and step by
step programming
* 'Spread' and 'Condense'
editing facilities
* 10 instrument sounds
and external trigger outputs
* Rhythm chaining for
the programming of
complete pieces
* Tape storage facilities
* Expandable
* Battery back-up for
memory option

Many people have asked how the
Electric Drummer can be used to
help the electro-musician. To illus-

trate this, there follows a description of a
typical programming session.
Powering Up

When the Electric Drummer is powered
up its four -digit display shows the number of
free beats available. This will be half the
number of bytes of RAM less some work
space for the processor. For the full 4K
allowed for on the MPC board it is more than
1,900 beats.

Selecting the Rhythm
Press the RHYTHM SELECT key. The

display shows 0.0 00. The decimal point in
the rhythm field indicates that a rhythm
number is required. Using the keys 1-9 and
10 (which=0) enter a number between 1 and
24. If you enter a number outside the
permitted range, EE is displayed to indicate
an error. Otherwise if, say, rhythm 12 was
selected, the display would show 12 01 and
the status of the first beat of rhythm 12 would
show on the LEDs. As this is a new rhythm
however, all the LEDs will be off.
Editing

First let us program in a rhythm in editing
mode. Let us say that we want to program in
the following rhythm:

Beat No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Low TomTom X X X X X X
Snare X X

Accent X

Initially the display shows beat no. 1 and
all the LEDs are off. Pressing any of the
trigger keys (1-15 and Accent) will turn the
LED on indicating that when the rhythm is
played, that instrument will sound on beat 1.

USING MICROPROCESSORSw

Peter Kershaw B.Sc

E&MM's series of Electric Drummer
articles have introduced and incorporated
the latest state-of-the-art technology into
electronic drum design - and by following
the guidelines and ideas in the series,
experienced constructors will be able to
make use of and adapt this knowledge to
produce one of the most up-to-date and
versatile drum machines available.

In this, the final part of the series, we give a
concise example of programming rhythms,

details of the front panel layout and a circuit
- for battery back-up.

Constructors may find it helpful to refer to
past articles (issues November '81, and
January, February and April '82) and an
understanding of the use of microproces-
sors is also essential. E&MM's 'Using
Microprocessors' series is recommended, in
particular the articles leading up to the
Electric Drummer's MPC board in the
November '81 edition.

Pressing the same key again will turn the
instrument off. So, for beat 1 we press Low
TomTom and Accent. Then we move on to
beat 3 by pressing '+' twice.

Note that at any point we can go back and
re-edit beat 1 by pressing the'-' key. We can
also jump to any beat by pressing BEAT
SELECT followed by the 2 -digit beat number.

When we have programmed beat 8 we
press END to tell the Electric Drummer that
this is the last beat in the rhythm. If '+' is
pressed again beat 1 will be displayed.
Trying it Out

To listen to the rhythm simply press
RUN/STOP. You may adjust the tempo with
the control on the front panel. Each time beat
1 comes around the DOWNBEAT lamp will
flash. The beat counter and LEDs continu-
ously show the beats as they are played. The
rhythm plays repeatedly until RUN/STOP is
pressed again. As it is playing, you may 'ad
lib' using the trigger keys to try out additions
to the rhythm.
A Change of Resolution

Suppose we now decide that we wish to
add a snare drum beat between beats 6 and
7. Pressing SPREAD/CONDENSE then '+2'
will double the number of beats see Table 1

Note that so that we can edit the rhythm
the beat numbers have been changed.
However, the pointers in the Electric Drum-
mer continue to point to the same beat

Thus, if we were examining beat 6, after the
SPREAD function we will be looking at beat
11. We can now step to beat 12 and add the
snare. Should we later wish to return to the
original rhythm, we can condense by press-
ing SPREAD/CONDENSE then' -2'. Similarly,
we could have added 2 beats instead of one
by pressing SPREAD '+3'.

Realtime Programming
Many drummers prefer to program 'live'

without bothering to write the rhythm down.
This can be done using the Auto Program
keys. We will program the same rhythm as
we did in the first example before Spreading.

The rhythm is in 4/4 time and is resolved
to the nearest eighth -note. To set the resolu-
tion, hold down the RESOLUTION key whilst
pressing '+' until the display shows 08. (You
can also resolve to a 16th, 32nd, 64th or
triplets of these.) To set the bar length, go to
beat 8 and press END. Now we are ready to
program. Press AUTO PROGRAM. The
rhythm now cycles continuously as it does
when playing, but the block sound generator
taps out a constant metronome. If you
wanted, say, the hi -hat as metronome, you
could press BLOCK then HI -HAT. After
adjusting the metronome to a comfortable
speed you can tap out the rhythm using the
trigger keys. As you press them you will hear
them added to the rhythm. It is not
necessary to play accurately as the Electric

Beat No.
Low TomTom
Snare
Accent

1

X

2 3 4 5 6
X
X

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
X X X X

X

Table 1.
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Drummer will automatically resolve to the
nearest eighth -note.

If you make a mistake on programming
an instrument, you can simply remove the
instrument from the rhythm by pressing
CLEAR and the trigger key. At any time you
can stop programming by pressing 1/STOP
then edit beat by beat as before.

When you have programmed enough
instruments, to remove the metronome, do
so by pressing CLEAR then BLOCK.

Sequences
If we want to play the backing fora whole

song we can set up a sequence of rhythms
required for that song. Suppose we have
programmed in rhythms 7, 8 and 9 and that
they occur in the following sequence: 7, 7, 7,
8, 7, 7, 7, 9. First press SEQUENCE SELECT
then 1 for sequence 1. The Electric Drum-
mer is now waiting for you to enter rhythm
numbers followed by the number of times
they are repeated. This rhythm is pro-
grammed by entering:

07 03 ENTER 08 01 ENTER
07 03 ENTER 09 01 ENTER END

A further option is invoked by entering a
repeat number 00. This causes the rhythm
to play until the CHANGE key is pressed. The
sequence then continues at the end of the
rhythm. This is useful for 'jamming' sessions
where the number of repeats is unknown.

We can edit sequences using INSERT/
DELETE. Following the key by '+' adds an
entry to the sequence and following it by'-'
deletes an entry.

The Triggers
Most of the triggers simply go to the

trigger inputs of the sound generator board
and therefore trigger the instruments pro-
grammed. ACCENT adds an accent to all the
instruments. HI -HAT OPEN/CLOSED oper-
ates differently from the other triggers. It
functions like the footpedal on a Hi -hat, so
the Hi -hat may sound open (like a crash
cymbal), closed (a short tap) or it may be
closed at any time after striking.

Triggers 11 to 15 can be used to trigger
other drum sounds such as the Syntom or to
control synthesisers. Particularly interest-
ing effects can be obtained by passing the
Electric Drummer audio output through
filters, flangers, etc. which are themselves
controlled from the trigger outputs. In
addition, the downbeat output can be used
to synchronise other equipment.
Tape Storage

The contents of the Electric Drummer's
memory may be saved on cassette using the
TAPE STORE and LOAD keys.

IC3

11 12 13 14

4x
2N3906 14 13

Display
1

c 58.MM 14 13

101

Display
2

OV

Figure la. Changes to CCT Control Board.

Figure lb. Changes to CCT Control Board.

Memory
When powered up, the Electric Drummer

determines the amount of memory avail-
able. You should install the full 4K of RAM on
the MPC board for maximum storage capac-
ity. If more RAM is made available the
software will use this too. The current issue
of the MPC board does not support battery
backup but"more experienced constructors
may wish to add the modification shown in
Figure 3.

Since the publication of the Electric
Drummer circuit in January some changes
have been found to be desirable, as shown in
Figure 1.

When the 74C917 is used to drive
displays directly, the contrast is very poor.
This can be corrected by the addition of four
PNP transistors as shown in Figure la. The
cassette interface requires a very high input
level to operate correctly. This may be
improved by changing the 4k7 resistor to
27k (Figure lb).

The prototype was constructed in a large
Verocase as can be seen from the photo-
graphs. This has ample space for all the
PCBs and power supplies. The 7805KG
voltage regulator may be mounted on a
heatsink inside the case; the heatsink's
resistance should be 4.5° C/Watt or less.
Figure 2 shows the front panel layout with
drilling centres.

The amount of RAM installed is optional.
During the initialization, the program deter-
mines the highest available RAM address.
The EPROMs for the electric drummer are

IC3/4 IC3/5 IC//6 1C3/7

74LSO4 1

74LSO3

4 5

1-* 1-*

9 10 12 113

T

11

b/up 1C4/8 IC6/8 IC8/8 IC 0/8
IC5/8 IC7/8 IC9/8 IC11/8

BC108

I
1k5

3V6
NiCAD

PL1/23,
ti/up

To pin 18 ot RAMs
(Set links on MPC for b/up1

Figure 3. Battery backup modifications. RAMs should be CMOS 4114 compatible (5114 or uPD444 etc ).
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Figure 2. Front Panel layout.
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Electric Drummer

available from Cactus Consultants, 10,
Uperoft Avenue, Edgware, Middlesex at a
cost of £10.50 each including documenta-
tion. If demand is sufficient a complete kit of
parts may be made available, including a
single circuit board on which all lamps,
switches and sockets can be mounted.

The transistor outlines on the Maplin
sound generator board (GA60Q) refer to
devices with 1092 leadouts; the BC179
transistors specified in part 3 of the series
have a none -too -convenient T018 leadout
configuration, and are therefore best substi-
tuted for BC212Ls for ease of assembly.

The output/mix amp shown in the sound
generator circuit diagram is doubled up for
stereo operation on the Maplin PCB.
Therefore, the parts list should be amended,
two of each of the following being required:
R70, 71, 672, C31, C32 and RV10. The latter
could be a dual gang pot. The pads marked
'R110' are not used. Also note that the mix
resistors (R61 to R69) can be assigned via
two mix buses to one or other of the IC 11 s
(viz: IC 11L and IC 11R); alternatively, a pair
of identical mix resistors may be used to pan
the output of one or more of the percussion
generators to both outputs.

The unmarked pads on the Maplin sound
generator PCB around IC12 are provided to
allow alternative programming of the chip:
refer to page 236 in the Maplin catalogue or
consult the manufacturer's data. As this
option will involve a degree of experimenta-
tion, we recommend that you mount R74-79
on Veropins to avoid fouling the PCB, at least
until final values have been established.

On the Maplin MPC board, IC14 is
74LS124. Also, note that in the MPC text
(Nov '81), the reference to IC17 should read
IC14.

Sound Generator
Many long hours have been spent by the

electronics team at E&MM improving this
basic percussion board. From the outset, it
was not intended to be the ultimate in drum
sounds - an impossible task without con-
sidering complex cymbal circuits and
sampled sounds (as in the Linn instru-
ments). Nevertheless, it does provide the
features necessary for creating a good range
of drum kit sounds. These include Wood-
block, Bass Drum, Low tom-tom, Hi torn -
torn, Low Bongo, High Bongo, Side Drum,
Cymbal and Hi -Hat. The latter can be set by a
TTL pulse on/off for open/closed effect. All
the sounds have a common 'Accent' control.

Since we have had many requests from
readers to make provision for this board to
operate from any micro with output port(s),
the input trigger stages have been suitably
modified to accommodate positive or nega-
tive (+15V max.) pulses. The Electric Drum-
mer control circuits send negative pulses to
the board, but for 'external' micro users it is
more practical to deal with positive pulses
i.e. a '1' on a port line. This means that
instruments can be specified by 11 port
lines (thus two 8 -bit output ports are re-
quired for full operation). The unit has
worked perfectly well with the ZX81 interface
published in E&MM for the EDP instru-
ments, and also with standard ports on other
micros, including the Sharp MZ-80K.

A program for an external micro simply
outputs the correct codes to the port lines for
each event. So a possible wiring plan of these
lines could be: Port 1, output code 1=accent,
2=hi-hat open, 4=hi-hat, 8=Bass Drum, 16=
Side Drum, 32=Cymbal, 64=Hi tom-tom,
128=Low tom-tom. Port 2, output code
1= High Bongo, 2=Low Bongo, 4=Woodblock.
This allocation puts the main drum kit on
one port only for users with single port
micros.
60

SOUND GENERATOR BOARD PARTS LIST
Complete list with revisions for stereo wrrPor Note: The following have been deleted:

R7-10,17-20,
27-30,110Resistors -

RI
R2
R3,4,13,14,

16,23,24,

5% carbon unless
otherwise specified

Maphn Code

120k (M120K)
39k (M39K)

40,109 470k 9 off (M470K)
R5,15,25 6k8 3 off (0,46K8)

R6 1 MO (M1M0)
R1164-69 100k 7 off (M100K)
R12 27k (M27K)
R21,75 68k 2 off (M68K)
R22,32,37,42,

47,52,57 22k 7 off (M22K)
R26,74,79 10k 3 off (MIOK)
R31.36,41,46.

51,56,80,
85,90,95,
97,99.101,
103,105,
107 33k 16 off (M33K)

R33,38,43,48,
53,58.82.
87,92 330k 9 off (M330K)

R34,39,54 1k 3 off (M1K0)
R35 680k (M680K)
R44.49 1208 2 off (M120R)
R45,50 10M 2 off (M10M)
R55 2M2 (M2M2)
R59,71,72 1008 3 off (M100R)
R60 510k lhIN (S510K)
861.63,70,76 47k 5 off (M47K)
R73 470R (M470R)
R77,78 2k7 2 off (M2K7)
881.86,91,96.

98,100,102.
104,106,
108 15k 10 off (M15K)

R83,88,93 4k7 3 off (M4K7)
R84,89,94 180R 3 off (MI8QR)
RV1 9 100k 9 off (WR61R)

Capacitors
C1,5,9 68n carbonate
C2 luF 35V tantalum
C4,35,38,41 680p ceramic
C6,15,18,33 100n carbonate
C8 In ceramic
010,34,37,40 470n carbonate
Cl2 47n polyester
CI3,16,21,24,

25,28,29,
31,32 10n carbonate

C14,17 22n carbonate
C19,22,23,26 27n carbonate
C20 56n carbonate
C27 220n carbonate
C30 47n carbonate
C36,39,42 lOuF 35V PC electrolytic
Note: The following have been deleted:
C3,7,11

Semiconductors
4071
4016
741c
SN76477
MC3340

1C1,2,3
1C4

105-11
IC12
1C13-15
TR1,3,5,9.

12,15 BC214L
TR7 2N3704
TR8,10,11.13,

14,16.23 BC 1841_
01,3,5,7-12,

14,15 1N4148
013 BZY88C5V6
Note: The following have been deleted:
TR2,4,6; D4,6
Miscellaneous
8 pin OIL skts
14 pin OIL skts
28 pin DIL skt
PCB

3 off (WW39N)
(WW60Q)

4 off (WW66W)
4 off (WW41U)

(WX68Y)
3 off (WW490)

(BX74R)

9 off (WW29G)
2 off (WW33L)
4 off (WW34M)

(WW38R)
(WW45Y)
(WW37S)

3 off (FF04E)

3 off (QW43W)'

7 off

3 off

6 off

13 off

11 off

(QX08.1)
(QL22Y)
(YH32Y)
(QH49D)

(QB62S)
(QR28F)

(QB57M)

(QL80B)
(Q11081)

off (BL17T)
3 off (BL18U)

(8121X)
(GA60Q)

An early prototype offering contact pads as well as
programming.

A typical rhythm sequence might start
off: Accent/Bass Drum, rest, Hi -hat closed,
rest, accent/Side Drum/Hi-hat closed, rest,
Hi -hat open etc. = 9, 0, 4, 0, 21, 0, 6 etc. The
tempo can be set by the program using a
'FOR NEXT' LOOP containing a further 'FOR
NEXT' that sets the delay period between
events. Alternatively, a single line of a port
can be used to input a clock tempo pulse as
an interrupt from an external LFO (e.g.
Synclock, Universal Trigger set to 'Micro').
The latter method is preferable as it allows
the clock pulse to be used elsewhere for
synchronising sequences and modulation
effects in your studio.

The sounds are fed to two output pre -
amp stages for stereo operation. Situated at
the far right of the Generator Board is a
group of resistors. These resistor values are
chosen by the user to set the position of each
instrument in the stereo field. They are R63,
61, 62, 67, 66, 65, 64, 68 and 69 in the parts
list. It is very easy for you to decide the layout
of your drum kit for yourself. Simply use
preferred resistor values that add to 100k.
approximately for R64-69, and to 47k for
R61-63 inclusive. A typical layout might be
(from left to right): Hi -Hat, Side Drum, High -
Bongo, Woodblock, Bass Drum (centre), Low
bongo, Hi tom-tom, Low tom -torn and Cym-

bal. The two resistor values for each of these
positions would be:

L1

not used/100k
L4

33k/56k
R3

33k/22k

L2 L3
22k/82k 33k/68k

C R4
47k/47k 56k/33k

R2 R1
33k/15k 47k/not used

An added bonus is the use of the
SN 76477N device, which has veropins loca-
ted at relevant control pins on the IC for the
constructor to experiment with. In the cir-
cuit described, only the white noise source is
in use and the possibility of creating whistles,
pitched sounds, helicopter, sea, trains,
planes and other effects is available by
making the appropriate pin links. (The
Maplin catalogue gives full information on
this device.)

Final sound balance is done via the
presets on the board, although musicians
may like to use pots on the control panel
instead. It is useful too to add micro buttons
at a later stage for manual triggering of each
instrument (as well as automatic control) for
that improvising touch! We've also tried the
Kraftwerk idea of percussion plates that
replace the micro buttons and complete the
trigger circuit with two metal probes (see
photo).

The Electric Drummer project presents
the opportunity for musicians to use today's
technology at low cost for maximum control
in the studio or on stage. Many improve-
ments to the design are possible, with
further EPROM programs and improved
percussion circuits. Meanwhile, the sounds
of the Electric Drummer, like most drum
synthesisers, may be considered unique to
the instrument and it only remains for the
musician to create his own unique rhythmic
track to complement it. E&M M
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Trigger Interfacing
(Continued from Page 49)

An Interface Unit
While we are discussing interface units, it

may be interesting to look at a commercially
available model; this one is by Korg and
called the MS -02. It may prove a viable
alternative to readers requiring an interface
module but not wishing to build our own
project this month (Universal Trigger
Interface).

For musicians wishing to play other
synthesisers from one 'main' synthesiser,
the MS -02 will overome most of the prob-
lems encountered. Normally, a suitable
control voltage is needed to drive the other
synthesisers' VCOs and a trigger pulse is
also required to switch on the EGs driving
the VCFs and VCAs. This is usually quite
straightforward when using two or more
synths of the same make because they
would use the same type of control for their
range of instruments.

Among presently available synthesisers,
there are two main types of control voltage
systems for use with VCOs and other voltage
controlled devices and also two types of
trigger systems for the EGs. One of these is
used by Korg (on earlier models) and
Yamaha and is termed the Hertz/
Volt System, where the VCO oscillator
frequency is proportional to the control
voltage. The other is employed by most other
synthesiser manufacturers and is the
Octave/Volt System, in which the oscillator
frequency changes one octave for every one
volt change in the control voltage. Trigger
control generally works from a 'pulse to

KONG SYNTHESIZER INTERFACE
LOG AMP ARTAGG AMP ARCING AMP

0
Off,01 '

TRIGGER
PROCESSOR

TRIGGER
PROCESSOR

POWER

0-0 0-0-0

Korg MS -02 Synthesiser Interface.

ground' or between specified voltage levels,
the latter being harder to match in practice.

Provided your synthesisers are equipped
with the conventional input and output jacks
for control voltage and trigger orgate signals,
you can use this interface for accurate signal
processing. Facilities allow conversion from
Hz/V to Oct/V and vice versa. An adding
amp boosts voltages for frequency matching
when used with VCOs and will take voltages
from a foot -pedal, joystick or DC battery plus

potentiometer arrangement for pitch -bend
and modulation effects. Two trigger match-
ing sections are given with flashing LED
indicators and an array of jack sockets
internally linked into three groups allow
several machines to be controlled from one
voltage source. E&MM

Further details of this unit can be obtained from
the UK distributors: Rose -Morris & Co. Ltd., 32
Gordon House Road, London NW5. Tel: 01-267
5151.

Top Twenty Music Video Chart
1. (-) Paul McCartney & Wings Rockshow EMI
2. (8) Bob Marley & The Wailers EMI
3. (4) Siouxsie & The Banshees Spectrum
4. (2) Rock Flashback - Deep Purple BBC/3M
5. (-) Pink Floyd - Live At Pompeii Spectrum
6. (6) Olivia Newton John - Physical EMI
7. (-) Iron Maiden EMI
8. (16) Adam & The Ants Home Video Productions
9. (18) Abba Music Show Vol. II Intervision

10. (1) The Best Of Blondie Chrysalis
11. (-) Elvis - King Of Rock'n'Roll World of Video 2000
12. (13) Videostars EMI
13. (17) Kate Bush Live At Hammersmith Odeon EMI
14. (15) Slipstream - Jethro Tull Chrysalis
15. (12) Elvis - Comeback Special Mountain Video
16. (7) Abba Music Show Vol. I Intervision
17. (10) The Kids Are Alright - The Who Spectrum
18. (19) E.L.O. Live In Concert.. VCL
19. (-) Rude Boy Videospace
20. (3) Toni Basil - Word Of Mouth Radialchoice
Compiled by HMV, 363, Oxford Street, London.

Top Twenty Electro-Music Records
1: The Concerts In China Jean Michel Jarre
2: White Eagle Tangerine Dream
3: Grand Canyon Isao Tomita
4: Meaning Of Love/Oberkon Depeche Mode
5: Technodelic Yellow Magic Orchestra
6: Dare The League Unlimited Orchestra
7: Computer World Kraftwerk
8: Audion Synergy/Larry Fast
9: Only You/Situation Yazoo

10: Trancefer Klaus Schulze
11: Magnetic Fields Jean Michel Jarre
12: Prisms Michael Garrison
13: Computer Experiments Vol. 1 Synergy
14: Oxygene Jean Michel Jarre
15: Digital Dream Neuronium
16: Speak And Spell Depeche Mode
17: Silk Roads 1/2 Kitaro
18: New Jerusalem Tim Blake
19: Switched -On Brandenburgs Wendy Carlos
20: Mind -Body -Spirit Francis Monkman
Compiled by E.S.S.P. Distribution: P.O. Box 37b, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 9JB.

HAVE YOU RENEWED YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION?

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
- essential for the modern musician

For 12 issues:
UK £10.75
Europe & overseas

(surface) ... £11.65
Airmail (inc. Eur.) £25.95
Overseas payments including Republic of
Eire should be covered by Bankers draft in
pounds sterling.

Subscriptions normally commence from the current issue of E&MM.
Back copies can be obtained from E&MM at £1.10 each inc. postage.

E&MM Subscriptions Dept., Maplin Publications
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG

En no on MINI I= EM MB ME NMI Mill IMO 1

E&MM Subscriptions Dept., Maplin Publications, 282 London
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Please send me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker.
I enclose a cheque/postal order* for £10.75/£11.65/£25.95*
made payable to Electronics & Music Maker.
*DELETE AS APPROPRIATE

PLEASE PRINT

Name

I Address

E&MM/7/82
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CLASSIFIED
New rates for 1982: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.

Display: £10.00 per single cm. column.
All advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 20th of month preceding publication.

Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed onthe advertisement rate card (available on request).

Telephone: (0702) 338878/338015. "Classified", E&MM, 282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

ACCESSORIES

NOW!
FROM SESCOM

ORDER YOUR FAVORITE
AUDIO ACCESSORIES

BY MAIL

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR 1982 CATALOG

48
PAGES

81/2"X I I"

OVER
250

ITEMS

WITH TECHNICAL DATA
& USE DIAGRAMS

INCLUDING DIRECT BOXES, MIC-SPLITTERS,

SIGNAL PROCESSING, AUDIO MODULES,

TRANSFORMERS

1 MANY OTHER ACCESSORIES

111.1.111111

Most Shipments From Stock

We Ship the fastest & most convenient
ray for yowl

SES
CIIIM

SESCOM, INC.
RETAIL SALES DIVISION
1111 Lam Vegas Blvd. Norin
Lae V044 NV 69101-1197 U.S.A.
(702)384-0903 (800)834-3457
TVA (9101397-6996

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

BOOKS & CATALOGUES

PARAPHYSICS JOURNAL (Russian translations): Psy-
chotronic Generators, Kirlianography, gravity lasers. tele-
kinesis. Details: s.a.e. 4X9: Paralab, Downton,

HOME ORGANISTS
Teach yourself to play with

THE ORGAN MASTER
by Brenda Hayward (Making Notes)
Two Music Books - Two Theory Books -

Two Chord Charts in a Boxed Pack
£10 + £1 p&p.

Cheque/P.O./B-Card/Access accepted

ORGAN MASTER PUBLICATIONS
Metfield - Harleston - Norfolk - IP20 OLH.

Fressingfield (0379861 370

FOR HIRE

FOR HIRE AT BUDGET RATES
LEXICON 224 Digital reverb and Prime Time
EVENTIDE HARMONIZERS ROLAND ECHOS
DBX COMP/LIMITERS and ANALYSER/
EQUALIZER

Plus a whole range of studio gadgets
Phone Andy or Louise 01-708 0483

or write for further details:
10 Steedman Street, London SE17 3AF

KIT CONSTRUCTION

ALL E&MM kits professionally built
and set up.

Sound Equipment built, repaired and
customised.

Artwork and Prototype PCB facilities.

Call or write for details:

P. M. BIRD,
Winray, Doddinghurst Road,

Peartree Green, Doddinghurst, Essex
CM15 OQP

Tel: (0277) 822727

PERSONAL

FIND -A -FRIEND
through FIND-A-FRIEND's new postal
concept. Countrywide friends/mates/
partners. A confidential, inexpensive ser-
vice. SAE. Telephone: FIND -A -FRIEND
(EMM), Temple House, 43-48 New Street,

Birmingham B2 4LH 021-429 6346

CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Please insert the advertisement below under the heading of in the next issue of E&MM for

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Maplin Publications)

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24
34p per word. Underline words required in bold. Add 10p extra per word.

ads to be received by 20th June for August issue.

62

Enter each
word of
your
classified
lineage in
each block

insertions.

E&MM/7/8.n

Name

Address

Tel. No. (Day)

Send together with your cheque to:
Holly Baker
E&MM Classified
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SSO 7JG

Use this form for Classified Lineage only.
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RECORDING
SOLO STUDIOS for solo musicians; 4 tracks £3.00 hour.
For details ring Vic on Park Street 72372.

nua SERIES 4
MIXERS

 PA or Recording Masters  Fully Modular
 PPM/VU Monitoring Any Frame size  5
Band EQ 4 Aux sends.

Master + Frame f 199.00
Input/Output Modules £60.00 each

For Brochure or Dem telephone:
HORNCHURCH 55836

QU'APPELLE STUDIOS
LIMITED

8 track sound recording, colour
video recording with edit suite,
titling facilities, variable acoustics.
Session musicians by arrangement.
Audio visual recording £100 per day
including tape, audio recording by
arrangement.
Tel. Newport, Gwent (06331 412415

FOR SALE
TECHNICS SX-U25 double keyboard organ. Keyboard
folds down (will fit any estate or hatchback car). Complete
with bench headphones and cover. £599 ono.
FULLY built, FULLY working 5600S synthesiser. £700 first -
corners. Tel. Abingdon 21290 (evenings).
YAMAHA PS20 keyboard, £195. Powertran Black Hole,
£79. Syntom and Synwave, £23. Ilkeston (0602) 306310.
CLEF Practical Electronics String Synth, immaculate
condition, 1140 o.n.o. Tel Watford 39347.
ORGAN - ELKA ARTIST 707. Top of the range including
drawbars, pianos, strings, brass and built-in synthesiser.
Home use only. Immaculate condition. Just over two years
old. Cost over £3,000. Must sell. £2,100 o.n.o. Tel:
Newcastle (0632) 696433 evenings.

DIY ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
Based on Hi-Fi News design. Used in
numerous Rock PA's, discotheques, work-
shops, studios and top notch Hi-Fi
systems worldwide. -24dB/octave,
2/3/4 way mono/stereo PCBs, kits or
assembled boards/complete units built
with PPMs, muting etc.
SAE or 31RC brings details:,
B & J SOUND, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall,

Lincoln LN4 4PD.
Telephone: (0526) 52950/42869

DRUZYC-TAYLOR SOLID STATE

ANALOG
DELAY/ECHO

with delay, repeat
controls in/out

foot -switch.
Incorporating 2x

SAD 1024 analog
delay lines

providing delays
of up to 300mS.
Complete unit as

shown including batteries.
ONLY £55.00 + f1 .00 p&p

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER!
P.C.B. of above unit, fully assembled,
tested, complete with I/P 0/P jack
sockets and controls.
Supplied with operating instructions for
an unbeatable £39.00 + £1 .00 p&p.

DRUZYC-TAYLOR ELECTRONICS
148 Coventry Rd, Warwick CU34 5HL

Tel. (0926) 499300

SERVICES

E.S.S.P.
Electrork - Computer - Synthesiser sound

RECORDS - TAPES - BOOKS
Send s.a.e. for catalogue:

The Sound House, PO Box 37b,
East Molesey, Surrey KT8 9JB.

CASSETTE 'REAL-TIME'
duplicating from 38p. The best value for
money - Sound International July 1981. Pet,
Tandy, Sharp, Acorn, ZX81.
SIMON STABLE, 46, West End, Launton,

Oxon OX6 ODG.
Mon -Sat 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 08692 28311

REAL TIME DUPLICATED
CASSETTES

Superb UK & USA REAL TIME
QUALITY

Pulse 001C 'Iceland' Pinhas ........ £4.95
Pulse 002C 'Re -Entry' Vorhaus £4.95
Pulse 003C 'East-West' Pinhas £3.95
Pulse 004C 'Sequences' Bocquet £4.95
Pulse 006C 'Le'Elique' Pinhas £4.95
MFSL C017 'Dark Side' Floyd £13.95
MFSL C060 'Stickyfingers' Stones ...£13.95
MFSL C047 'Mystery Tour' Beatles .. £13.95

Many others in catalogue - SAE from
WHITETOWER, 2 ROCHE GARDENS

MILTON KEYNES MK3 6HR.
Telephone (0908) 73969 (Access)

E&MM
CASSETTES

Nos. 1-6 still
available

£2.45 each
(inc. VAT & P&P)

Cheques to:

Maplin Publications,
282 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 7JG

SITUATIONS VACANT

Inner London Education Authority
LONDON COLLEGE OF FURNITURE

41/71 COMMERCIAL ROAD
LONDON El 1LA

DEPARTMENT OF MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY

Lecturer I in Electronics
Applications are invited from qualified elec-
tronics engineers to lecture on basic electron-
ics and musical applications of electronics.
Lectures are to be associated with TEC
Diploma and Higher Diploma courses in
Musical Instrument Technology.
A background of specific applications of
electronics to musical synthesisers, effects
units, sound modelling processes and com-
puter control of peripherals associated with
musical sounds would be advantageous.
Teaching experience, though desirable, is not
essential.
SALARY: On an incremental scale within the
range of £5,034-£8,658 (Plus £759 Inner
London Allowance)" - Starting point de-
pending on qualifications, training and
experience.

'Subject to formal approval.

Further details and application form can be
obtained from the Senior Administrative
Officer at the College.

TAPES/RECORDS

DRUM DROPS
'The Ultimate Drum Track Albums

American produced real drum
sound backing tracks

Volumes 1-5 available NOW!

£5.99 per LP inc P&P
MUSTANG RECORDS & TAPES

P.O. Box 139 High Wycombe
Bucks HP13 5LH

LOTUS
RECORDS

Neuronium-Digital Dream (the most important
synth group since T. Dream. Melodic/Cosmic/
Rhythmic Synth Music at its best) £3.49
Wolfgang Bock -Cycles (produced by Klaus Schulze
in similar styles) £4.99
Peru -Constellations (Dutch synth trio in T. Dream
vein) £4.99
Klaus Schulze -Body Love 2/Time Wind/Black
Dance/Moondawn £3.99 each
Edgar Froese-Aqua/Stuntman/Macula Transfer/
Epsilon £4.99 each
Benoit Hutin-1st (French synth; one dreamy side,
one rhythmic side) £4.99
Tim Blake -Crystal Machine/New Jerusalem (new
age synth music) £4.49 each
Philippe Guerre -Concerto Pour Le Mort D'un
Clown (beautiful new synth music of wide-eyed,
celestial, melodic quality) £4.99
P&P (U.K.): 1 LP -50p; 2 LP's -94p; 3 LP's or
more -40p per LP.

Many of the above items are in the 1982 LOTUS
RECORDS Catalogue, containing 26 pages of
European Music, Synth and Electronic Music on
Records, Cassettes, Fanzines and T -Shirts, much of
it only available from LOTUS RECORDS. This listing
is free with all orders or available by sending a
large S.A.E.

Cheques/P.O.'s payable to:

LOTUS RECORDS
23 HIGH STREET

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME
STAFFS.

For quick
service and

helpful
information
telephone:

HOLLY
BAKER

Southend
(0702)

338878/
338015
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TEAC TASCAM
BARGAINS

8 TRACK PACKAGE
Consists of 80/8 multitrack on half inch, fitted VSK88 varispeed
motor and a mixing console chosen from our large range. Order
this package before July and we give you a free 8 channel auto
switch DBX NR unit model DX8 valve £990. (Generous part
exchange prices given in addition to the free DBX noise
reduction). The 8 Track package items and mixers may be
purchased separately. P.O.A.

16 TRACK PACKAGE
Part exchange your 4 or 8 track equipment (all makes welcome) -
we may even give you more allowance than you originally paid
for it. Secondhand TEAC/Tascam urgently wanted!
4 Track packages, portastudio, cassettes, graphics and acces-
sories, all going for a song. P.O.A.

FOSTEX (MAIN AGENTS)
The full range of 8, 4 and 2 track miniaturised marvels along with
the advanced model 250 4 track 'multi tracker' matching mixers
and FX units - all delivered free to your door by whistling
Secur icor!

ALLEN HEATH & BRENNEL (MAIN AGENTS)
The renowned, respected and famous Mod III 16 into 8
monitoring 16 consol is now 'on offer' - it's hard to believe, but
we've shaved a cool one thousand pounds off it's price - used to
be £3,062 + VAT. Limited quantities available at £1,995 + VAT.
(Trade enquiries are also available and welcome on this offer).
16.4.2 Road version mixer is irresistable at P.O.A. (Trade/
Wholesale and quantity enquiries welcome).

REVOX INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Revox PR99 and Revox B77 supplied and serviced. Trade, Studio
and Private enquiries welcome.

ROLAND + BOSS
Full 'Roland Rack' FX equipment for stage and studio, keyboard
(inc. Jupiter 8's) sequencers, BOLT tube amps, space echo and
chorus echo, BOSS FX pedals, drum machines, tuners - we've
got the lot! P.O.A.

MICROPHONES
AKG and ELECTRO-VOICE (wholesale and retail) P.O.A. Also
stocks of SENNHEISER, BEYER, NEUMANN, SHURE (Mic boom
stands, 2 sizes).

SECK MIXERS
The amazing 16/8/2 inc. flight case, fitted with extra 8 insert
points, authorized dealer modifications) at no extra charge.

£999 + VAT

JBL (MAIN AGENTS)
Studio monitors and components and repairs, massive range of
literally everything. P.O.A.

QUAD (INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR)
Power amps 405, 303, 50E from stock - amazing discounts.

P.O.A.

KEYBOARDS - SALE - SALE - SALE
Roland SHO9 synth (ex -demo) £220+VAT
Roland RS09 organ strings £295+VAT
Yamaha SK1 0 organ strings £220+VAT
H/H P73 electronic piano (new) P.O.A.
Fender Rhodes (stage) electric piano £595+VAT
Hammond C3, immaculate condition £595 inc.

GOODIES - HURRY - HURRY - HURRY
TEAC 144 Portastudios S/H from £425
TEAC A3440 4 tracks S/H from £550
TEAC 80-8 8 tracks S/H from £1,900
TEAC VSK 88 8T Varispeed unit only £119
Allen & Heath 16.4.2 S/H (studio version) £595
Gibson Les Paul Anniversary (as new) £495
Roland Space Echo RE201 (as new) £275
Bose 802 + equalisers, new £550+VAT

ALAN CHEETHAM AUDIO SERVICES
Phone: Disley (06632) 2442 9 a.m. thru 9 p.m.

Mon -Sat (Sundays by appointment)
Office address: 25 South Meadow, High Lane

Village, nr. Stockport, SK6 8EJ

NEW7 NITT-L
In the August issue of E&MM
on sale at your newsagents from July 8th

* KITARO Featuring
one of Japan's
leading synthesists
on record.

* WARREN
CANN'S DRUM
COLUMN

* JON LORD
Established as a
top keyboard
player in Deep
Purple and
Whitesnake, our
interview analyses
the music of his
new LP 'Before
I Forget'.

* 8201 MIXER
PROJECT
A versatile free
or rack mounting
8 into 2 low noise
studio mixer with
individual send,
pan and level
controls. Modular
design uses same
PCB for each pair
of input or output
channels.

* GUITAR BUDDY PROJECT
E&MM's answer for the musician who
needs a low cost practice amplifier that is
good for keyboards and vocals too.
Kit price under £20.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Rod Argent's Keyboards 17 Movement Audio Visual 15
Casio Electronics 5 Phonosonics 39
Chase 1 Powertran. 29 & IBC
Alan Cheetham 64 Roland (UK) Ltd 13 & OBC
Clef Products 25 Rossetti IFC
Digisound 48 Soundwave 23
Future Music 4, 35 E. A. Souter 48
Don Larking Audio Sales 48 Syco Systems 9
London Rock Shop 3 Tempus Ltd. 44, 45
Micro Musical 19 Wimslow Audio 56
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Powertran's black boxes are packed with punch. Not only are they superb kits to buy and
build they really do the job! Imaginative and ingenious design goes hand in hand with top
quality materials and outstanding performance capability. With their smart black styling the
kits harmonise visually as well as musically.
Your can built each unit independently for its set task and then gradually increase your array
until you have a complete bank of formidable controllable power.

Complete Kit - £49.90+ VAT

. °

Dreamt/4c. sooniii-ipos
NRWIII41

Complete Kit - £49.50+ VAT

Complete Kit - 075.00+ VAT

Complete Kit - £64.90 + VAT

MPA 200 is a low price, high power
100W amplifier. Its smart styling, profes-
sional appearance and performance,
make it one of our most popular
designs. With adaptable inputs the mix-
er accepts a variety of sources yet
straightforward construction makes it
ideal for the first-time builder.

CHROMATHEQUE 5000 - a
5 -channel lighting system powerful
enough for professional discos yet con-
trollable for home -effects. Sound to
light, strobe to music level, random or
sequential effects - each channel can
handle up to 500W yet minimal wiring is
needed with our unique single -board
design.

ETI VOCODER - 14 channels, each
with independent level control, for max-
imum versatility and intelligibility; Two
input amplifiers - for speech/excitation
- each with level control and tone con-
trol. The Vocoder is a powerful yet flexi-
ble machine that is interesting to build
and thanks to our easy to follow con-
struction manual, is within the capability
of most enthusiasts.

SP2 200 twice the power with two of the
reliable, durable and economic amps
from the MPA200; fed by separate
power supplies from a common toroidal
transformer. Superb finish and quality
components throughout - up to (even
over!) the standard of high priced
factory -built units.

DJ90 Stereo Mixer - this is a really versatile
new mixer that enables the constructor DJ to
produce a professional performance every
time. There are two stereo inputs for magnetic
cartridges, a stereo auxiliary input and mike in-
put. Other 'plus' features are auto -panning for
fast or slow, slider controls, multi -mixing,
ducking, interrupt, input modulation, in short
everything . . the whole works - AND -
under £100 complete! (We have illustrated the
DJ90 teamed in our own console with the
Chromatheque and an SP2 200 and speakers.

Complete Kit - £97.50 + VAT

wr
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POINTRAN

Digital Delay Line - our latest kit! With its ability to
give delay times from 1.6 mSecs to up to 1.6 secs.
Many powerful effects including phasing, flanging,
A.D.T., chorus, echo & vibrato are obtained. The
basic kit is extended in 400 mS steps up to 1.6 secs.
Simply by adding more parts to the PCB. Compare
with units costing over £1,000! Complete kit (400 mS
delay) £130 + VAT. Parts for extra 400 mS delay
£9.50p.

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS
 Money Back Guarantee - If you are not completely satisfied with your
Powertran Kit return it in original condition within 10 days for full refund.
 Free Soldering Practice Kit - To assist the beginner we will supply, on
request with your first kit order, a free soldering practice kit with useful tips and
illustrations.
 Component Packs - Most kits are available as separate packs le.g. PCB
component sets, hardware sets etcl. Prices in our FREE catalogue.

 Ordering - Full ordering details, delivery service, and sales counter
opening - inside back of this issue.

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3NM. (0264) 64455.



HP 70 Piano Plus
75 keys, variable touch sensitivity,
built in amp, twin speakers, chorus,
4 tone colours, stereo/mono output.
Optional Extras:
DP6 damper pedal, SC 70 soft case

ItcRoland
Roland (UK) Limited
Great West Trading Estate
983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN

Telephone: 01 568 4578


